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Se al A a l Pre en ion

ABSTRACT
Joining the expanding discourse surrounding language and its effects, specifically
regarding the performance of gender in a hypermasculine environment, this dissertation
offers a rhetorical analysis of the Uni ed S a e Depar men of Defen e sexual assault
prevention and response training materials, particularly posters created between 2009 and
2012. This dissertation examines the context of sexual harassment and assault within the
military from the late 1970s until the mid-2000s. Presenting scandals that led up to the
de elopmen of he Depar men

Se al A a l Pre en ion and Re pon e (SAPR)

program, I give a brief history of the establishment and scope of responsibility for the
program in its infancy. Next, I define the intent of rhetorical analysis and partner two
theories, Feminist Standpoint Theory a

ell a Kenne h B rke

heor concerning

lang age emio ic and he dialec ical pen ad, as frameworks to examine the specific
set of military training materials. I detail the a

in hich omen

er ice in he

military has a history of rhetorical control from both the Defense Department (formerly
he War Depar men ) and ocie , a large. S b eq en l , hi di er a ion contends that
the language used within the military context provides further rhetorical control of how
women are accepted into the organization. I explain how the images (advertisements),
language, and rhetorical strategies from the SAPR program potentially affect views of
gender and implications on he mili ar

ance on e al a a l for he more than 2.3

million women and men who serve on Active Duty, Guard, Reserve, and Civilian status. I
ii

conclude by providing my own career experiences from the standpoint of a female
Lieutenant Colonel with 23 years of active duty service in the United States Air Force to
offer a practical, real-time feminist standpoint perspective.

The analysis and opinions in this dissertation are solely those of the author, and do
not reflect the views of the United States Government, the Department of Defense,
the United States Air Force, or any other official body in connection with the author.
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CHAPTER 1
THE WAR WITHIN: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE U.S. MILITARY S MISSION TO
STAUNCH SEXUAL ASSAULTS
In 2004, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld tasked the U.S. military to figure
out its sexual assault problem. A committee was formed, and 90 days later, it released a
report of its findings to the Secretary of Defense. One, the military needed overarching
guidance for how to report and care for sexual assault victims. Each branch was carrying
out its own processes, tracking its own cases, and there was little to no communication
between them when it came to sharing successful approaches. Two, after establishing a
lead polic , he ne

recommenda ion from he commi ee a o rain fir re ponder

comprised of law enforcement, lawyers, chaplains, and newly implemented Sexual
Assault Response Coordinators, or SARCs, to care for those victimized by sexual assault.
Three, address sexual assault with every Soldier, Sailor, Marine, and Airman across the
Department of Defense (DoD). Approaches concerning the training were also to be
cohesive across the services, recognizable and easily identifiable for their purpose (to
combat sexual assault), and they were mandatory. To that end, the Sexual Assault
Prevention and Response (SAPR) subject matter experts began developing and
disseminating materials for each service to use in the process of education and training
against sexual assault.

1

Since the mandate, the DoD implemented several variations of its SAPR program,
with different techniques for delivering its message. Over the duration of its existence,
annual sexual assault and prevention training has taken the form of military men and
women gathered in an auditorium or classroom, li ening o e per from ar ing fir
re ponder comm ni ie

peak about the dangers of sexual assault. Over time, SAPR

training evolved from once a year for one hour into an annual day-long event, with both
large group lectures and smaller group discussions. In later iterations, service members
attended at least four hours of training over the course of a week, covering various sexual
assault topics such as male-on-male assault and female-on-male assault, as well as the
more frequently discussed male-on-female assault. In the most current version, SAPR
training has been combined with suicide awareness training, also an annual requirement
for military members. Throughout each construction of the training, pamphlets, handouts,
posters, and booklets have been developed and disseminated with DoD-endorsed images,
wording, and designs to carry the message that sexual assault in the military will not be
tolerated amongst its nearly 2.5 million members.
But what if the message the DoD has been crafting for the last 16 years is
ineffectual? Even worse than being ineffectual, what if the messaging is detrimental,
actually fertilizing the base of the problem rather than growing solutions? What if the
very resources designed and doled out to help are hurting even more?
My argument is, while the DoD has taken steps to staunch the negative trend of
sexual assaults, a rhetorical analysis of the SAPR program suggests the very tools utilized
to quell the trend could instead reinforce a culture perpetuating sexual assault. The
culture marginalizes those experiencing harassment and assault, particularly women,
2

through a constructivist environment of language and agency. To support this claim, I
critically analyze sexual assault prevention posters created between 2009 and 2012,
situating the posters within a historical and theoretical context to further demonstrate
their rhetorical significance. Additionally, I present my own career and experiences as a
female officer with 23 years (and counting) of active duty service in the U.S. Air Force.
TIMELINE OF MILITARY SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND ASSAULT
In oda

mili ar community, sexual assault prevention and reporting is a

familiar topic. In fact, the Department of Defense requires all military service members
and government civilians receive annual sexual assault prevention training in a group
format. The sexual assault conversation in the military services is largely present due to
the brave women and men who dared to report their experiences, which were taken up, at
first slowly, by journalists starting in the late seventies. Beginning in 2017, a non-profit
newsroom called The War Horse, started compiling many historically significant
momen in he long hi or of e al a a l in he U.S. mili ar

hro gh i

Zero

Tolerance projec . S ar ed b Marine e eran Thoma J. Brennan, The War Horse is a
digital newsroom where military men and women contribute their stories to the discourse
of mili ar happening . The Zero Tolerance projec i an in erac i e imeline aiming o
cap re major mile one in mili ar
Highligh

e al ra ma beginning in 1979 ( Timeline

).

In December 1979, the Baltimore Sun broke a or on

ide pread

e al

harassment at Army post Fort Meade in Maryland. Subsequently, on December 21, 1979,
Senator William Proxmire, a member of the Defense Appropriations Subcommittee, sent

3

a letter to the Secretary of the Army, Clifford Alexander, urging him to act. Proxmire
wrote:
Recent newspaper accounts indicate that sexual harassment of women in the
Army is a pervasive and widespread problem. While other disturbances of similar
kin, specifically racial problems, have been dealt with aggressively by military
leadership, abuse of women appears to have received little or no attention in
proportion to its occurrence. (Proxmire)
Due to the attention generated by the S n s reporting, hearings were conducted before the
Military Personnel Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services. On February 11,
1980, several women who had experienced sexual harassment testified before the
subcommittee that they felt the harassment was

ide pread and feared repor ing d e o

possible retaliation or dismissal by their leadership. After their testimony, Fort Meade
commander Colonel Thomas Fitzpatrick was called before the Committee (U.S. Congress
318). During his testimony, Fitzpatrick stated that he directed an investigation into the
allegations exposed through the S n s article and was awaiting the results of that
in e iga ion, b

he did no hink e al hara men

a

ide- pread at Fort Meade.

Fitzpatrick surmised:
I am re here i ome hara men ; ho e er, I don hink o an e en nor
would it be ignored if it came to the attention of people in authority. Certainly
nothing has been brought to the attention of the chain of command, Inspector
General Office, Ci ilian Eq al Emplo men Oppor ni Office, or Mili ar
Equal Opportunity Office to indicate the existence of such a problem. Perhaps
therein lies part of the problem reluctance, fear, or naivete on the part of some
sexually harassed servicewomen to surface the matter to proper authorities. (U.S.
Congress 319)
When asked by a member of the subcommittee if he had ever experienced this level of
sexual harassment reports before, he replied, No, ma am. M job ha e been principally
in ol ed in male ni

(U.S. Congress 319). Shortly after the S n s report, investigations
4

concerning sexual harassment began at other Army posts such as Fort Benning, Fort Dix,
and Fort Bragg. In January of 1980, Mr. Alexander and Army Chief of Staff, Edward C.
Me er, en a join memorand m reaffirming he Arm
digni

polic

ha

phold he h man

of all mili ar and ci ilian per onnel (Chapman 54).
Finally, in a landmark decision in June 1986, the Supreme Court ruled that sexual

harassmen

iola ed Ti le VII of he Ci il Righ Ac of 1964. The Co r held ha he

lang age of Ti le VII ho ld no be olel applied o economic or angible
di crimina ion ( Meri or Sa ing Bank ), and i mon h af er he S preme Co r r ling,
Defense Secretary Casper Weinberger stated the Department of Defense did, in fact, have
a sexual harassment epidemic and leadership had not been handling it appropriately
(Januta). Shortly after that acknowledgment, the Department of Defense released DoD
Directive 1350.2 requiring Equal Opportunity measures to be informed and enforced
throughout the services (Januta).
The summer following the decision, in August 1987, the biannual Defense
Advisory Committee on Women in the Services report was released with mention of
Na al officer offering o

ell heir female co n erpar in foreign co n rie ,

officer ordering e fa or from

perior

bordina e , and ign ha leader hip had blocked

sexual harassment reports in the Navy and Marine Corps (Januta). In response, Defense
Secre ar Weinberger e abli hed a Ta k Force on Women in he Mili ar

o addre

issues.
In September of 1990, the Department of Defense released its report on sexual
hara men and e
percen of ac i e d

al a a l , a ing ha 64 percen of ac i e d
men e perienced n an ed e
5

al a en ion a

omen and 17
ork. Addi ionall ,

one of o

e er

hree omen repor ed n an ed o ching or being cornered (Jan a).

Due to increased awareness of this negative trend, Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney
i

ed a direc i e o all depar men

hara men

o implemen a program o nder core ha e

ill no be olera ed (Chene ). Chene

al

memorand m priori i ed

investigation and resolution of each claim of harassment (Januta).
Earlier that year in May, several news outlets reported the withdrawal of Gwen
Marie Dwyer from the Naval Academy at the end of 1989. After a snowball fight, Dwyer
was dragged out of her dorm room and handcuffed to a urinal while photographs were
aken of her ( Mid hipman Lea e Na al Academ ). In her re igna ion le er o he
academ D

er a e , Wha di g

me mo abo

he academ i o ee people ho

once had tremendous drive and determination feel crushed and therefore satisfied with
j

ge ing b

( Mid hipman Lea e Na al Academ ). Se eral of he Mid hipmen

in ol ed recei ed demeri and lo

of lea e ime, b

none of the males involved were

expelled from the academy. Due to the national attention, a subsequent investigation
released in October 1990, found women were not treated equally at the academy and
recommended severe punishment for those in violation of DoD Directive 1350.2 (Januta).
One year af er he Secre ar of Defen e direc i e and empha i on eq al and fair
treatment, the Tailhook Scandal took place. In September 1991, in a hotel in Las Vegas,
hundreds of Navy and Marine aviators gathered for an annual convention. During their
stay, more than 84 women and seven men reported events of sexual harassment or assault
( Legac of Tailhook ). D ring he con en ion, here ere repor of a ga n le

here

women were forced to walk down a hallway with hundreds of men on each side grabbing
at them and ripping off their clothes to expose their bodies. Senior officers were accused
6

of condoning the behavior by not discouraging the anti-women attitude blatantly
expressed through verbiage on clothing or jeers from the crowd when an attendee asked
when female a ia or

o ld be allo ed o fl figh er je ( Legac of Tailhook ).

Additionally, when one Navy aviator, Lieutenant Paula Coughlin, reported her treatment
a

he a emp ed o alk o her room on he hird floor, he a old, ha
hen o

r

o alk hro gh a hall a of a ia or

ha

o ge

( Legac of Tailhook ). The

resulting inquiry was critiqued for focusing on the behavior of only junior ranks, and the
investigation eventually uncovered that the general officer, an admiral, in charge of the
investigation repeatedly expressed that he wanted the probe to end; therefore, the Naval
Investigative Service (NIS) officers performing the investigation took that to mean he did
not encourage vigorous efforts towards finding out a more complete picture of what
happened in Las Vegas. Af er ho and of in er ie
Tailhook a endee

, 16 of appro ima el 5,000

ere referred for po ible di ciplinar ac ion (Jan a). Wha began

as an embarrassment for the Navy quickly became the first nation-wide scandal for the
mili ar a large, e po ing he
er ice (Jan a). D e o he Na

ilen di ea e of e

al hara men and a a l in he

half-hearted investigation, hearings were held at the

Capitol, this time in front of the Armed Services Committee, and a year after the
Tailhook convention the committee released its report in September 1992 (Januta).
A memorandum from the Inspector General (IG) of the Department of Defense to
the Acting Secretary of the Navy chastised the service for its half-hearted investigation
and the failure of leaders involved in the process to adequately perform their duties. The
memo states:

7

In part, we concluded that the scope of the investigations should have been
expanded beyond the assaults to encompass other violations of law and regulation
as they became apparent and should have addressed individual accountability of
the leadership failure that created an atmosphere in which the assaults and other
misconduct took place. We also concluded that the inadequacies in the
investigations were due to the collective management failures and personal
failures on the part of the Under Secretary, the Navy IG, the Navy [Judge
Advocate General] and the Commander of the NIS. In our view, the deficiencies
in the investigations were the result of an attempt to limit the exposure of the
Navy and senior Navy officials to criticism regarding Tailhook 91. (Vander
Schaaf)
Only two admirals (general officers) resigned after the NIS report was condemned as a
substandard review of the events at the Tailhook convention. The Armed Services
Committee report found that top Naval leadership failed to fully investigate the
allegations in an attempt to protect its members from scrutiny. To address the
admonishment from Congress, in early 1993, the Navy was the first of the military
branches to create its own article in the Uniform Code of Military Justice to prosecute
sexual harassment. This article allowed sexual harassment to be isolated as its own crime
with its own standards of punishment, marking a step toward change in he mili ar
response to sexual harassment and assault (Januta).
Also early in 1993, the Air Force Academy experienced its own reports of sexual
harassment and assault. A female cadet reported being sexually assaulted and several
other female cadets came forward to report sexual assault and harassment. The results of
the investigations were reported in the New York Times:
As a result of investigations into the complaints, an instructor and a cadet have
been court-martialed and jailed for sexual misconduct. Three other cadets have
resigned and three more disciplined. Sensitivity training has been sharply
increased. And a 24-hour confidential special telephone number to report sexual
assaults is up and running. (Schmitt)

8

The Air Force re pon e o i
igoro

han he Na

candal of e al a a l and hara men appeared more

re pon e, and e en more o hen a econd Tailhook repor

a

released.
The econd repor , relea ed b
de ailed han he fir
Ball alking,
Zapping,

he Depar men of Defen e IG office, a more

i h chap er en i led, Ga n le ,

Leg Sha ing,

Bell /Na al Sho ,

S reaking,

Chicken Figh ,

P blic and Paid Se , and Women are Proper

Mooning,
B

Bi ing,

T-Shir (In pec or General

iii-i ). The IG memorand m o he Secre ar of Defen e reported more victims, more
unacceptable conduct by military officers, and more lies. The memorandum states:
Misconduct at the 1991 Tailhook Symposium was more widespread than
previously reported by the Navy. We identified 90 victims of indecent assault. In
addition, we documented a significant number of incidents of indecent exposure,
and other types of sexual misconduct, as well as other improprieties by Navy and
Marine Corps officers. We established that more than 50 officers made false
statements to us during the investigation. Investigative files on at least 140
officers are being referred to the Acting Secretary of the Navy for consideration
of appropriate action. (Inspector General 2)
Despite the findings and recommendations, none of the 140 cases went to trial and half
ere di mi ed d e o lack of e idence ( Legac of Tailhook ).
After Gwen Dwyer was handcuffed to the urinal and resigned from the Naval
Academy, and after the subsequent Tailhook debacle in Las Vegas, the U.S. Senate asked
its General Accounting Office (GAO) to investigate sexual assault and harassment and
report its findings. In January 1994, GAO published its report stating women may not be
reporting harassment, but that did not reflect the reality of harassment present at the
academies. Women were being harassed because they were women. The report states:
The academie ha e no me DoD broad h man char er goal or i polic of
providing an environment that is free from sexual harassment. Although only a
9

fe ca e of e al hara men are formall repor ed, re pon e o GAO
r e
indicated that between 93 and 97 percent of academy women reported
experiencing at least one form of sexual harassment during academic year 1991.
The most common forms of harassment were derogatory personal comments and
comments that standards had been lowered for women.
Be een half o abo hree q ar er of academ omen e perienced ario
forms of harassment at least twice a month, GAO
r e ho . Women aid
the basis for the harassment was most often gender, rather than race, religion, or
ethnic origin. The vast majority of men reported never having experienced sexual
harassment. Academy studies conducted after the GAO survey confirmed that
e al hara men remain a problem a he academie . (U.S. Go 3-4)
The GAO reported that harassment largely came in the forms of derogatory comments
abo
ell a

heir gender, lo ered andard , offen i e po er , ign , graffi i, or T- hir , as
mocking ge

re , ca call , accen , or lang (U.S. Go

4). Addi ionall , he

report states that in rare instances when the harassment was reported, it usually had to
reach a more grie o

form :

Only a small fraction of sexual harassment complaints are formally reported. For
e ample, GAO
r e ho
ha be een 93 and 97 percen of academ
women reported experiencing at least one form of sexual harassment during
academic year 1991. However, only 26 incidents were formally reported, and
most of these involved more grievous forms of sexual misconduct. For instance,
the most common type of reported behavior involved a male student entering a
female den room af er ho r and making n an ed e al ad ance ( ch a
kissing, touching, fondling) o ard he leeping den . (U.S. Go 4)
De pi e G en D

er repor ed concern and e perience a he Na al Academ and he

nationwide scandal of Tailhook 91, the GAO report also determined that sexual
harassment was still not perceived by leadership as a problem in the service academies.
Despite leadership perception, three service academy Superintendents were called to
testify before the Senate in February 1993, and a month later the House Armed Services
Committee held hearings to focus on better reporting practices for sexual harassment and
assault (Januta).
10

In May 1995, the Task Force on Discrimination and Sexual Harassment released a
list of recommendations to combat the sexual harassment epidemic. Their primary
recommendation was that military leaders support the programs devised to combat
harassment. The report cautions:
We found that leadership commitment is the key to effective Equal Opportunity
programs and discrimination complaints processing systems. Without the
unequivocal support of commanders at all levels, our recommendations will have
little impact. (Januta)
In November 1996, another news outlet broke a story concerning abuse of
authority and multiple rape accusations at the Aberdeen Army Training grounds. Initially,
three male drill instructors were accused of rape by their female trainees; subsequently,
after the first accusations surfaced, the Army set up a crisis hotline which received
thousands of reports in its first week of operation. Those who called in unveiled a
systemic trend of abuse and misconduct throughout several bases and organizations in the
Army (Januta). A Washington Post follow-up piece a year after the scandal broke
reported the convictions of one company commander and three drill sergeants, while
eight others were discharged or disciplined and allowed to remain in the military
(Spinner). The article posed that while convictions resulted and Army leadership directed
sensitivity and ethics training, the biggest effect came in the form of male leader
awareness that sexual assault and harassment existed in the training environment at all.
According to one commander interviewed for the piece, "We were assuming it wasn't
going on, and it all blew up in our faces" (Spinner). The Post article con in e , A ear
la er,

he Arm i a differen place for drill ergean and recr i

the lectures, the classes, the hyper-a arene

abo
11

ho canno e cape

hara men and ab e (Spinner).

Within a week of the Aberdeen scandal, news sources reported on a second sexual
abuse scandal at Fort Leonard Wood training camp. The Chicago Tribune reported on a
male drill sergeant who plead guilty and two more male Soldiers charged with sexual
misconduct with those in their care. The charge

range[d] from consensual intercourse

o indecen a a l (Kilian). The Chairman of he Join Chief of S aff, Arm General
John Shalika h ili e pre ed concern ha female rainee are par ic larl
sexual harassment and assault from instructors, who wield enormo

lnerable o

po er (Kilian).

Additionally, reporters inquired what General Shalikashvili thought about the statistics
that more than 50,000 women of the 90,000 interviewed cited sexual harassment as a
problem in he mili ar , Shalika h ili a e ,
on i

b

e ha e a problem and we need to work

again, do no forge all he ad ance ha ha e been made and he a

oppor ni ie ha

omen oda in he mili ar ha e (Kilian). E en all , in For

Leonard Wood, 30 men were implicated and 17 convicted (Januta).
Throughout the remainder of the 1990s, the DoD and the Senate and House
Armed Services Committees continued to hold hearings, emphasize changes, order
surveys, and requisition reports. In December 1996, the DoD published its second survey
of sexual harassment. It found ha e al hara men

a

ill a

erio

i

e de pi e a

decline in reporting since 1988 (Januta). In July 1999, the Congressional Commission on
Military Training and Gender-Related Issues released its report. The commission
concl ded ha higher-ranking officers faced less severe punishment in cases of sexual
hara men (Jan a). The 1990

candal largel belonged o he Na

the Air Force would make its negative mark in the new millennium.

12

and Arm , b

In 2003, news outlets reported on he rape c l re a he Air Force Academ . In
one news report, the women interviewed described a culture where getting raped would
end he ic im

ime a he er ice academ

hile he male perpe ra or o ld recei e a

lap on he hand or no hing a all (Ferrugia 00:03:00 min). A New York Times article
stated, Top leader of he Uni ed S a e Air Force di regarded per i en

arning o er

the last decade that frequent and unpunished sexual assaults were undermining its
academ in Colorado Spring

(Schemo). A civilian investigative panel was

commissioned by Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld, initially stemming from
seven women who reported their sexual assaults, claiming they were forced out of the
service academy while their attackers were allowed to remain (Schemo).
Tho e illing o alk abo

heir e

al a a l repor ed a c l re here rape

a accep able (Ferr gia 00:06:35), and reporting your assailants was seen as a betrayal.
The ci ilian in e iga i e commi ion repor ed

ince a least 1993, the highest levels of

Air Force leadership have known of serious sexual misconduct problems at the
academ , and ei her ignored hem or half-heartedly pursued them with no real intention
for results (Schemo). The commission also determined that the Air Force general counsel
tried to shield the Air Force Academ from nega i e o come b repor ing no
accep ance of e

al a a l

a fo nd a he academ

emic

hen i p bli hed he re l of

its own investigation (Schemo). Eventually, four top leaders were removed, with the
commandant of cadet training, Colonel Laurie S. Slavec, disciplined with a reduction in
rank and subsequent retirement. The New York Times reported, [Sla ec]
had ne er een a ca e of r e rape among cade , b
a a l . Sla ec in i ed he problem a

aid ha he

hich he mean a r e iolen

rampant alcohol use and a permissive
13

en ironmen , hich led omen ho had con en ed o e

o la er cr rape (Schemo).

Unfortunately, the Air Force adopted the behavior of its Navy counterpart by dismissing
the initial report that sexual abuse was taking place.
In the fall of 2003, the Defense Department published the results of its third
survey taken in 2002 regarding sexual harassment (the first was in 1988 and the second in
1995). The p rpo e of he 2002

r e

[ a ] o doc men he e en o hich Ser ice

members reported experiencing unwanted, uninvited sexual attention in the 12 months
prior to filling out the survey, the details surrounding those events (e.g., where they
occ r), and Ser ice member percep ion of he effec i ene
policie , raining, and program
compare 1995 re l

of e al hara men

(Lipari and Lanca er iii). The

r e

a al o able o

o he 2002 re l in regard o 19 beha iorall ba ed i em

represent[ing] a continuum of unprofessional, gender-related behaviors

not just sexual

hara men (Lipari and Lanca er repor iii).
The 2002 repor fo nd o erall, nprofe ional, gender-related behaviors declined
ignifican l be

een 1995 and 2002 (Lipari and Lancaster iii). The survey showed that

crude and offensive behavior had declined from 63 percent to 45 percent, as reported by
women. On the subject of

n an ed e

al a en ion, he

r e

ho ed a decline from

42 percent to 27 percent, as reported by women. A decline appeared in other categories as
well, leading to an overall decline in sexual harassment report rates from 46 percent to 24
percent for women and from eight percent down to three percent for men

the largest

decline reported was in female Marines (Lipari and Lancaster iii-iv). The report
summarizes a perceived improved environment when it comes to sexual harassment:
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The finding are enco raging . The r e re l indica ed Ser ice member
were receiving training, they understood sexual harassment policies and the
behaviors that constitute sexual harassment, and their ratings of their leaders for
making honest and reasonable efforts to stop sexual harassment were significantly
higher in 2002 than in 1995. (Lipari and Lancaster vi)
While home station numbers seemed to demonstrate a positive trend regarding sexual
assault and sexual harassment, deployed locations did not.
In February 2004, after several reports of sexual assault amongst U.S. military
service members in Kuwait and Iraq gained public attention, Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld directed the establishment of a Department of Defense Task Force to
review the practices of treatment for sexual assault victims in the United States Military
Services ( Mi ion and Hi or ). A a direc re l of Secre ar R m feld direc i e,
the Care for Victims of Sexual Assault Task Force began with Ellen Embrey, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health, Protection, and Readiness, appointed to
lead it. In April, the task force sent recommendations back to Rumsfeld regarding sexual
assault reporting and response procedures within the military. The task force offered one
major recommendation to establish a single point of authority for sexual assault
prevention, as each military service had their own policy and procedures for handling
sexual assaults.
In an effort to establish a point of authority, the Department of Defense authored
DoD Directive 6495.01, with the goal to provide:
[A] culture free of sexual assault, through an environment of prevention,
ed ca ion and raining, re pon e capabili
, ic im ppor , repor ing
procedures, and appropriate accountability that enhances the safety and wellbeing of all persons covered by this Directive. ( Mi ion and Hi or )
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The DoD then crafted another policy, DoD Instruction 6495.02, which established an
overarching Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) Program with
re pon ibili ie o crea e

andardi ed SAPR req iremen , erminolog , pro ocol , and

g ideline for raining ma erial
le el

foc [ed] on a arene , pre en ion, and re pon e a all

of he DoD ( Mi ion and Hi or ). In other words, SAPR was to provide the

same training to all members of the military, across all services to include Active Duty,
Reserve, Guard, and government-civilian personnel. The program was to aid victims of
sexual assault, as well as track and report statistics to Congress. Par of SAPR
responsibility was to create and distribute, essentially, an advertising campaign
concerning sexual assault, complete with materials such as pamphlets, media
presentations, posters, and other paraphernalia.
DOD APPROACH O SEXUAL ASSAULT PREVENTION THROUGH EDUCATION
The list of examples of sexual abuse leading to he e abli hmen of he DoD
Sexual Assault Prevention Program in 2004 contained micro examples of a macro sexual
assault and harassment epidemic. In the summary of allegations for 2004, the DoD noted
1,700 reports of sexual assaults where a service member was either the victim or the
perpetrator. Of those, 880 reports were service member on service member offenses, 425
were service member towards a non-service member, 99 were reports of non-service
member on service member, and 296 were reports of unidentified subject on service
member (Dept of Defense Summary 1). According to the summary, the number of
reported allegations represented .06 percent as victims and .06 percent as alleged
offenders of the total population of active duty and mobilized Guard and Reserve
personnel in the DoD (Dept of Defense Summary 2). The small percentage of victims and
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alleged offenders did not coincide with the public narrative of multiple news stories of
sexual assault and harassment in the military, a disconnect in reality the military finally
recognized.
In earlier reports in 2002 and 2003, sexual assault data were not tracked and
reported as distinctly as in the 2004 summary; therefore, the 2004 repor became he
baseline for capturing data in a consistent way to enhance comparisons on sexual assault
data from year to year (Dept of Defense Summary 3)

baseline being an important

identifier. While the overall number of reports of sexual assault presented an extremely
small percentage in context of the total number of active and mobilized Guard and
Reserve members, history exposed that sexual abuse was not being reported in the
military, or when it was reported, was not being handled appropriately by leadership. The
Depar men of Defen e offered ha heigh ened a arene

hro gh he Depar men

comprehensive sexual assault policies, the extensive roll-out of training and education for
the prevention and response to sexual assaults, and the new Confidentiality policy with
re ric ed repor ing

o ld increa e he n mber of repor and remo e ob acle

concerning retaliation or cultural invalidation identified through congressional testimony
and breaking news stories.
Also at odds with the militar

low percentages were the significant rates of

civilian sexual assault and harassment. In the 2000s, between 18 and 25 percent of
women in the United States reported experiencing an attempted rape or rape during their
lifetime. In mid-2000s, that number settled at approximately 11 percent, and three to four
percent of men in the United States reported experiencing an attempted rape or rape in
ad l hood (T rchik and Wil on 268). The mili ar
17

pre io

lukewarm recognition of

the epidemic of sexual harassment, combined with the challenges o he mili ar
reporting process, helped explain the wide disparity between the DoD data and the data
from the civilian sector. Additionally, the military population held a significant number
of people between the ages of 18 and 30 and was a smaller example of the larger society
in which it was situated. Therefore, because younger people (between the ages of 14 and
30) made up more than half of the total number of civilian sexual assaults reported in the
United State ( Vic im of Se al ), i

a obvious that the number of reports of sexual

assault in the military in calendar year 2004 was not an accurate representation of the
reality of sexual assault and harassment in the department. The military acknowledged
the need to address prevention and response.
In the 2004 sexual assault report, the military laid out its strategy, beginning with
andardi a ion. The repor

a ed, The Depar men

Se al A a l Pre en ion and

Response policy currently exists in the form of Directive-T pe Memoranda . The
Department is consolidating them into a DoD Directive and a separate DoD Instruction
ha pro ide f r her de ail and proced re

(Dept of Defense Summary 4). Additionally,

it codified a clear Depar men -wide definition of e

al a a l , d e o pre io l

iden ified in-Service confusion about the difference between sexual assault and sexual
hara men (Dept of Defense Summary 4). The report also set forth the option for
confiden ial di clo re for ic im . Confiden ial di clo re allo ed ho e ho had
e perienced he crime o elec o recei e medical rea men and

ppor

i ho

riggering he in e iga i e proce , (Dept of Defense Summary 4). The ho gh

a, A

victim who receives appropriate care and treatment, and is provided an opportunity to
make an informed decision about a criminal investigation
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o ld perhap gro

o r

the process in time and eventually report the crime to be investigated and, potentially,
prosecuted (Dept of Defense Summary 4). The report offered that even if a victim did not
choose to pursue investigation and prosecution, by allowing for a level of confidentiality,
command o ld ill benefi from he kno ledge of
command enhancing heir abili

e al iolence i hin heir

o pro ide an en ironmen

contributes to the well-being and mission-readine

hich i

of all i member

afe and
(Dept of Defense

Summary 4).
The DoD

ra eg foregrounded education as a means for prevention; however,

feminist groups criticized the approach because prevention education, initially, fell within
the responsibility of the women being harassed or assaulted (Carmody et al 14).
Nevertheless, education focused on prevention was seen as a step in the right direction;
however, it could send potentially negative messages unless the education was also
geared towards those who would sexually harass or assault. Unfortunately, early
prevention training in the U.S. (and in the military) was almost solely geared towards
making oneself or others safe from assault, not towards those who were committing the
crimes. The 2004 report captures this sentiment of self-preservation as it states:
The Department needs consistent sexual assault prevention education across the
Services to create a greater understanding of what constitutes a sexual assault, risk
factors, and preventive measures. DoD believes this training will create the
consis enc needed o enhance a er ice member nder anding of e al
assault, how individuals can protect themselves, and what actions to take if they
do fall victim to a sexual assault. (Dept of Defense Summary 4)
While he mili ar
they presented text

raining and ed ca ion ma erial did no bla an l
ch a

blame he ic im,

We stand beside our Shipmates and expect our Shipmates to

do the same, and When ha g

ried o cro
19

he line i h m friend, I go her out of

here. The me age ha one
responsibility of a r
addre

afe

a a personal responsibility, as well as the

ed Shipmate or Wingman

i hin he bro herhood did no

he a acker c lpabili . Prevention and risk mitigation also became part of

every service member deplo men e perience a

ell.

Due to the increased statistics of deployment-related assaults, the 2004 report
addressed training in preparation for deployment o en re ha all er ice member
deploying to specific regions receive the appropriate information regarding the cultural
difference of he ho co n r and he Depar men

coali ion par ner

(Dept of Defense

Summary 4). One example of deployment preparedness consisted of training briefs by a
representative of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program on areas to avoid
(unlit, unknown areas without consistent foot traffic), ways to protect oneself (service
members may be issued small lights to attach to their uniforms when walking in unlit
areas on a base, as well as suggestions to carry a knife on their utility belts), and
reminders to always travel with a partner. Service members were also given cultural
a arene

raining in hope ha Kno ledge of he en ironmen and more of he ho

country and coali ion par ner

o ld pre en e al a a l d ring deplo men (Dept

of Defense Summary 5). The pre-deployment education presented an obligation to the
potential victim not to become one.
Additionally, by ignoring the perpetrator in the vast majority of training and
education, or at least decreasing discussion of he a acker presence in the prevention
mea re , he narra i e made for a namele , facele

him

hom mili ar female

needed to protect themselves against. However, statistics demonstrated that a significant
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portion of attacks were conducted by those known, in some capacity, by the victim. Risk
avoidance strategies fell short to address this complex dynamic of sexual assaults:
A further problem with using risk avoidance messages in sexual assault
prevention education is the failure to accommodate this crucial fact: in most
cases, women are in a relationship with or an acquaintance of the person who
perpe ra e iolence o ard hem . Foc ing olel on ri k a oidance a a
strategy for prevention does little to prevent sexual assault in the context of
marriage, in an ongoing intimate relationship, or in a family. (Carmody et al. 14)
Women in the military often found themselves in all three contexts: married to, in a
rela ion hip i h, or famil

of heir perpe ra or . For ho e ic im a a l ed and

harassed by other military members, which was the majority of the cases reported, there
was almost no way to avoid potential attackers. After all, they were your brothers at arms.
They were your family. Family should not present a risk, so the risk was simultaneously
within the ranks and without, committed by rogue members who wore the disguise of
bro her.
Another challenge to victims of sex abuse in the military was, once reported, the
system previously did not inform the member of the progress of the investigation or what
a happening behind he c r ain. The 2004 repor changed ha b la ing o

direc ion

to better support the victim with monthly updates of the case, and by immediately
referring an

nre ric ed ca e

meaning one where the victim requested disclosure and

investigation

to the proper investigative authorities (Dept of Defense Summary 5). The

Department hoped that these actions would increase the number of reports. Additionally,
he DoD addre ed he challenge of colla eral mi cond c

ha freq en l accompanied

a sexual abuse allegation. For instance, many victims did not report due to the
circumstances surrounding the abuse, such as underage drinking, drug use, or other
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misconduct punishable nder he mili ar

Uniform Code of Military Justice. The report

direc ed he cri ical priori i a ion of he le el of offen e he ic im ma ha e
committed; simply put, it stipulated ha he ic im alleged offen e ho ld no be held
as an equal priority to being assaulted. The report encourages a delay in determination of
any wrongdoings committed by the victim, not an acquittal:
To the extent possible, commanders should delay the determination of
di ciplinar ac ion for a ic im s collateral misconduct related to the
circumstances of an alleged sexual assault until the investigation and final
disposition of the sexual assault case is completed. (Dept of Defense Summary 5)
While it did not offer immunity from any offenses found to be committed by a victim of
sexual assault, it encouraged command to pursue the assault to completion before
determining any disciplinary actions against the victim.
The DoD

andardi a ion con in ed in he form of manda ed raining of fir

responders, ensuring every victim received the same response in all the military services
(home station and deployed environment), setting expectations that response capability
would exist the same across all the service components for sexual assault reports, and
establishing the positions and training requirements of Sexual Assault Response
Coordinator and Victim Advocate, two resources to care for victims throughout the
process of recovery (Dept of Defense Summary 6). Lastly in the report, each branch of the
department (with the exception of the Coast Guard which would be addressed in later
years) presented the changes and improvements they made to their respective sexual
assault programs.
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ARMY
The Army, on the heels of their training scandals for abuse of power by assaulting
potentially hundreds of trainees across several training bases, presented changes
cen ered on a arene

and pre en ion, raining and ed ca ion, ic im ad ocacy,

response, reporting and follow- p, remarking on heir commi men o eradica e e al
assaults from their service. The Army established training for deployed sexual assault
prevention responders and victim advocates, developed training packages for the law
enforcement responders, and implemented prevention and response training in
professional military education for all ranks. Additionally, a website was created as a
resource for all members (Dept of Defense Summary 7).
NAVY
The Navy, still stinging from Tailhook 91 and o her candal , which included
ailor a emp ing o ell heir female co n erpar o er ea , o ed i
Vic im In er en ion program [e abli hed] in 1994

a ing i con in ed o refine hi

benchmark program (Dept of Defense Summary 7). The Na
Arm

Se al A a l

program, like he

, pro ided in er en ion and pre en ion ed ca ion, raining for ic im ad oca e ,

and keeping rack of repor ing da a. The Na

program al o req ired ann al a arene

and pre en ion ed ca ion a all command , for he fir

hree j nior rank , and a

career progre ion poin for officer and enli ed (Dept of Defense Summary 7).
Addi ionall , he Na

li ed i

highl re pon i e ad oca e program bo h on land and

at sea, and an added requiremen ha Commander repor alleged e al a a l
24 hours and provide monthly updates through the chain of command until final
di po i ion i repor ed (Dept of Defense Summary 7).
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i hin

MARINE CORPS
The Marine Corps identified its establishment of an overall Sexual Assault
Prevention and Response Office for coordination efforts across its service, providing
clear g idance and re pon ibili ie o Opera ing and S ppor ing E abli hmen
Commanders and Individual Marines on prevention of sexual assault, vic im a i ance,
and repor ing proced re

(Dept of Defense Summary 8). It joined the other services by

establishing deployed victim advocates, known as Uniformed Victim Advocates in the
Marine Corps. The Marine Corps also instituted training in its officer accession program,
recr i ing depo , and commander co r e

o increa e e al a a l a arene

(Dept

of Defense Summary 8). Like its Navy head, they mandated annual training for entry level
through mid-level ranks, both officer and enlisted (Dept of Defense Summary 8).
AIR FORCE
The Air Force, still swaying from its 2003 academy scandal where reports
indicated it significantly underplayed the extent of sexual harassment and assault within
the academy, had the fewest improvements to contribute in the 2004 report. The Air
Force highligh ed i comple ion of he in-depth assessment of its response and
prevention capabili ie ha re l ed in a campaign plan o addre
(Dept of Defense Summary 8). Ho e er, i did no iden if an
hor fall . Finall , he Air Force a ed he academ
for Change in 2003, and men ioned ha i 2004

in i

gap and hor fall
pecific gap or

ed a m l iface ed Agenda

r e , he er one idel acc ed of

a emp ing o nderpla a major problem, indica ed po i i e impac of hi program
(Dept of Defense Summary 8). The

mmarie from each er ice clo e o
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he DoD

2004 report, and the Sexual Assault and Prevention and Response program continues its
awareness and prevention campaign.
ONCE MORE INTO THE BREACH: A SYNOPSIS OF WHAT S AHEAD
Turning the corner from the timeline of sexual harassment and assault, and the
resulting establishment of a prevention education plan, I continue to build the foundation
for my rhetorical analysis of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) posters
in the succeeding chapters. I provide a bit of literature review to identify the gaps in the
study of SAPR training and how my study adds to the discourse. I then give a detailed
explanation of the methodology as the lens to critique not only the posters, but also the
clima e and con e

rro nding he DoD SAPR program. To give historical context, I

synopsize the presentation of (White, cisgender, feminine, heteronormative) omen
service in the military since World War II before examining ongoing challenging
language that prevents a more inclusive atmosphere, even under binary gender
restrictions. I explain the umbrella of a god erm

ch a

bro herhood, and ho such

terms contribute to a hypermasculine environment, potentially preventing the cultural
change necessary to eradicate sexual harassment and assault. Having laid the scaffold of
history, other research, theory, gender, and language in the military community, I analyze
the language and imagery of the SAPR posters. The analysis illustrates possible negative
effects of the posters regarding sexual harassment and assault. Finally, I offer my own
standpoint as a woman on active duty for more than two decades, before concluding with
areas for ongoing study amidst the reality of continued harassment and assaults in the
DoD.
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In Chapter 2, Tools I Can Use: What Others Say, FST, and Burke, I briefly
explain how I came to this study and the qualitative approach used to explore the training
ma erial of he DoD Se al A a l Pre en ion and Response program. Positioning
this study within the current discourse about the efficacy of sexual assault prevention and
response training, I present several other studies as a way to highlight the ways training is
being researched, and how that research leaves large opportunity to explore the rhetoric
of the materials themselves. To better view the materials, I detail the basic ideas of
Feminist Standpoint Theory (FST) as an entryway to explore the hypermasculine context
of the military environment. I chose FST due to its three main tenants: 1) that what you
know depends on the social power group you belong to, 2) that those who are excluded
from that social power group know things about that power group that are inaccessible to
those in power, and 3) that research into social knowledge should begin with the
experiences of the marginalized. FST offers a doorway to approach and observe the status
quo rhetoric used in creation of the Sexual Assault Prevention Response training
materials through an othered lens. I pair FST with heori Kenne h B rke e amina ion
of language and its elements as steady footings for critical analysis. In combination with
B rke

heorie of lang age a bo h he ac or and the acted upon within a dramatistic

pentad, this study explores he c l ral and r c ral frame ork for h man being
mo i e , j

ifica ion, per a ion, and ac ion. B rke e plana ion of he pen ad of Scene,

Act, Agent, Agency, and Purpose, situated amongst a connecting Attitude and set in the
metaphor of a theater stage, theorizes that language both calls out for action and is acted
out by its user. Burke tools of Terministic Screens, Identification, and Consubstantiation,
all components explained through examples and application in this chapter, enable a
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deeper exploration of the ways which language gains significance and range within the
military.
In Chap er 3, Women a War: The Varied Ba le of Ser ice, I trace the vein of
omen

er ice in the U.S. military, focusing on their greater inclusion during World

War II. I briefly explore the rhetorical strategies and outcomes of the temporary
e abli hmen of he Women A

iliar Corp , he Wa e (Women Accep ed for

Volunteer Emergency Service), and other communities developed to encourage women
to serve the war effort, but only until the men returned. During World War II, the War
Department carefully crafted propaganda designed to target women to fill much needed
positions, while also creating rhetoric to remind them, and the greater society, of their
domestic expectations when war concluded. Additionally, I follow the use of language
and advertising pointed largely at White, cisgender, heterosexual women after World
War II, and continuing today in the way the media portrays females in the military. I
critique language development likely prohibiting the military from ever becoming a
feminine pace, and he a
oda

ha incl i e mea re

ch a gender norming in

mili ar en ironmen eemingly allows women to serve equally, while

simultaneously setting them apart as always Other. I offer that traversing from War
Department campaigns such as Rosie the Riveter in World War II, to the media portrayal
of female prisoners of war such as Lori Piestewa, Shoshana Johnson, and Jessica Lynch,
o iola ion of omen a onom fea red in more recen e

al a a l pre en ion

posters demonstrates the movements women have made in the military, as well as those
that were made against them.
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Transitioning from rhetoric surrounding women in the military, in Chapter 4,
Brotherhood of Men: The Hegemony that Binds, I establish and explore elements of the
hegemonic, hypermasculine military environment and the language which sustains it.
Initially, I approach erm

ch a

hegemon

and hegemonic ma c lini , a

idel

acknowledged and utilized expressions identifying a societal baseline of male gender
predominance in the military. Then, I set that baseline as the widely accepted foundation
of the military structure, with women being an established minority. Additionally, I
explore some learned, understood, and accepted terms within the military community,
chiefl

he o erarching erm of bro herhood, and ho

erm like bro herhood come

to have meaning, or make new meaning, as well as the expected action generated by such
god erm

and their rhetorical impact.

In Chapter 5, Le
present the e

Take a Look: Rhetorical Analysis of SAPR Posters, I

al a a l and hara men a k force

birth, mission, and its resulting

investigation and recommendations. The task force focused on several areas of interest
including demographic data, policies and programs across the branches, previous studies,
and consultation with experts in the medical and legal field . One of he a k force most
interesting findings concerned the significance of language and its possible hindrance to
the success of any military approach to combating sexual assault. Subsequently, I analyze
a sampling of sexual assault prevention posters distributed as a result of the a k force
findings. I critically examine the language and visual rhetoric through the lens of Kenneth
B rke pen ad of Scene, Ac , Agen , Agenc , and P rpo e.
In Chapter 6, My Standpoint: A Walk in my Combat Boots, I offer my own
experiences as a female service member, presenting an Othered doorway into the
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hypermasculine community. Throughout my 23-year career as a female Airman, I have
experienced the rhetorical use of language, environment, community, societal
expectations, and military re-invention discussed throughout this research, and felt it
necessary to offer the reader my unique standpoint before presenting my conclusions in
Chap er 7, Pick Your Battles: Conclusions, Ways Ahead, and Wha No

, that the very

tools and training offered to combat sexual harassment and assault in the military could
instead be fertilizing the ground from which it stems.
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CHAPTER 2
TOOLS I CAN USE: WHAT OTHERS SAY, FST, AND BURKE
Before delving in o o her re earch and he heorie

ed for hi

d , I feel

compelled to explain how I came to this subject and this need for examination. In 2007,
the Air Force allowed me to become a full-time student at a civilian university in order to
earn a ma er degree in Engli h, in ha i called he Ci ilian Pipeline Program. The
program enables military members to attend civilian colleges and universities, earn a
degree in a needed subject, and then utilize that knowledge to teach at one of the service
academies, in my case, the Air Force Academy Preparatory School. Even though I was
allowed to be a full-time student through this program, I still had to uphold my military
responsibilities such as passing my physical fitness assessment and conducting my annual
sexual assault prevention training. It was at one such annual training in 2009, that I was
first struck by interesting images in the campaign against sexual assaults. The posters
appeared, first, as images in slideshows. The text I Go Her O

of There was in bold

letters at the bottom of the image indicating a rescue had taken place. Another poster
showed a female Marine with what appeared to be her body guards, and the language
M S reng h i for Defending printed across the top. After the initial introduction, the
posters were tacked up along corridors, on bathroom stall doors, and on bulletin boards.
Initially, my instinct was surprise at the seeming directness in acknowledging the assaults
and harassment women face in the military. It seemed positive to state the issues and
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speak out against the illegal behavior. I was also pleasantly surprised to see so many
women face represented in my work place. However, somehow, some of the images
ill fel off. Armed with my newly-tilled academic knowledge concerning the
importance of language and linguistics, combined with my growing awareness of
everything being an argument for or against something

the rhetoric of the thing

I took

a closer look at these posters and wondered so many things: What was this poster doing?
Wha el e a i a ing? Did he

reali e how it made women look like perpetual

victims? Who were the attackers? Were all victims females? My questions abounded, but
finding the answers proved challenging.
That experience compelled me to explore a specific time frame and specific
training aids: Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) posters from 2009 to
2012. This time frame marks a dynamic shift from the original posters, produced around
2008 and displaying little personality and considerable military-no-nonsense, to the
posters in this time frame showcasing more pointed pathos in both images and language.
My training aids consisted of various booklets, pamphlets, and handouts, as well as
posters. I chose to focus on the poster training aids because booklets are easily tossed
after the training is complete. Pamphlets are shoved in a desk drawer, covered over with
other paperwork in time. Handouts are left under the seats in the auditorium. Unlike the
pamphlets, booklets, and handouts, the SAPR posters remain. They are visible to those
walking down a hallway or waiting for a meeting to begin while eyes scan for something
to occupy the mind. Posters are also easy to display on any office wall, galley way,
airplane hangar, en

b lle in board, or bathroom stall door, and there is no need to flip

open a cover to be exposed to their contents. The posters from 2009 to 2012 remain
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visible to the men and women making their way to their cubicles in the building I work in
today. In fact, one such poster depicts a female service member declaring ha m
strength is for defending and hang o

ide m office door. These posters are still

present today, simultaneously purposeful yet nonchalant, and largely unquestioned by
their audience.
When I first approached the topic of sexual assault training, I expected to find a
well-blazed trail from academics before me. After all, sexual assault in the military is,
unfortunately, often a topic in the public eye. The very presence of sexual assault could
erode the p blic confidence in he men and omen ho ha e pledged o defend he
na ion and ca a per ion on he defen e in i
did find re earch cond c ed on he mili ar

ion f eled b

a pa er mone . While I

e al a a l program, i

a mainl

concerned with the efficacy of the overall approach, rather than the specific materials
used to carry the message. Although I expected that the very aids used to address the
issue would have been largely picked over for study by more timely examiners, I was
incorrect. In the beginning, the more I searched for the topic of sexual assault and
prevention in the military, the less I found

and certainly none from my angle of

approach.
A BIT OF LIT (REVIEW): WHAT OTHERS SAY
In Mili ar Se al A a l Pre en ion and Re pon e: The B

ander In er en ion

Training Approach, George V ko ich, a member of he Na ional G ard and an
experienced facilitator of sexual assault prevention response raining, e amine

he

components of sexual assault prevention and response and how approaches have evolved
o help red ce he incidence of [a a l ] (19). The ar icle di c
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e he change in he

raining approach from an earlier foc
designed to get indi id al o kno
o a more recen hif o he b
goe

be ond a arene

on a arene
ha e

here he program

al a a l i and ha he

ander in er en ion approach

ere

ho ld no do i ,

hich V ko ich arg e

o a king indi id al o ge in ol ed in i a ion he

are q e ionable (20). V ko ich re earch eem o foc
i mo ing in he righ direc ion (from a arene

ee ha

on he her or no he raining

o doing ome hing abo

i if o

ee i ); ho e er, the study does not examine the training aids at an explicitly rhetorical
level. The article does mention videos used in small group scenario training where
presented ca e

die are generall

hor in leng h; le

han fi e min e , ho a

situation, ask individuals to identify roles and who was in them and what they could do to
in er ene a a b

ander (V ko ich 20). Addi ionall , V ko ich

mmari e he role of

the actors in the video (The Perpetrator, The Victim, The Facilitator, The Bystander), and
he describes some of the actions made by the actors, as well as how their roles are
presented on screen, but he does not analyze their actions, language, or components of
the scene for rhetorical effect (20).
Vukotich joined others in an exploration of the effectiveness of the overall Sexual
Assault Prevention Response program. Se al A a l Pre en ion in he Mili ar : Ke
I

e and Recommenda ion , foc e on he ini ia i e o comba e al a a l , more

with an eye towards the prevention approach rather than examining the specific training
aids used and how those aids may be informing the approach (Gldycz, Wyatt, Galbreath,
and A elrad). In Tran la ing Se al A a l Pre en ion from a College Camp

oa

United States Military Installation: Piloting the Know-Your-Power Bystander Social
Marke ing Campaign, Sharyn Potter and Jane Stapleton also e amine he a arene
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approach er

he la er mo e o b

ander-cen ric raining, arg ing ha a b

ander

approach proves more effective than an awareness-only campaign. They test their
hypothesis with college students of the same age demographic as young military
members, who represent the most concerning demographic when it comes to sexual
assaults in the military. The results corroborated their argument that Bystander training
would result in greater knowledge of the threats of sexual assault (Potter and Stapleton).
If not studying the overall approaches to sexual assault prevention in the military,
others explored the causes and myths of sexual assault and how the military culture could
contribute to those myths (Castro, Kintzle, Schuyler, and Lucas), or whether or not the
training resulted in greater reporting and knowledge of reporting procedures (Holland,
Rabelo, and Cortina). Still others examined the challenges in reporting sexual assault,
who was still unlikely to report despite the changes in sexual assault prevention response
training (Mengeling, Booth, Torner, and Sadler), and the longevity of trauma involving
sexual assault (Burgess, Slattery, and Herlihy).
A FRESH LOOK: OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDY AND METHODOLOGY
None of the research I studied approached the rhetoric of the training in general,
the rhetorical impact of training aids specifically, or used FST or Burke to do so.
Ho e er, m ch of he re earch erbali ed V ko ich idea ha he grea er inclusion of
women into the hypermasculine military culture is surmised to have increased the
instances of sexual assault. He writes of female integration as enabling a conflict with the
past that now causes issues:
Women are no longer in separate isolated roles. They are often integrated with
their male counterparts working closely together 24 hours a day. They are often
together in remote locations with limited ability to get far away from the
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operational work they are involved in. This change in work environment has had
an impact on the military culture that has brought conflict with what it was in the
past. Often progress in one area such as integration of females has caused issues
in another. (Vukotich 19)
V ko ich re earch lack an e amina ion of ho he define he i

e

ha

omen

bring to the military community. If the issues are increased sexual harassment and
assaults, for example, Vukotich does not attempt to explore whether sexual assaults were
prevalent (and unreported) before women were integrated into the military. Additionally,
he does not discuss the reality that any male victims of assault, past or present, are highly
unlikely to report their attacks due to the very context of the hypermasculine environment
of the military, and the societal disregard of male victims of sexual assault. In fact,
V ko ich

ance eem o rei era e he idea ha

omen in he mili ar are he more

likely victims of sexual assault, rather than their male counterparts.
As demonstrated by V ko ich analysis, the marrow of the issue for many is the
way women are viewed as invading this hypermasculine world
masculine men, built by masculine men, for masculine men

a community of

and he i

e

ha

ca e . While V ko ich and o her in ima e ha more recen change in oda
mili ar c l re bring o
con end ha ho e i

grea er i
e

e

be een omen and heir male co n erpar , I

are directly embedded into the military context, present due to

sustained societal rhetoric, and not simply because women are present in the space.
Finding a lapse in the discourse, I began my approach.
In order to conduct this research, I used qualitative documentary analysis by
examining open-source materials from the Sexual Assault Prevention Response (SAPR)
Program website, www.SAPR.mil, which is the official source for training information
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and readily accessible to every member of the DoD. Because the influence of the SAPR
program pamphle , po er , and media pre en a ion remain ne amined for heir
persuasive impression, I chose to conduct a critical rhetorical analysis of the materials,
that is, to identify and analyze the linguistic and visual choices made in order to produce,
influence, or enhance effects. I ask Burkian questions: What is the Scene of the text?
Who is the Agent of the text? What Agency is presented in the text? What is the Act
addressed or encouraged in the text? What is the Purpose of the text? More specifically, I
asked how does gender and feminist theory affect the way these posters are read? How
does the military environment affect the reading? How is language used to create these
effects? The rhetorical effect of these materials comes not only from written language,
but also the visual construction of the material. I explored the choice of images and the
visual design, including figure and object placement, colors, and font to determine the
potential argument, as well as how the components worked together to make meaning.
Consequently, I present my own arguments concerning the potential implications of the
posters (such as the one displayed in figure 1), including all the examined elements:
gender, language, military context, visual symbolism, and deliberate composition. Having
decided the methodology and rhetorical questions to examine, I also had to determine
how to enter the conversation, which led me to Feminist Standpoint Theory.
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HURTS ONE. AFFECTS ALL.

NO SAILOR
STANDS WATCH ALONE
So we got our friend away
from that guy pushing drinks.

PREVENTINGSEXUAL ASSAULT
ISEVERYONESDUTY.
Your Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC):

Copyright © 2010 Men Can Stop Rape Photography by Lotte Hansen

MyDuty.mil

Fig. 1. No Sailor Stands Watch Alone. Department of Defense, 2009-2012. Sapr.mil,
www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 3 Jan. 2020.
FEMINIST STANDPOINT THEORY: THE MARGINALIZED SPEAK HERE
In this section, I delve into the tenets and theorists of Feminist Standpoint Theory
(FST) which enables a marginalized perspective within a larger, dominant community.
FST acknowledges that marginalized groups often learn to negotiate their dominant
environment in differen

a

han ho e in he majori . Therefore, ha o hered

knowledge can be applied for a greater knowing of that majority community. As a
woman serving in the U.S. military for the last 23 years, I embod

he heor

premi e

of an othered viewpoint of the status quo. In this case, the status quo is the
hypermasculine military environment within which the training posters were derived and
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continue to reside. I offer that the development and presentation of this dissertation is, in
and of itself, practicing FST.
FST began with the works of Dorothy Smith, Patricia Hill Collins, and Nancy
Hartsock during the 70s and 80s, built on the theories of Karl Marx, Georg Hegel, and
Freidrich Engel (McCli h and Bacon 28). FST a

ini iall form la ed a a

methodology intended to explain how effective feminist research had been, and should
be, organized, first in sociolog and hen in poli ical philo oph and biolog
193). Claiming ha kno ledge a dependen on one
predica ed on he premi e ha kno ledge i

(Harding

ocial po i ion, FST a

haped b one

andpoin , hich

determines both the questions asked and he range of po en ial an

er genera ed

(McClish and Bacon 28). In order to have more complete knowledge, according to
feminist standpoint theorists, the quest for knowledge must be reconfigured to include
othered experiences.
Hartsock and Sandra Harding argue that those left out of the dominant social
gro p, b

ho are ill req ired o ork i hin i in order o

per pec i e of ho e in po er...b

r i e, ha e o kno

he

he con er e doe no hold r e (McCli h and Bacon

28). As a woman in the U.S. military, this argument rings with truth. Within the
hypermasculine military structure, a woman often must be simultaneously
perform ome arche pe of

oman

arrior and

hen he en er he mili ar . In order o enac

either role, she must first learn what is expected of her in said role and how to negotiate
her behavior to meet those expectations. A quick study of her military male counterparts
is integral. Through study, females in the military learn that male behavior and response
to the environment becomes her new standard. For example, denying pain at all costs and
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replacing a myriad of emotions with only a few (anger, motivation, dejection) become the
norm. With study comes the instant realization: women in the military have differing
realities than their male peers, as well. This requirement to consider dual realities enables
women to have more distinct, more encompassing views of the possibilities of the
knowledge to be gained from a social experience

views that are unavailable to those

already accepted within the larger social norm. Hartsock calls the difference between
knowledge levels amongst the marginalized and he po erf l a
reali ,

d ali

of le el of

hich enable hem o a ain a deeper le el of kno ledge ha bo h e plain he

per pec i e of he dominan gro p and cri iq e i (q d in McCli h and Bacon 28).
Any knowledge generated has larger consequences to society, that is, any
knowledge that is identified, legitimized, and affirmed into the social atmosphere affects
the way that society operates, or continues to operate, either blindly or with emerging
sight. For example, the widely accepted knowledge that pre-historical males were
h n er

hile females ere ga herer

con eq ence o

b eq en ocie al ie

had (and con in e o ha e) larger
on men and omen ci il re pon ibili ie .

Components such as weapons, bloodshed, physical aggression, strategy, brotherhood,
camaraderie, courage, and war were designated as parts of a masculine-only environment.
Tha kno ledge was identified, legitimized, and affirmed for generations, making it
extremely difficult to view the military in an o her a b

ma c line, e peciall if

other views are not considered. However, if other views are not considered, FST argues
that fuller knowledge is denied. Knowledge, as it is presented, without considering the
marginalized standpoint, is not truly knowledge at all, or, at best, unnatural knowledge.
Joseph Rouse argues:
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Standpoint theories remind us why a naturalistic conception of knowing is so
important . . . Recognition that standpoint theories are naturalistic has been
impeded by narrow and reductive conceptions of nature and naturalism prominent
within philosophy . . . We need a more inclusive naturalism if we want to
understand how knowledge claims are formulated, accepted, and used, how the
institutions and agents who participate in knowledge-making are reshaped in the
course of inquiry, and how the world itself is transformed through efforts to make
it knowable in specific ways. (201)
The role of FST is not only better knowing, but also putting that knowing to use. As
Karen Houle argues:
What is potent about standpoint theory is that it is both a descriptive and a
normative theory: it shows us something true about how the world really works,
but also shows us how better knowledge-making might make the world work even
better...a political tool democratizing knowledge and an epistemic tool
democratizing knowledge. (174)
The political impacts of FST, according to Alison Jagger:
Argued against the uses of science in promoting inequality and environmental
degradation; critiqued the reproduction of Eurocentrism and racism in scientific
institutions; and opened the practice and resources of science as an institution and
discipline to marginalized peoples. (qtd in Houle 174)
A Ho le arg e , from he r c re of he consultative process to the kinds of evidence
taken as reliable all the way through to sociocultural outcomes, such an approach to
kno ledge co ld ad ance democrac

(174).

Epistemologically, FST offers a way of better knowing because it includes those
who must live within the majority knowledge, but, without muted group theories like
FST, were largely excluded from any opportunity to insert their own viewpoints within
the structure. Houle continues:
A method of knowledge-making that begins with the lives of the least powerful
and counts their knowledge claims as among the more adequate and less partial
descriptions of phenomena, results in better knowing...that kind of knowing
allegedly also has the qualities of diversity and democracy to a higher degree than
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the knowing emerging from powerful lives at the center, the ones typically
consulted first and often last. (174)
As these Feminist Standpoint Theorists contend, FST provides a more inclusive
kno ledge of ho

he

orld reall

ork . I make he ac of kno ing and

contributing to knowing accessible to all by challenging Eurocentric and racist ideals. It
advances democracy by including the experiences and knowledge of the least powerful in
a society. The argument is not that by including marginalized viewpoints we will acquire
a complete knowledge; the argument, according to Harding, is that by including
marginali ed ie poin

e ill ma imi e objec i i

b crea ing a pace for he

O her per pec i e . . . in order o look back a he elf . . . from a di an , cri ical,
objec if ing loca ion (q d in McCli h and Bacon 28). While FST offer a me hodolog
that allows for the marginalized to enter into the conversation, it is not without its
criticisms on the limitations of the marginalized viewpoints.
FST AND CONTROVERSY
Critics of FST argue that by placing all women under one viewpoint, it is, in fact,
perpetuating the marginalization of women by not allowing for the varied and diverse
viewpoints held amongst the categorized group. Valerie Smith, an African American
woman and feminist theorist a er , Vario

cholar ha e arned ha

theory encourages essentialist or monolithic categories such as
impor an difference

andpoin

omen, of en ob c ring

(q d in McCli h and Bacon 29). The cri eria

ed b FST (largel

the experiences of those outside the empowered group) offers its own challenges. The
criteria tended to be centered on a mostly White, cisgender female perspective. While this
perspective is certainly a marginalized perspective within the dominant group, it was also
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presented as a universal perspective to all women, regardless of race and gender.
Interpreting one standpoint as the comprehensive standpoint presents obstructions to
intersectionality within the theory. I i impo ible o f ll repre en a ingle gro p

o al

experience, no matter how marginalized the viewpoint. However, scholars like African
American feminist Patricia Hill Collins, counter that various experiences can be held
nder an mbrella erm like

andpoin . Collin enco rage

race, cla , and gender, arg ing ha he

m

in er ec ionali

all con r c one ano her (Collin 747).

Additionally, in order for any way of studying something
something

be een

of knowing

and he concl ion of ha kno ing o be accep ed in o he kno ledge-

making comm ni , it must meet certain adopted criteria; however, one of the points of
FST is that the dominant systems already in place do not make room for the marginalized
groups to join the very conversations they need to hold. As Tess McGill says in the 1988
Mike Nichols film Working Girl, Yo can bend he r le plen

once o ge o he op,

but not while you're trying to get there. And if you're someone like me, you can't get
here i ho

bending he r le . At times in FST, the marginalized few who learned to

communicate their knowing within the dominant structure then become the more
po erf l within the marginalized group. Subsequently, even though they are from the
marginalized group themselves, they can replicate the exclusion of those who are not
following the dominant structure, those still bending the rules to be heard. While the
criticism of following criteria for knowledge is specifically indicating the theory of FST
within the larger epistemological community, the same scent of criticism can be
recogni ed in regard o omen

ie poin in mili ar
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er ice.

When i come o omen

oice in he mili ar , i i of en ho e ho learned o

assimilate who are given the most opportunity to speak. Sometimes, that assimilation is
expected to silence them. Additionally, the internal rank hierarchy provides louder voices
to some marginalized members more than others. Patricia Hill Collins acknowledges the
bind of trying to incorporate an experience within a structure that only recognizes the
experience if it meets certain criteria. Hill Collins offers,

hile an oppre ed gro p

experiences may put them in a position to see things differently, their lack of control over
the apparatuses of society

makes the articulation of their self-defined standpoint

diffic l (749). Addi ionall , a Hill Collin con end , gro p

nequal in power are

correspondingly unequal in their access to the resources necessary to implement their
per pec i e o

ide heir par ic lar gro p (749). Incidentally, women who have reached

high positions of military significance have done so, in part, by successfully navigating
the hypermasculine community. Once raised, many cannot risk their placement by calling
more attention to their gender, or if they do call attention, their viewpoints are dismissed
because their rank either seems to belie the truth of the experience, or initiates doubt of
their reality. If a woman is of a junior rank, she may experience the opposite side of the
coin: she is too green, or ine perienced, to understand how things in the organization
work; therefore, her reality is deemed uninformed as well.
Tension exists in the very criteria of marginalization, like a snake eating its own
tail. While trying to establish a unique standpoint, marginalized groups are often met with
resistance and suppression from those groups in power, hence the very need for
standpoint theory. In other words, the very reason the methodology exists is to push
against and expand upon prominent viewpoints; however, those prominent viewpoints
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make the rules and regulations for what constitutes knowledge. Also, those prominent
viewpoints try to dictate that, unless FST uses the criteria of those powerful groups, it
will find resistance to any knowledge resulting from application of FST. The conundrum
is set, perhaps due to potential societal implications of any knowledge discovered. Hill
Collin

a e , one ke rea on ha

andpoin of oppre ed gro p are di credi ed and

suppressed by the more powerful is that self-defined standpoints [experience] can
im la e oppre ed gro p o re i

heir domina ion (749). Addi ionall , hen he

cri eria o en er in o a heor i one marginali ed e perience, i can be, and Valerie
Smi h con end , cri ici ed a po en iall ahi orical and e en iali

(q d in McCli h and

Bacon 29). At some point in the approach and presentation of knowledge, one standpoint
attempts to encompass the various and different experiences of all other women in the
marginalized group. When it comes to making knowledge, the monolith of Women does
not encompass the difference within that group, say, between Asian Women and Black,
Latino, or White Women. There are, of course, many more differences within those
monolithic groups, as well. Intersectionality is not automatically accomplished simply by
utilizing FST. Subsequently, as stated in Line Drawings: Defining Women Through
Feminist Practice,

e kno

ha all e plana ion of e perience are par ial, in erpre i e,

and con ingen , b

ome cri eria m

be decided on in order to allow the feminist

account to enter dominant spaces (qtd in McClish and Bacon 29-30). Therefore, the
criteria for FST includes a marginalized standpoint.
FST AND BURKE: DEALING WITH THE POWER OF LANGUAGE
A significant limitation of using FST as the sole tool to explore the rhetoric of the
posters is the seeming lack of significance it attaches to language. It is impossible to
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address the rhetoric of sexual assault and prevention training without examining the
importance of language in the military environment, or in any rhetorical environment
where language exists. In fact, as Nancy Hirschmann argues:
[F]emini
andpoin heori
an o a er ha omen oppre ion...ha an
immediate, even tangible quality that pre-exists its naming in language,
feminism should not deny the power of discursivity and the way that discourse
is itself a social force that sets the terms for the construction of material
reality. (qtd in McClish and Bacon 30)
In other words, FST does not address the societal power of language, and the way that
language constructs and directs our knowledge-making, to include the way we view
oppressive experience. The very standpoints expressed use language of the society that
marginalizes those standpoints without mitigating the effects of that language. FST offers
no counter to this challenge without expanding and reshaping the theory. This means,
then, that FST, as it stands, cannot escape the constraints informing the dominant
viewpoint.
This unchecked obstacle presents significant implications for my study as it
grapples with materials constructed by the dominant group, with rhetorical motives
seemingly accepted by the dominant group. Therefore, when analyzing the language used
for the sexual assault prevention response posters, the challenges lie in digesting the
materials without further validating the problematic language used to construct the
societal reality in the first place. As African American theorist Audre Lorde contends,
For he ma er

ool

ill ne er di man le he ma er ho e. The ma allo

temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to bring about
gen ine change (111). I cannot dismantle the issues at hand concerning sexual assault in
the military without using some of the tools that created the problems and the posters. As
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McCli h and Bacon iden if , a rhe or crea e an e ho ha media e he e pre ion of
one e perience and i in eparable from one

andpoin . The con in e,

nder anding ha e ho i a cen ral componen of ho
highligh

he rhe or

andpoin i comm nica ed,

ra egic in er en ion...and mi iga e he rain be een

commonality and difference in andpoin heor

(McCli h and Bacon 32).

The lack of ool o limi he rain of a marginali ed gro p credibili
he majori

con e

i why I chose to pair FST with Burke. B rke

i hin

heories regarding

the ways in which language can present a cr cial impedimen o ho gh and ac ion (On
Symbols 12) are imperative to dissect portions of this study that cannot be addressed with
FST, and B rke

ork establishes the impact of language itself within the larger

discourse. Finally, dealing with social influences offers a challenge when researching the
rhetorical analysis of the sexual assault prevention response training materials. As
McCli h and Bacon arg e,

e hould not overlook cultural assumptions about race,

cla , gender, lang age, epi emolog , and orld ie

ha infl ence an rhe or,

hich

includes the rhetors who composed the sexual assault prevention response training
materials for the DoD (32). The men and women who designed and distributed the
training materials were influenced by their social class, race, gender, language, and
orld ie , a

ell a he c l ral a

mp ion he carr in regard o o her

race, and gender. Compound those larger societal tattoos
drumming of a society that embed under the skin over time

ocial cla ,

the rhythmic, repeated
and intertwine those

assumptions with the military culture of brotherhood, warrior ethos, duty, and patriotism
(to name only a few), and the rhetoric thickens and congeals, simultaneously highlighting
and stamping out the marginalized viewpoints of the group. Unfortunately, my research
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did not uncover the individual composers of the posters or other training materials, as all
materials are released under the Sexual Assault Prevention Response program umbrella.
However, whether or not the authors were military members or a contracted think tank,
their results represent the viewpoints of the dominant group, or what the creators assume
will garner a positive response from the dominant group. Acknowledging that the
makeup of the composers influences the elements without being able to discover the
authors limits a full rhetorical study. Despite the criticisms and limitations of FST, the
theory continues to offer he mo oppor ni

o e al a e he in i ible rhe oric

rro nding he DoD Se al A a l Pre en ion Re pon e program.
FST MAKES THE INVISIBLE APPEAR
The theory made visible what had, up to the point theories like FST entered the
discourse, been mostly invisible within the larger, generally accepted masculinist
theories. Traditional masculinist theories that are grounded in and accepting of the
domain that cradles the military organization may not produce new knowledge from
outside viewpoints. Joan Acker

Hierarchie , Job , Bodie : A Theor of Gendered

Organi a ion , argues in favor of using o her

andpoin for kno ledge. Acker states:

The way that organizational sociology is defined as an area or domain is
grounded in the working worlds and relations of men, whose experience and
interests arise in the course of and in relation to participation in the ruling
apparatus of this society. (141)
Therefore, FST, despite its limitations, is a productive entry point to begin the as-of-yet
nini ia ed con er a ion concerning he

[ ]aken-for-gran ed a

hegemonic di co r e

e al a a l pre en ion raining program

i hin he DoD

(McClish and Bacon 33).
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mp ion of

The main tenets of FST prove useful for analyzing the rhetorical implications of
he DoD

raining ma erial in he mili ar

Sexual Assault Prevention Response

Program. To begin, he kno ledge ha inform he mili ar

choice of content and

strategies stems from a hegemonic discourse of masculinity that defines what, in fact, it
mean o be a man, a

arrior, a

oldier, and a pa rio . The er fo nda ion from

which the military carries out its mission of defending the nation is constructed and
maintained by the same powerful groups responsible for developing and presenting
training tools to prevent sexual assaults within the armed forces. The power groups are
using the same viewpoints to prevent sexual assault as the attackers used to commit the
assaults. Consequently, if the program and its materials use the same mindset that
inspired the dominant behavior of the attacker, there is no opportunity to improve the
environment in any real way that will reduce sexual assault. The powerful group does not
know what they do not know, but FST enables an entrance to make the unknown known.
Additionally, from the standpoint of the marginalized (not only women, but any
per on

ho ere ic im of e al a a l

i hin he larger po er gro p of

arrior ),

FST helps uncover heretofore invisible themes within training materials like the training
po er . A McCli h and Bacon a e, . . . emphasizing the way rhetoric that emanates
from a particular perspective can unmask power relations (31). Furthermore, they
con end ha standpoint theory underscores the value of the work of those who are
bj ga ed and e po e he

all

in i ible a

mp ion ha of en nderlie radi ional

di co r e (31). FST enables the viewpoints of marginalized groups exposed to the
training posters in an environment where the discourse has been filled with
hypermasculine, traditionally hegemonic, sexually standardized theories concerning
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masculinity, femininity, gendered organizations, and sexual assault behaviors and
mindsets.
Finally, FST provides the hope of space to recognize and acknowledge the
oppressed and muted in an effort to make knowledge, to make change, to make right. In
detailing an example of Annie Adams, a southern Black woman, who recounted how she
became in ol ed in ci il righ

hen he bo

man co ld no pro ide her i h rational

reasons why she was able to enter the White bathroom in order to clean it but not to use
it, Hill Collin

mmari e Adam e perience:

[She] found the standpoint of the boss man inadequate, developed one of her
own, and acted upon it. In doing so, her actions exemplify the connections
between experiencing oppression, developing a self-defined standpoint on that
experience, and resistance. (749)
FST offers several advantages when examining the sexual assault posters: 1) an entry to
make visible the oppression of women and how that oppression continues to manifest in
the military environment; 2) an opportunity to establish a viewpoint surrounding the
experience of being a woman in the hypermasculine atmosphere of the armed forces; and
3) presentation of an oppositional stance to the current materials of the Sexual Assault
Prevention Response program.
While FST does not guarantee Truth, or full knowledge of a system through its
methodology, it enables the less powerful within an extremely powerful group to make
the invisible visible, join the discourse, and initiate cultural change through awareness. I
po i ion FST along ide B rke pen ad and dramatistic analysis by first giving a brief
e plana ion of hi concep of mo i e

and heir rela ion hip o he componen of he
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pentad. Burke compares the pieces of the pentad to parts of a dramatic play, and uses
literary examples from Shakespeare and Wordsworth to demonstrate his comparisons.
THE VALUE OF BURKE S PENTAD AND DRAMATISTIC ANALYSIS
In hi
B rke

ec ion, af er e plaining he componen of B rke pen ad, I ill

rn o

heorie on Termini ic Screen , Iden ifica ion, and Con b an ia ion and

inspect examples of how they present within the military community. Once the concepts
are e plained and briefl e plored, I

ili e B rke

heorie o cond c a more in-depth

analysis of the context of sexual assault prevention and response training, applying the
examination to the environment where the training can take place, the personnel
recei ing he raining, and he lang age

ed o iden if and define erm like rape and

e al a a l .
Kenne h B rke

d of h man beha ior, beginning in he realm of li erar

criticism, has transformed into a theory that our societal and political movements as
human beings are developed through language as symbolic calls to action. We both
con r c and de ro reali
people are doing and h
ho gh

hro gh

mbolic lang age. In an a emp o e plain

ha

he are doing i , B rke i concerned i h he ba ic form of

hich he a rib e o mo i e :
These forms of thought can be embodied profoundly or trivially, truthfully or
falsely. They are equally present in systematically elaborated metaphysical
structures, in legal judgments, in poetry and fiction, in political and scientific
works, in news and in bits of gossip offered at random. (On Symbols 139)

Burke metaphor of a dramatic play captures the interactions, or ratios, between each
element of his philosophy: Scene, Act, Agent, Agency, and Purpose. Additionally, within
that pentad lies the cultural and structural bases for particular vocabularies of motive
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and the process by which some verbal explanation becomes the sufficient justification for
he indi id al o n ac ion or for he per a ion of o her o ac (O ering on 134).
Burke not only contends that language is used by human beings to perpetuate action, but
that human beings are used by words to carry out those actions.
Burke lays out the relationship between Scene, Act, Agent, Agency, and Purpose
in terms of the metaphor of a play. The scene is where the act is taking place, much like
the scene discovered when a curtain opens upon a stage, and the actors (agents) carry out
their acts on stage, while the agenc i b

ha mean or in r men he

ed, and he

purpose provides the why (Burke, On Symbols 139). When he c r ain open, he na re
of he cene can be comm nica ed b

hat is on the stage, either linguistically through

what and how the actors communicate, and/or non-ling i icall , a
naturalistic stage- e

i h he ma erial or

(B rke, Grammar 3). Burke refers to the relationship between the

scene and the agents within the scene as the Scene-Act Ratio. Additionally, the scene
itself can be motivation for the agents to carry out an act. For example, if the curtains
open upon a Vegas-like casino with noisy slot machines and cocktail waitresses bringing
liquor to the patrons, it will motivate the actors to try their luck and possibly order a
cocktail, even if there was no specific guidance to participate in either of those acts. In
ano her e ample of ho

he age mo i a e he ac , B rke anal e Shake peare

Hamlet in a scene where Horatio warns Hamlet about following the Ghost too closely to
the cliffs:
What if it tempt you toward the flood, my lord,
Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff
Tha bee le o er hi ba e in o he ea,
And there assume some other horrible form,
Which might deprive your sovereignty of reason
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And draw you into madness? Think of it;
The very place puts toys of desperation,
Without more motive, into every brain
That looks so many fathoms to the sea
And hears it roar beneath. (qtd in Burke, On Symbols 149)
B rke ri e , In he la fo r line of hi

peech, Hora io i

a ing ha he heer na ral

surroundings might be enough to provide a man with a motive for an act as desperate and
absolute as suicide (On Symbols 149). In B rke
ei her in ho gh or deed

i ho

heor , he cene i elf crea e an ac ,

an e plici direc ion or g idance o he agen

(Grammar 6). Likewise, the potential exists for certain kinds of training materials to
inadverten l pro ide a mo i e for he ac , in ho gh or deed, he

o ld hope o

prevent.
Just as there is a relationship between the scene and the act, the scene also
compels the agent within the scene. To explain his theory, Burke uses a passage from
Thomas Carl le Heroes and Hero Worship whereby a naturalistic setting motivates the
agents within, and a poem by Wordsworth, It is a Beauteous Evening, Calm and Free,
where the theological setting also motivates a change amongst the agents. In the first,
Burke contends that the beauty of a place, the majestic rise of the mountains from the
earth, the ferociousness of the sandstorms all around, the blazing heat of the sun and
a ne

of he ar

eq a ing he q ali
8). Word

o ld breed a
of he co n r

or h ri e of he bea

if -handed, deep-hear ed race of men hereb
i h he q ali

of i inhabi an

of he e ening, a hol

ime

(q d in Grammar
q ie a a N n, ha

ill change he ar i and hi companion i h he pre ence of God being i h hee when
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e kno i no (q d in B rke, Grammar 8). In other words, for Burke, both settings
(scenes) are capable of affecting change within the agents: Scene-Agent Ratio.
While the scene can affect the act and the agent, the ratios can also be reversed
where the act and agent can affect the scene, and each other. As Burke states in
Grammar, The principle of con i enc binding cene, ac , and agen al o lead o
reverse applications. That is, the scene-act ratio either calls for acts in keeping with
scene or cene in keeping i h ac

(9). Al o, hile he ac and he agen are bo nd

i hin he cene or circ m ance in hich he find hem el e , he rela ion be een
ac and agen i no q i e he ame. The agen doe no con ain he ac , ho gh i results
migh be aid o pre-e i

ir all

i hin him (B rke, Grammar 16). Burke also

arn ha he ac doe no f ll repre en he agen , ho gh cer ain a

of ac ing ma

be said to induce corresponding moods or traits of character. To this writer, at least, the
act-agent ratio more strongly suggests a temporal or sequential relationship than a purely
po i ional or geome ric one (B rke, Grammar 16).
Through continuous inquiry of his philosophy, Burke eventually added a sixth
piece o hi Drama i ic Pen ad: A i de. There i di c
i no a he ad, b

perhap B rke ha p

he inq ir

ion on he her B rke pen ad
o re , Where o ld a i de fall

within our pattern? Often it is the preparation for an act, which would make it a kind of
symbolic act, or incipient act. But in its character as a state of mind that may or may not
lead to an act, it is quite clearly to be classed under the head of agent (Burke, On
Symbols 157). Whether or not scholars agree that attitude falls under one or more of the
o her piece of he pen ad, B rke iden ified i a a

ocial rela ion . . . e abli hed be

een

the individual and external things or other people, since the individual learns to anticipate
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heir a i de o ard him (Grammar 237). The attitudes, or anticipated attitudes,
be een he agen

i hin a cene modif hi

a

of ac ion. Hence, in propor ion a he

widens his social relations with persons and things outside him, in learning how to
anticipate their attitudes he builds within himself a more complex set of attitudes,
horo ghl

ocial (B rke, Grammar 237).

While Burke acknowledges that the parts of the pentad can be used independently
of each other, he states:
If you were to merge the terms, reducing them even to as few as one; and then,
rea ing hi a he e en ial erm, he ca al ance or of he lo , o can
proceed in he re er e direc ion acro he margin of o erlap, ded cing he
other terms from it as its logical descendants. (On Symbols 145)
Burke encourages recognition of interrelationships between terms, likening them to five
finger ,

hich

are distinct from one another, but merge in the palm of the hand. If you

would go from one finger to another with a leap, you need but trace the tendon down into
he palm of he hand, and hen race a ne co r e along ano her endon (On Symbols
145). To that end, exploring the interwoven relationships between what is taking place,
who is doing it, and the permissiveness (or denial) of the scene in which all the activity is
happening i he beginning of he grea cen ral mol enne , here all i merged (B rke,
Grammar xix).
TERMINISTIC SCREENS, IDENTIFICATION, AND CONSUBSTANTIATION
While the pentad gives a structure within which to analyze the motives of human
behavior, Burke also offers the theory that language both constructs reality and deflects
reali

among

ocie

hro gh Termini ic creen and Iden ifica ion. Thro gh B rke

concepts of Terministic Screens, he explains the ways language is used to motivate and
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demotivate human behavior, a reality commonly found within a military training
environment, such as basic military training where recruits learn new language and new
definitions for previously held language. For example, in the basic training environment,
he phra e ge ing a bea ing doe no mean being ph icall p nched or kicked, b
instead means being made to perform physical activities like push-ups, butterfly kicks,
and wind sprints as a consequence to unwanted behavior. B rke Termini ic creen are
di ided in o

o ca egorie :

cien i ic and drama i ic. B rke define

lang age a defini ion and drama i ic a
( cien i ic) e

lang age a ac ion (On Symbols 114). One

he age, hile he o her (drama i ic) ac

pon i . B rke ri e , The

cien i ic approach b ild he edifice of lang age i h primar
propo i ion
pon

re

ch a I is, or it is not. The drama i ic approach p

ch hor a or e pre ion a

ho gh shalt, or thou shal no

114-115). One i a a emen of fac ,

cien i ic a

pon a
he primar

re

(B rke, On Symbols

hile he o her i g idance, a call o ac ion, an

order, a command. For Burke, a scientistic explanation is garnered through logic, while
he drama i ic e plana ion i crea ed hro gh

orie , pla , poem , he rhe oric of

ora or and ad er i ing, m hologie , heologie , and philo ophie
Burke claims that Termini ic creen direc at en ion o reali

(On Symbols 115).
(or a a from reali )

through the use of language (On Symbols 114). Appl ing B rke Termini ic creen o
the military, scientistic language begins even before basic training in the images and
language fo nd in recr i ing ool ha define he mili ar
meaningf l,
and

re arding,

comm ni ,

challenging,

er ice a
eli e,

bra e,
rong,

in piring,

or h hile. Tho e cien i ic creen , a B rke o ld call hem, are con in all

established and affirmed within the military context. The dramatistic screens are created
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through storytelling, myths, and philosophies that define what will and will not be
tolerated are conjoined with the scientistic screens, represented in laws, policies, and
instr c ion ha define bo ndarie , a
in a local e eran

ell a in

ar orie

hared po -deployment or

a ering hole.

A an in egral and connec ed companion o B rke Termini ic Screen ,
Identification is a way to widen the net of rhetorical motives to capture how a piece of
language becomes intrinsically connected to other terms, thereby forming an association
that offers greater reach than the single example. B rke ri e , A i no iden ical i h
his colleague, B. But insofar as their interests are joined, A is identified with B. Or he
may identify himself with B even when their interests are not joined, if he assumes that
he are, or i per aded o belie e o. Here are ambig i ie of
21). For B rke, one can bo h become

b an iall one

b ance (Rhetoric 20-

i h ano her, b

al o main ain

his individualism from that one to whom he identifies (Rhetoric 21). In Iden ifica ion
Wi hin: Kenne h B rke Vie of he Uncon cio , Ro Ambre er ri e :
For Burke, the self is a dynamic process of becoming a quest for identity. At its
core the self is both changeless (autonomous) and yet changing (consubstantial).
The self . . . identifies in a symbolic fashion of making choices . . . the self seeks
identity through acceptance and rejection of various symbols with which it is
confronted, and this constant pattern develops the basis for growth as the self
moves toward a unit of being. (206)
Wi hin he mili ar con e , he d namic proce

of becoming begin in earne in

military basic training; however, for some, it could begin through stories or experiences
of others in the community who have served in the military. Maybe a father is a veteran
and he child ha gro n p hearing of fa her e perience , and ho e orie (drama i ic
screens) begin to form the identity of the child. Therefore, he, too, wants to join the
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military and have his own, but similar experiences. Once the child is old enough to join
the military, military service continues forming his identity under its unique scientistic
and drama i ic creen . While he ma ha e been Jo h he Son before, no he ha a
con b an ial iden i

a ocia ed i h he mili ar . He become

Jo h he Soldier. The

man will have his own Identification, his own experience, but will also be continually
connec ed o hi fa her and all o her er icemen earing he niform. In B rke

heor ,

this movement in identity is done through and by language for a reason. Once language
has established identification, that identity is a point of departure from which motivation
can be activated.
Burke also argues that alternate terms are created

or consubstantiated

to

transcend the narrowness of the language itself, and transform the term into yet another,
different term still set under the umbrella of its original. In B rke in rod c ion o A
Grammar of Motives, he writes of transformation, moltenness, congealment, and a reemerging new crust:
For in the course of this work, we shall deal with many kinds of transformation
and it is in the areas of ambiguity that transformations take place; in fact, without
such areas, transformation would be impossible. Distinctions, we might say, arise
out of a great central moltenness, where all is merged. They have been thrown
from a liquid center to the surface, where they have congealed. Let one of these
crusted distinctions return to its source, and in this alchemic center it may be
remade, again becoming molten liquid, and may enter into new combinations,
whereat it may be again thrown forth as a new crust, a different distinction. So
that A may become non-A. But not merely by a leap from one state to the other.
Rather, we must take A back into the ground of its existence, the logical substance
that is its causal ancestor, and on to a point where it is consubstantial with non-A;
then we may return, this time emerging with non-A instead. (xix)
In other words, Burke describes a return to uncertainty

a moltenness

by an

examination of the changes taken place, not only in language, but, even further, changes
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of hole cene d e o he in erac ion of lang age, agen , and ac
from a liq id cen er o he

rface

ha began a

ha ha e hro n

ome hing hidden and mi ed oge her.

He argues that language and action are born out of uncertainty and then gain identity
through association, ascribed and accepted purpose, and action.
Now, within the mixture of all these Burkean elements (the pentad of Scene, Act,
Agency, and Purpose combined with Terministic Screens, Identification, and the
moltenness of language being melted down, mixed with other elements, and resurfacing
as something different), I turn to the stage of where sexual assault training takes place.
TRACING THE TRANSFORMATION OF RAPE TO SEXUAL ASSAULT
Within the scene of a conference room, classroom, or auditorium on a U.S.
military base, let us trace the transformation of he erm rape, in o he erm

e al

a a l . The scene is most likely a conference room, classroom, or auditorium, and it
would appear orderly and well maintained, perhaps with images denoting patriotism and
the bureaucracy of the military machine (bulletin boards, an American flag, photos of
leaders within the chain of command, government-issued desks and chairs lined up in
formation or organized in a specific, orderly fashion). The scene would also hold men
and women in military uniform. Think of them as both agents within the scene and as the
scene itself, because within them they represent the setting that extends far beyond the
training room walls. The scene filled with its patriotism, orderliness, self-control, selfprotection, strength, honor, and brotherhood, is representative of a space where military
members are expected to recognize and trust one another based on their assumed shared
values of self-sacrifice, dedication to mission, team mindset, and honor codes. The scene
also contains the expectation that military members will sacrifice for one another. Finally,
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he cene i filled i h he no ion of rape, a mili ar member are a are of heir
annual sexual assault prevention response training requirements, and they are aware that
the language they will hear surrounds the idea of rape

e en if he ord rape i ne er

spoken, it is always present to some degree. It is in the molten lava of language swirling
around the scene of sexual assault training.
In the case where military members sit in orderly rows, in familiar uniforms, with
symbols of patriotism and strength all around, there is an expectation for Scene-Agent
ratio; in other words, the directed environment

the scene in which the training takes

place is both acting on and acted out by the men and women

the agents

in the room.

Also within that scene, the act being addressed is rape, and the audience is either
experiencing the act as a victim, a bystander, or as an assailant. It could be a civilian
attacker or a military attacker. Either wa , o

e B rke

heor

ha he cene con ain

the act presents tension because 1) being raped connotes characteristics of weakness
within an organization that is expected to protect the weak and attacks happen to those
not wearing the uniform, those who cannot protect themselves; and 2) discussing rape in
the military connotes an acknowledgement that someone wearing the uniform could
commit the crime of rape. Someone sitting to the left or right could be a rapist, which is a
problematic contradiction of the characteristics military members are trained to expect
from one another. Perhaps it is too jarring a reality, so it is most often not named directly.
I i all ded o. I i inferred. B

he ac of rape belong o ha g

ome here o

in

the world, not to someone in the room wearing the uniform. Already, the scene holds a
tension between the act and the agents, so, as Burke predicted, the attitude of the agents
adjusts in order to persuade other agents to act or not act in a certain manner. It is within
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the tension of adjusting the attitude (in this respect, o adj
here B rke enco ragemen for he cr
re rn o i

alchemic cen er

ed di inc ion of

mili ar

j

men of he ord rape begin
ice

in this case

rape

here i ma be remade in o ne combina ions,

herea i ma be again hro n for h a a ne cr
xii). The adj

he ord rape i elf)

, a differen di inc ion (Grammar
i h i recogni ion a a crime i hin he

em. Tha crime i hen defined in he Uniform Code of Military

Justice (UCMJ) where all military crimes are categorized.
According to Article 120 of the UCMJ, which defines the legal components of the
crime of rape:
Rape can be charged to any person subject to the authority of the UCMJ who
commits a sexual act upon another person by
(1) using unlawful force against that other person;
(2) using force causing or likely to cause death or grievous bodily harm to
any person;
(3) threatening or placing that other person in fear that any person will be
subjected to death, grievous bodily harm, or kidnapping;
(4) first rendering that other person unconscious; or
(5) administering to that other person by force or threat of force, or
without the knowledge or consent of that person, a drug, intoxicant, or
other similar substance and thereby substantially impairing the ability of
that other person to appraise or control conduct;
is guilty of rape and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. ( SAPR and
he UCMJ )
Thro gh he di inc ion of lang age, he erm rape had, effec i el , ri en o
grea cen ral mol enne

of he

of ord , or lang age, and congealed itself into something

that requires violence, unlawful force, or threats of unlawful force, physical harm to the
victim, and bloodshed. The UCMJ has congealed rape along those boundaries, and the
civilian system also aligns with those stipulations of what constitutes rape. If a person
does not use force, threat of force, or cause harm in the ways described above, ways that
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are largely shared in the civilian population, he or she does not have to consider himself
or herself a rapist. The law will not call him or her a rapist. He or she did not commit
rape.
A he ame ime a he erm rape i being congealed in o a ne form, he
definition directs attention to what it is not. By the language used within the legal
definition, rape is not quiet. It is not calm. It is not nonviolent. The definition creates an
image of ha rape look like, and indica e he agenc for he ac

in other words,

how it would be done. The language found in the law implies many things. It implies that
the attacker will be violent, able to overwhelm another, overtly aggressive, and easily
identifiable to those in his presence. He would be male, in order to properly carry out the
violence necessary to commit rape. The victim would be a woman, in all probability, or a
less masculine (therefore feminized) man

someone less able, someone capable of being

overpowered by another man. Even so, the victim would put up a fight, and the struggle
would be so great that the attacker would need to potentially strike the victim, knocking
her out. She should not appear to comply with he a acker ac , e en if he ic im i no
match, physically. She would need to be bloodied and beaten during the attack. She
would need to be impaired with drugs or alcohol, or by the slightness of her figure,
beca e o her i e, i ma no be rape. Amongst the scene in the conference room filled
with military warriors
read

o

all ready to protect those who cannot protect themselves, all

a ch each o her back

again

he e ernal enem , all rained o ake, b

force, what their foe will try to deny them exists what Burke describes as a
contradiction of motivation and ratios.
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Wi hin B rke pen ad, er icemen and omen r
he mili ar c l re g ide [o r] ocial p rpo e

o di cern ha componen of

hen i come o re ol ing he

contradiction between rape and what military members are instructed are appropriate
behaviors. Burke writes:
One must erect a vast symbolic synthesis, a rationale of imaginative and
concep al imager ha loca e he ario a pec of e perience. Thi
symbolism guide ocial p rpo e: i pro ide one i h c e a o ha he
ho ld r o ge , ho he ho ld r o ge i , and ho he ho ld re ign him elf
o a ren ncia ion of he hing he can ge . (Attitudes 179).
To those ends, the military scene is informed by a warrior mindset of taking what they
have been told to take through symbolic language, through direct order, through societal
expectations of the warrior ethos, and through their own individual motivations, which
may sometimes be at odds with the militar
scene beyond the military scene

mo i a ion . Additionally, there is another

the scene of the larger culture within which the

military exists. For example, Private First Class Roberts has been told since he was young
enough to recognize signs, in the scene beyond the military, that masculine men are
strong, are perseverant, are brave in the face of adversity; men are chivalrous and
protective of feminine women. They are the protector, not the protected. They are not to
let themselves be overcome by events. He has also seen image after image, distinction
after distinction, placing feminine women as vulnerable, unable to exist without
masculine protection or companionship, as physical objects that exist for male pleasure,
beings unable to know and speak their minds with exactness and rationality. Combine
this lifetime of messages with other messages, many of which are reinforced for him after
entering the military: to overcome, to adapt, to prevail, to take, to shut down, to
overpower, to win. Those mixed messages clash against sitting in a well-organized room,
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surrounded by orderly brothers (and sisters) in uniform, discussing behavior that is,
contradictorily, warranted in combat (taking by force) but deplorable off the battlefield.
All of these elements combine to prohibit space to acknowledge rape.
When sitting in a room with fellow military members all wearing uniforms that
mboli e bro herhood, honor, d

, and mi ion, and he i le of he co r e i

Se al

A a l Training and Pre en ion, rape has already been ruled out as something possible.
There i no a Rape Training and Pre en ion co r e. None of

are rapi

, he ma

hink. A B rke a e , E en if an gi en erminolog i a reflection of reality, by its
very nature as a terminology it must be a selection of reality; and to this extent it must
function also as a deflection of reali

(On Symbols 115). By preventing rape from the

discourse, reality is deflected to less than rape.
After congealing rape within the confines of definition boundaries, room was
made for

e

al a a l

o acq ire cen ral placemen . According o he UCMJ,

Sexual Assault is committed by any person who commits a sexual act upon
another person by:
(1) threatening or placing that other person in fear;
(2) causing bodily harm to that other person;
(3) making a fraudulent representation that the sexual act serves a professional
purpose;
(4) inducing a belief by any artifice, pretense, or concealment that the person is
another person;
(5) committing a sexual act upon another person when the person knows or
reasonably should know that the other person is asleep, unconscious, or otherwise
unaware that the sexual act is occurring; or
(6) committing a sexual act upon another person when the other person is
incapable of consenting to the sexual act due to:
(A) impairment by any drug, intoxicant, or other similar substance, and
that condition is known or reasonably should be known by the person; or
(B) a mental disease or defect, or physical disability, and that condition is
known or reasonably should be known by the person;
is guilty of sexual assault and shall be punished as a court-martial may direct.
( SAPR and he UCMJ )
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In much the same fashion as the erm rape (A) was congealed within the confines of
defini ion, he erm

e al a a l (non-A) furthers its advance as non-rape b

he

definition assigned to it within the above UCMJ excerpt. The presence of fear still
remains between the two terms, and the idea of bodily harm floats above the scene
(al ho gh rape req ire dea h or grie o

bodil harm,

hile e

al a a l co ld

simply result in bodily harm, as if by accident or through disregard for the other person),
but the distance widens greatly after those points. This shift from rape to sexual
assault has occurred in the language that identifies the terms themselves. In other words,
rape is built with images of violence and socially determined reactions to that violence,
while sexual assault is detoured by the descriptions of fraudulent representation in
order to perform sexual acts and pretense of identity in order to carry out sexual acts. The
disparity between the two terms leaves a cavernous space for culprits and would-be
culprits to fall into and hide.
The final par of B rke pen ad ma be impera i e in re rning rape o i
in ak[ing] A back in o he gro nd of i e i ence, he logical

o rce,

b ance ha i i ca al

ance or (Grammar xix). Before we can reclaim and restore, remake and release A and
non-A, we must agree on the intended purpose

the Agents accept that rape is present. It

is assumed that the motivations of both the individuals (Agents) and the military (Scene)
are aligned. That is to say, they both want the same things: for victims to report their
assaults; to purge the ranks of rapists unable or unwilling to uphold shared values; and to
decrease the numbers of sexual assaults amongst service members. However, if the
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purpose is confused by mixed messages of triumph and strength, perhaps the purpose
stated is not the purpose at all.
Perhaps the purpose stated is not actually to re-motivate the attitude of those in
the training, and they are unaware of their own conflicted intentions. If the military is
advocating against rape, if the scene was fueled by intolerance for violence and attacks
against women, would watered-down erm like
p rpo e i conflic ed i h he mili ar

e

al a a l e i ? Perhaps, the

ac of doing ome hing

anything

which could

potentially overshadow the effects of the doing. Rather than eradicating sexual assault,
instead, the training offers unintended messages perpetuating stereotypes about
masculinity and femininity which reinforce the belief that femininity, and those who
demonstrate femininity, are weaker and, therefore, ill-equipped for the rigors of military
service. The training also presents messages that victims of sexual assault are unable to
protect themselves, that sexual assaults happen most to females (or femininized males)
because masculine males are better able to avoid victimization.
A ne cr

for he di inc ion of rape migh look like ca ing a ider ne in

which it can be recognized, shaking off the armor of detail and pulling apart its essence.
In he fo r een h cen r , rape a co ered broadl a
ei e and demoli h pre

he ac of aking b force; o

( Rape ). A B rke ri e in Mind, Bod , and he

Unconscious:
In the discussion of terministic screens . . . Each specific science could not be its
characteristic self except insofar as it abided by its particular terminology. And
each such terminology is designed for a specific set of observations rather than for
meditations on the nature of man in general. (63)
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By opening the term p o i broader implica ion , he

pecific e of ob er a ion ,

created through terministic screens could be removed, or realigned, causing remo i a ion. Ho e er, in order o re i i

he alchemical cen er

here rape a born, e

must acknowledge the too common messages that the act of taking by force, of seizing
and demolishing prey is acceptable, allowed, and encouraged within society at large, a
society that funnels into the military. We must relook at the identification of rape,
examine its substance, and reclaim the reality that predators wear the uniform as easily as
they wear civilian clothes.
In order to advance toward a more expansive knowing of the hypermasculine
military environment and the rhetoric that feeds it, we must go back and situate within the
hi or of omen

er ice ince World War II.
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CHAPTER 3
WOMEN AT WAR: THE VARIED BATTLES OF SERVICE
Taking he ime o e plore ho

omen s ser ice de eloped in o oda s reali

displays the society from where the Sexual Assault Prevention Response program draws
i s ie s. Re racing omen s service from the unique involvement of the War
Department during World War II and the pointed campaign to encourage (and control)
omen s en r in o he ser ice sho cases a his or of gender s ereo pes and fear of
feminizing the masculine space. The conversation surrounding women and the draft and
the attempt to maintain masculinity as a tenet of military service resulted in the current
practice of gender norming in environments like basic military training. Lastly, the
media s con in ed infl ence of he portrayal of women in uniform provide the remaining
stepping stones of this historical review.
Al ho gh a Women s Arm A

iliar Corps (WAAC) as proposed d ring

World War I, the legislation to establish it did not pass Congress. Instead, women in
WWI served in the capacity of nurse in the Army. The United States Navy and Marine
Corps allowed women to serve in capacities other than caregiver, such as a typist or as an
armorer repairing weapons (Blitzkrieg Baby). When WWI ended, so did he omen s
service in the military. With the onset of World War II, women were recognized as
valuable, if not only for their caregiving skills then certainly for their ability to fill a large
void in the manpower needed to produce necessary war-making supplies. Even so, during
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the integration of women into the hypermasculine world of the armed forces in WWII,
the War Department thought it necessary to establish control concerning the behavior and
the sexuality of women, both at home and serving in organizations such as WAAC
(established during WWII) and he Women s Arm Corps (WAC).
The War Department encountered some unique challenges in their secondary
mission of perpetuating the standard gender narrative. For generations, the concept of
women as docile homemakers, subservient to and in need of protection by their male
counterparts, had been diligently cultivated in Western culture. The socially defined roles
of women in the 1940s were somewhat d e o he Arm s decision o feed the ideal of
women as demure, chaste, heterosexual beings, while still employing them in a
masculinized position to assist the war effort. Although the War Department had other
important matters to attend to while the world was at war, the topic of how women
should be marketed

the rhetoric of women within the military organization, specifically

White, middle class women

ranked near the top of its list of priorities (Meyer 582). To

accomplish its objectives, the War Department partnered with popular omen s
magazines like Ladies Home Journal to promote and convey the importance of women s
roles within the home, and eventually as a more direct participant in the war effort (Yellin
27). Released as Magazine War Guides, the War Department housed messages of
patriotism, service, and dedication alongside soup recipes, rationing coupon tips, and
make-up suggestions. One particular article presented a day in the life of an American
family, the Faulds. Displaying the women in the Fauld family as happy homemakers and
diligent daughters, the article encouraged o ng, college grad a es ( sing he Fa lds
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eldest daughter, Ruth, as an example) to join the war effort to share in a legacy of
memories:
Yo r firs d
is o see if o canno be of al e o o r co n r in niform .
The girl who qualifies for a uniform of navy, khaki or olive can well feel an
inward glow; first, because she has proven, by being accepted, that she has a 1-A
mentality and well co-ordinated body, and second, because there will never need
be any doubt in her mind that she has given her best to the war effort. She can be
proud all her life. She will share, as outsiders will never be able to do, in the
richest memories of a generation of fighters. (qtd in Yellin 28)
The campaign worked, and more and more women joined military service. Subsequently,
with the need for women to fill the vacancies left when men went off to the war, more
and more women left the home for the workforce.
Leisa Me er e amines he socie al mindse d ring a ime in he na ion s his or
when White, middle class women were leaving the home in greater numbers and often
ho gh o be abdica ing heir responsibili ies i hin he home o s rp men s d
pro ec ing and defending heir homes and co n r

of

(582). Socie al concerns s rfaced as

more women began to move away from the traditional roles of wife and mother in the
home, somehow marking he beginning of declining s andards of morali

and

disintegra ing gender and racial bo ndaries (Me er 582). F r her, rhe oric perpe a ed
the myth among the public that women would begin engaging in lesbian relationships due
o heir cons an pro imi

o o her omen in organi a ions s ch as he Women s Arm

Corps (Meyer 583). Those fears were not duplicated when it came to women being in
close proximity to one another during activities promoting domestic responsibilities, like
se ing circles and omen s eas, for e ample. The public feared that women would start
acting and thinking like men if they were doing masculine jobs. They may start
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developing masculine appetites, becoming promiscuous because of their departure from
femininity (Meyer 583).
To offse he p blic s concerns abo

omen becoming lesbians and whores, the

military strategically decided to market women who joined the war effort as chaste,
asexual, feminine and passionless (Meyer 583). Figure 2 is an example of the propaganda
during this period. In this advertisement, a female figure is posed as a recipient for the
male fig re s attention. Compared o he male fig re, he female s comple ion is
reminiscent of a statue with its marble whiteness. She holds a passionless expression
devoid of excited emotion except, perhaps, a demonstration of resignation. Her physical
form is camouflaged beneath an unremarkable beige factory work shirt and equally bland
headscarf. Her lack of emotion extends even so far as her need for food because she is not
eating her lunch, merely holding it in a limp hand while she turns to the animated man
eating and speaking beside her.
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Fig. 2. Packer, Fred L.; Good Work Sis er; Library of Congress, 1944,
https://www.loc.gov/item/97515638/. Accessed 3 Apr. 2021.
Posters like figure 2 were deliberately crafted and distributed by the War Department in
an attempt to create and control the narrative surrounding middle class White omen s
ork and omen s place in society. They helped shape and perpetuate stereotypes of
those omen s abili , omen s spaces, and omen s roles.
Women began their journey in the military because the country needed them, not
as women in their traditional roles, but as working bodies to conduct necessary jobs in
order to support the war effort. The United States joined the war so suddenly after the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor that nearly all available factories and plants began
manufacturing supplies to send to the front lines. As the demand for materials rapidly
grew, the available workforce decreased because men were sent in increasing numbers
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overseas to join the fight. Neither women nor men were prepared during the 1940s for
how this national need would affect the views of women and femininity. Before the war,
the concept of femininity included a diminutive attitude, the ability to quietly manage
household chores, taking care of children, ensuring dinner was on the table when her
husband came home from work, and a sort of shy disposition that allowed men to feel
masculine by taking care of feminine women

and all this with neatly styled hair,

manicured nails, and tastefully apparent make-up. During WWII, the visual
representation of the woman standing beside the dinner table holding a turkey while
wearing a crisp apron, heels and neatly pressed dress was juxtaposed with Rosie the
Riveter.
The U.S. War Department launched the Rosie the Riveter campaign as another
arm to encourage women to step outside their domestic jobs and into the military and
production factories. Recognizing that society was not yet ready for women to put on
coveralls and get their hands dirty in jobs outside the home, the Rosie campaign was
designed to show women as being able to contribute while still being feminine.
Norman Rockwell, an extremely prominent American artist widely respected for
capturing the essence of the American family in his portraits, conceived the first image of
Rosie the Riveter (see figure 3). The image was displayed to the public on the cover of
The Saturday Evening Post, on Ma 29, 1943 (Me er 576). Ho e er, Rock ell s Rosie
did not depict he

pe of feminini

he War Depar men

an ed o promo e. Rosie s

arms were a bit too muscular and too bare; her hair was unkempt and uncovered; her
clo hes, comple e i h rolled c ffs, appeared o be a man s o eralls; e en her shoes ere
masculine penny loafers, and Rosie was dirty. She did not appear to have taken time to
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ensure her make-up was applied correctly, or to ensure that her face was clean.
Rock ell s Rosie embodied he very issues the War Department was trying to convince
the general public would not happen if their women joined the industrial workforce.

Fig. 3. Norman Rockwell; Rosie the Riveter; CreativeCommons.org, 1943,
https://search.creativecommons.org/photos/9828c2ff-354f-41f4-8144-f51657dcf4c8.
Accessed. 3 Apr. 2021.
The go ernmen decided o replace he image of Rock ell s Rosie i h one of
their own. As shown in figure 4, the new Rosie was much softer in her appearance. Her
pale arms were not as bare, and although she exerted a show of force by flexing her
muscle, the muscle was not distinctive. The hand that rolled up the sleeve on her much
more lady-like shirt was neatly manicured with polished nails. The new Rosie the
Ri e er s face, hile s eel and de ermined, had obvious make-up expertly applied, and
her hair was shown styled and protected beneath a fetching head scarf with cheerful polka
dots. The Rosie designed by the War Department seemed to mirror he p blic s no ions
of femininity.
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Fig. 4. Miller, J. Howard; We Can Do It; War Production Co-Ordinating Committee,
1941, CreativeCommons.org, https://search.creativecommons.org/photos/0c60b717-9c9f453d-92ab-098f8d592a81. Accessed 3 Apr. 2021.
The Rosie campaign was an effort to represent a society that wished to avoid any
change to middle class White omen s pre-defined stereotypes of mother, daughter,
sister, nurse and wife (Meyer 584). Despite campaigns such as Rosie the Riveter, many
men, both fighting overseas and those at home, did not want their wives and daughters
doing man s ork. Some men resen ed he omen orking in he fac ories beca se he
believed women were taking these jobs away from them. The reality of women entering
the workforce produced fear and insecurity that there simply was not enough pie to go
around. Even during the 1920s and 1930s when the Depression Era was at its peak, White
middle class women were not encouraged to seek work outside the home (Meyer 574).
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The roles and responsibilities of males and females in society up to the point of war were
deeply ingrained; however, the world-changing needs that developed due to WWII called
for a societal shift to all available hands in the workforce to produce much-needed, warmaking equipment. The War Department commissioned advertisements appealing to
omen o do more han long for heir men o come home, as depic ed in figure 5. The
winds of war changed the status quo.

Fig. 5. Wilbur, Lawrence; Ge a War Job; War Manpower Commission; U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1944, CreativeCommons.org,
https://search.creativecommons.org/photos/7854dd28-cb13-450e-a1eb-2c1666543c3c.
Accessed 3 Apr. 2021.
A relationship emerged between the social construction of the stereotypes for
omen and he lang age sed o keep hose s ereo pes in place. Women s maga ines
like Ladies Home Journal con in ed o define erms like feminine,

lo el ,

oman

and pride hro gh heir ar icles and ad er isemen s. In omen s maga ines d ring he
1940s, similar to present day, the pages were filled with helpful tips, style ideas,
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decorating suggestions, recipes, and implied expectations. In one advertisement (see
figure 6), Constance Luft Huhn of the cosmetic company House of Tangee, reminds the
ie ers ha he

ere s ill he eaker se , and ha , Man of us may be serving

sho lder o sho lder i h America s figh ing men

b

e re s ill he eaker se . . . .I s

still p o s o appear as all ring and lo el as possible (H hn 122). The text under the
ad er isemen con in es, Whe her o re in or o
completely appealing and feminine

of niform, o ll an o be

o ll an deligh f l sa in-smooth lips and all the

glamour of a silky, petal-smoo h comple ion (H hn 122). The expectation for the
readers of these magazines was to follow the lead of the women in the magazines. During
WWII, the focus for women s maga ines included advice on war rationing. Then the
focus shifted to single and low income women, who were already working, to leave
laundry and stenography work behind and join the industrial complex. When even more
workers were needed, rhetoric targeted married, middle class White women to produce
for the war effort (Yellin 26-29). However, the imagery and language in the
advertisements kept an eye towards calming socie

s concerns about potential negative

outcomes and loss of femininity if women were allowed to enter a masculine world like
the military.
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Fig. 6. We are S ill he Weaker Se ; Ladies Home Journal, 1944, Glenbow
Library and Archives, https://glenbow.ucalgary.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2020/11/IMG_9142_Medium_res.jpg. Accessed 3 Apr. 2021.
Seemingly ignored in the public war effort were Black, indigenous, and other
Women of Color. An integral component in the drive to have all available women
participating in the military production line, Black women were not incorporated into the
solicitation efforts until 1944, near the end of the war (DuBois and Dumenil 548). Even
at the late date, more than 600,000 minority women joined the fight
(invisiblewarriorsfilm.com). The necessity of war production allowed White women to
break social and gender barriers b performing man s ork (for less pa

han he men

received for the same job). It also allowed minority women to break additional barriers
and enter into jobs that were previously kept out of their reach due to racial segregation.
The problems of racism were still present, however, as minority women were paid less
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than their White female counterparts, and some White women refused to work alongside
minority women (DuBois and Dumenil 548). With the requirements of war production,
minority women who were already in the workforce, but regulated to domestic and field
work, could temporarily fill the role of pilot, albeit under segregation. Despite the racism
that kept Black women marginalized during the war effort, approximately 10 percent of
female pilots were African American during WWII. Women of Color also filled nursing
positions and government jobs such as clerks, electricians, and riveters as shown in figure
7 (invisiblewarriorsfilm.com).

Fig. 7. Palmer, Alfred T; Opera ing a Hand-Drill at Vultee-Nashville; Library of
Congress, 1943, https://www.loc.gov/item/2017878542/. Accessed 11 Apr. 2021.
WOMEN MAKING WAVES: NEW COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE EMERGE
Once inside the workforce, many women developed a community among their
female colleagues. Within that community, they constructed their own identities, creating
and taking ownership of language to communicate with each other where there had been
no language before. In an effort to trace the effects of identity and language within these
new communities, Elizabeth A. Suter, Emily N. Lamb, Meredith Marko, and Stacy TyeWilliams sought answers to various questions: Is identity constructed locally, influenced
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directly by the social practices of their respective communities? How does a community
of practice (like the Woman Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Services in the Navy, or
WAVES) construct their identities within a larger discourse? (Suter et al. 10) What they
found was that the social interaction of these women during their time serving as
WAVES established lifelong identities (Suter et al 12). The military experience
transformed their identities as females because they stepped outside their homes, and felt
as though they had contributed to their country. They gained self-confidence, a sense of
responsibility, maturity, and a sense of specialness or uniqueness (Suter et al 12).
By establishing a community of practice, women enabled self-expression
regarding their non-traditional roles within a traditional context in he na ion s his or
when men were off to war. Women serving in the military began to acquire language like
imp and

or h hile o differentiate between the ways they felt about their lives

before their service and after. Women also learned to communicate to other women
outside of their social circles. The lines of class and education were not clearly marked in
the military, and in order to achieve a task, members had to work together (Suter et al
12). Through this community of practice, women said they experienced self-pride
because they were allowed to join in the war effort and defy the stereotypical views that
had been placed on them. The concept of taking pride in your accomplishments was not
promoted in the same ways in their former lives. Working inside the home was not
necessarily viewed as the sort of job which resulted in achieving something great. It was
a duty, but perhaps not viewed as highly important in comparison to whatever
occupations their husbands held. The women were eager to participate in a nontraditional, or socially constructed role suggesting that women in the 1940s, much like
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women in present day, were not content to be placed in an unchallenged and, oftentimes,
unfulfilling niche.
However, the propaganda surrounding women in the workforce strained against
the language being developed in communities such as WAVES, WAC, and amongst
women working in the defense factories. Through the War Department, women were
depicted as supporting not only the war effort, but their men who were fighting in it.
However, the only reason they had the jobs they did was because of the war. The women
were not encouraged to forget that; When he men came back home from ar, Rosie
would unfurl her fist, unflex her muscle, change back into her dress, and trade in her rivet
g n for a mop and spa la. In he mean ime, here as ork o be done (Yellin 48).
After the war was over and the men came home, society at large expected women to
resume their social positions, just as they had done after WWI. Only now, that society
included many of the women who had taken up military and defense jobs outside of the
home; therefore, many more women would not easily discard the respect, financial
security, and sense of national contribution they earned.
The social implications of women entering the workforce in such large
numbers

nearly six million during WWII

were being managed by both the War

Department and society through strategic use of the media (Yellin 39). The general
messages reconfirmed to women by society, and specifically by the War Department,
were that it was encouraged to join the effort, but when the war was over, they would
return to their homes as women had done before. They could be proud that their
contributions were valuable in and of themselves, and not just as filler until the more
significant contributors (men) could return to their rightful place.
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Fig. 8. Treidler, Adolph. Soldier s Wi ho G ns. War Production Co-Ordinating
Committee, 1941, Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2002719121/. Accessed
3 Apr. 2021.
WOMEN AND THE DRAFT
The his or of rhe orical mo es regarding omen s mili ar ser ice con in es in
the language crafted and used within the military. Institutions like the military help to
cement the concepts of masculinity into a social norm. The environment is filled with
picall defined masc line objec s and iss es like eapons, bombs, figh ing,
uniforms, hierarchy, tanks, airplanes, ships, and industrial machines. Terms such as
cockpi ,

mess hall,

la rine,

Airman,

arrior, and g nner are no associa ed

with feminine ideals, nor does the military want them to become associated with feminine
ideals. The d namic of masc lini

as a na ral condi ion is gro n and groomed i hin
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the military. Certainly, the image of manliness is affected when women engage with
ins i

ions of hegemonic masc lini

beca se he aforemen ioned norms are no longer

normal to every member. The military becomes forced to examine terms and settings
through the eyes of the Other. Annica Kronsell utilized a feminist methodology aimed at
q es ioning he norms of masc lini

hen she s died he S edish mili ar . M ch

like he Uni ed S a es c rren Selec i e Ser ice, S eden s conscrip ion process 1 was not
open o omen. Also, similar o he Uni ed S a es Selec i e Ser ice, earlier information
regarding he S edes Conscrip ion process disc ssed he benefi s afforded o males in
learning and par icipa ing in heir na ion s sec ri
h

omen s nders anding of he sec ri

and defense, and held no mention on

and defense of he na ion should be

considered nimpor an (Kronsell 283). Continuing to draw parallels between the
S edish conscrip ion process and Uni ed S a es draf process, nei her na ion req ired
women to register, thereby denying women of the supposed benefits of their male peers.
In both countries, it appeared socially acceptable that women were left out of the process
based solely on their gender. The lack of outcry regarding this discrimination was, one
indication of the hegemony of masculine norms embedded in the militar

(283-4).

In June 2016, the U.S. Senate passed a bill requiring women to register for the
draft when they turned 18, just as males have had to do for more than 45 years. Although
the bill passed in the Senate, it has not yet been taken up by the House of Representatives
and signed into law. The bill was originally thought to be a sort of petulant response to

1

S eden s conscrip ion process as a na ional req iremen for all male citizens to
register with the Swedish defense and military organization. In June, 2009, the Swedish
go ernmen ended he req iremen ha men be req ired o ser e in he co n r s
military, moving to an all-volunteer force.
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the removal of the ban against women occupying combat positions; however, it received
bipartisan support (Steinhauer). There was also high-profile dissent from both parties.
Sena or Ted Cr

ocali ed his ie s, I co ld no in good conscience o e o draf o r

da gh ers in o he mili ar , sending hem off o ar and forcing hem in o comba
(S einha er). Cr
Socie

s logic co ld no send da gh ers off o ar b

appears o accep

arfigh ing as solel a man s d

co ld send sons.

, and pre io sl

omen ere

no needed or an ed o cond c ha ask. His oricall , omen s al e as disregarded
within a combat situation; their value was domesticated. Females have historically been
promoted as the genteel sex, capable of many things, but not combat. Rosie the Riveter
would not be seen holding a weapon and stepping on the neck of a bloodied enemy.
While many viewed this release from mandatory registration for conscription as a
break for omen beca se he did no ha e he hrea of he draf looming hen he
turned 18, the rejection of women in this capacity as draftee was often used to support
societal views that women were lacking in some way when it came to the defense and
security of the nation. If they were not used to defend the nation, and with the firm
accep ance ha defense

as a no ion ha belonged o masc lini , hen he

ere

simply not as useful in their citizenship as males. Although the United States was not
silent in regard to why women were not required to register for military service with the
government when they turn 18, the previous language used to explain why was just as
damaging. In an attempt to answer the question of why women were not required to sign
up for the draft prior to the June 2016 announcement removing restrictions on women in
combat, the Selective Service stated:
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Department of Defense (DoD) policy, which was not to assign women to
positions involving close combat, would continue. In response to these
recommendations, the Congress agreed to reactivate registration, but declined to
amend the act to permit the registration of women. In the legislative history for
the Department of Defense Authorization Act, 1981, the Senate Armed Services
Committee report stated that the primary reason for not expanding registration to
incl de omen as DoD s polic of no sing omen in combat. Additional
reasons cited in the report included agreement by both civilian and military
leadership that there was no military need to draft women and congressional
concerns about the societal impact of the registration and possible induction of
women. (Office of Public)
Within the policy, the Selective Service used vague language and reasoning to justify
omitting women from the process. Furthermore, they point a finger at the Department of
Defense s hen-policy to exclude women from combat. The Selective Service policy also
referred to nameless, faceless leaders in society who do not think women were needed in
the military for combat. At no time did the policy clearly state why women were not
needed. The language in the statement contributed to the views that gender was valued
more than anything else as it pertained to serving in the military, and women, as a whole,
ere no o be blindl accep ed o ser e based pon heir gender s lack of al e.
Despite advances in technology that changed combat from being a bayonetcharged, hand-to-hand affair, the discussion of whether women should be included in the
U.S. Selec i e Ser ice con in es. In Febr ar 2019, a federal j dge r led ha he c rren
selection process based on gender was unconstitutional (Kime). The National Coalition of
Men filed a mo ion agains he Selec i e Ser ice Office, arg ing he Office s genderbased requirement was discriminatory. The Defendant (Selective Service) in the case
cited a previous ruling (Rostker v. Goldberg) that upheld the male-only requirement
beca se he Ser ice as draf ing for comba posi ions, and omen ere, a he ime,
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barred from comba posi ions (U.S. Dis ric Co r ). Ho e er, hose comba res ric ions
were removed in 2013. The ruling states:
In the nearly four decades since Rostker, ho e er, omen s oppor ni ies in he
military have expanded dramatically. In 2013, the [DoD] officially lifted the ban
on women in combat. In 2015, the [DoD] lifted all gender-based restrictions on
military service. Thus, women are now eligible for all military service roles,
including combat positions. (U.S. District Court 9-10)
Even though the argument that women were not allowed in combat and the draft was to
fill combat roles was dismissed as no longer being applicable, the Selective Service
Office did not stop their argument against conscripting women. In its ruling, the Court
addressed he Defendan s

o po en ial j s ifica ions for male-onl regis ra ion:

First, Defendants argue that female eligibilit o ser e in comba roles does no
ans er he q es ion of he her omen sho ld be conscrip ed in o comba roles
beca se conscrip ion co ld lead o po en ial radeoffs for he mili ar . Cons r ed
liberally, Defendants appear to be arguing that requiring women to register for the
draft would affect female enlistment by increasing the perception that women will
be forced o ser e in comba roles. Ho e er, his arg men smacks of archaic
and o erbroad generali a ions abo
omen s preferences . A i s core,
Defendan s arg men res s on he ass mp ion ha omen are significan l more
combat-averse than men. Defendants do not present any evidence to support their
claim or otherwise demonstrate that this assumption is anything other than an
ancient canard about the proper role of women. (U.S. District Court 14)
Despi e he Co r s r ling, he Selec i e Ser ice con in es o req ire onl men be een
the ages of 18 and 25 to register, claiming that the policy is being reviewed, and stating
that until Congress changes the law, females will not be registered for the draft. The
Service states that the law as i s ri en no refers specificall

o male persons in

stating who much register and who would be drafted. For women to be required to
register with Selec i e Ser ice, Congress o ld ha e o amend he la

( Women and

he Draf ). The Ser ice also con in es o ci e he 1981 Rostker v. Goldberg decision that
as deemed no longer applicable b

he dis ric co r ( Women and he Draf ).
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NO GIRLS ALLOWED: KEEPING THE MILITARY MASCULINE
The fight to keep aspects of the military a masculine-only space continues.
Al ho gh Kronsell s ar icle foc ses on he S edish mili ar ra her han he Uni ed S a es
military, its pertinence is as a representation of the need for continued feminist research
and deconstruction into the hypermasculine norms of these career fields. Kronsell utilized
Feminist Standpoint Theory to review apparent societal norms of hegemonic masculinity
in the Swedish military. According to Kronsell,
Feminis s andpoin heor arg es ha omen s his orical si a ion of
subordination within a system of gender hierarchy creates conditions for them to
see the operations of the-male-as-norm. A cen ral and sef l par of s andpoin
theory is the argument that important knowledge is generated through the struggle
of the deprived and less privileged; it is produced through the dynamics of the
e perience of being oppressed. Kno ledge gro nded in omen s li ed
experiences can provide situated knowledge with which to challenge dominant
and repressive social practices. (288)
Kronsell concludes that by simply introducing a female presence into areas of masculine
domination causes men to recognize their behaviors and environment as something
viewed by an Other. The al e of s ch recogni ion is based pon he norma i e
s andards o be q es ioned. Kronsell s a es, once a par ic lar se of beha iors has been
established as the norm for appropriate conduct within any institution, it becomes
difficult to critique, in par , beca se norma i i

makes cer ain prac ices appear na ral

be ond disc ssion (282). Of en, social phenomena ha are q es ioned in he name of
feminism are seen as na ral. Their place in socie

has been firml es ablished, and

not examined in any way that requires inclusion or interpretation from the Other. If
institutions like the military, and other masculine arenas, are not examined from the
viewpoint of the Other, they will continue to oppress and suppress the value of both the
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Other and the institution. By limiting the image of the military to nothing greater than a
hegemonic ins i

ion, he oppor ni ies for eq i able gro

h and social reform

continue to be missed.
GENDER-NORMING
The image of the military as a masculine space forced to accommodate nonmasculine members is also demonstrated in the work for which men and women are
deemed qualified, often under gender norming practices. Since WWII, when President
Harry S. Truman signed he Women s Armed Ser ices Ac in o la in 1948, omen ha e
been allowed to serve in all branches of the military (Parrott-Sheffer). Through this law,
women were legally integrated into the services, but not socially integrated. In all
branches of the service, there were jobs associated with each gender. Women were
largely placed into what were deemed as more feminine jobs, like administration,
personnel, and medical assistant, while men were largely placed in any type of job they
were found qualified to fulfill, which sometimes included administration, personnel, and
medical assistant. In o her ords, signing he Women s Armed Ser ices Ac did no
make the military gender blind. In fac , omen ere e pec ed o ge in here he fi
in

i ho

an e pec ation that the hypermasculine atmosphere would alter for them.

The majority of the military held a prominent attitude that women should adjust for the
mili ar en ironmen , and no he o her a aro nd. In he 1990 s, a significan c l ral
shift began, not only for the military, but the country as well. Suddenly, terms that were
ie ed as normal lang age

i hin socie

( man s job /

omen s ork ) began o be

replaced with more sensitive erms ( radi ional gender roles ) in an attempt to minimize
the offensiveness of some language to those of different genders, ethnicities, and abilities.
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One prominen e ample of he se of lang age in an a emp o minimi e offensi eness
surfaces with the issue of gender-norming in the Armed Forces regulations governing
physical fitness and basic military training (BMT).
In BMT, as in many other types of demanding psychological, emotional, and
ph sical raining, here is an e pec a ion ha rainees minds and bodies ill be s re ched
to their limits. The trainee is inculcated with the expectation that she or he will push the
physical body to do more than initially feels capable. Their mind, their willpower will be
transformed in such a way as to allow their physical forms to withstand supposed
breaking points. To that end, trainees perform physical fitness tests throughout their
training to assess and measure their progress. The majority of male Air Force trainees are
required to run a mile and a half in slightly less than 12 minutes, while most female
trainees are required to run that same distance but allotted nearly two more minutes than
her male co n erpar ( Enlis ed Oppor ni ies ). The s andards for p sh-ups, sit-ups and
pull-ups also follow gender-norming procedures. The military height and weight
standards are divided in terms of gender as well. The male body, at 58 inches tall is
allowed to weigh a minimum of 98 pounds and a maximum of 149 pounds by the
standards of the Air Force. The female body at the same height is allowed to range from
88 pounds to 132 (Smith). The male body in this example would still be required to
achieve the male physical fitness test standards, while the female body would not; that is
to say, the standards are differentiated solely by gender (and age) but not by physical
height and weight. The male trainee, regardless of his physical size, is required to achieve
the higher fitness standards because his body is male.
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B separa ing he s andards of bod performance in o binaries of male and
female, and hen meas ring hem hro gh he exact same physical activities, the
military culture may have perpetuated views that the female body is less capable. By
establishing concrete differences in the physical expectations of the female body
juxtaposed with the male body, in a military culture that promotes the idea that the body
should be controlled by self-discipline, she was viewed as always already less selfdisciplined, less capable, less competent to perform military duties

or to protect herself

and others, such as from sexual assault. That concept of less than builds in basic training
and is often extended to the female airman, soldier, sailor, and marine well past basic
training. By establishing different expectations and allowances along gender lines, the
military culture highlighted to female trainees that not as much strength was expected of
their bodies, or that what they were able to accomplish in their bodies did not mean as
much as what the male body was able to accomplish. The view of women as less than had
negative consequences for their military service.
Prior to 2015, without opportunity to fulfill many of those positions deemed
male onl

(e.g., Infan r , Ar iller , Special Opera ions), omen ere no e ended he

same promotional opportunities as men. Even if the female body was able to meet the
male standards of performance for these occupations, she was excluded because her body
was female. As of December 2015, the Department of Defense opened all combat
positions to women who could fulfill physical requirements associated with the positions,
to include Navy Seals (Chappell). With the change in law, it is more necessary than ever
before o break he nin en ional connec ion ha a oman s bod is a eak, less capable
bod . If a oman s bod is deemed less capable, ha incompe ence may transfer to all
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non-domestic aspects of her entirely. The danger of gender-norming, which has
es ablished a pejora i e impression of he s andards associa ed i h he normed
activity, is that society (both military and civilian) is allowed to continue the beliefs that
women are somehow smaller, weaker, less capable versions of humans who require
rescuing or protection. This concept of inferiority is often reiterated in sexual assault
prevention training with images of women as the protected and men as the protector.
WORKING AROUND WOMEN IN THE MILITARY
Unfortunately, several academic scholars join V ko ich s contributions that
integration of women in the military bring issues. They must be compensated for, or
orked aro nd. In an effor o ref e an earlier s d cond c ed on he c l re of
hyper masc lini

and i s associa ed nega i e conseq ences, social scien is s Leora N.

Rosen, Kathryn H. Knudson, and Peggy Fancher examined two specific areas of context
when it comes to women in the military outside of their physical abilities: work and
famil (327). The s d concl ded here ere hree dimensions of mili ar c l re ha
incorpora e aspec s of gender roles and a rib es: 1) he a

he c l re promo es

hypermasculine behavior; 2) the ways in which the family is interwoven into the military
environment; and 3) gender equality and how the work environment is established for
ngendered professionalism o disable se al harassmen and discrimina ion (Rosen,
Knudson, and Fancher 327-8). Rosen, Knudson, and Fancher acknowledge that when
women are in egra ed in o a ni posi i e ie s from men concerning omen can
de elop. Ho e er, he in egra ion of he hree dimensions ca ses a disr p ion in ni
cohesion, boundaries and confusion for the men on how to behave between work and
home, to include sexual boundaries towards women:
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... Even though a culture of hypermasculinity may include negative or sexualized
stereotypes of women, there may be other dimensions of culture within the same
groups that support positive views of women. Women's physical presence in the
group may disrupt the separation of these views of women, resulting in spillover
between the domains of work and family. It is also important to differentiate
between gender integration in garrison versus during field exercises and
deployments. Ungendered professionalism may be relatively easier to maintain
among personnel in garrison, but may break down during deployments with the
development of a warrior environment. (346)
The a hors decided ha

omen s presence conf sed heir male counterparts, causing a

spillo er effec be een he men s ork and home life. Although, at the outset the study
had promising aspirations, the results revealed examples of how societal inscription
continues to place women in stereotypical roles such as wife, mother, caretaker. The
study looked at male-only units and mixed gender units for perceived levels of
hypermasculinity and their positive or negative effects on unit cohesion under differing
circumstances or environments (in the field vs. in garrison

or back at home base)

(Rosen, Knudson, and Fancher 328). Focusing on the concepts of group climate vs.
individual perceptions, the authors interviewed the soldiers assigned to particular units
and averaged their responses to determine the level with which the answers could be
associa ed i h he o erall gro p s percep ions. The researchers concl ded ha he more
time men spent together the more likely they were to exhibit hypermasculine behavior.
They also concluded that while unit cohesion did not appear to be affected negatively in
mixed gendered units while in garrison, it was affected negatively when placed in the
field. Finally, a hypothesis was posed that male-only units allowed men to
compartmentalize their hypermasculinity, and therefore not take it home with them.
The dangers of these conclusions are numerous. To begin, while the units studied
were described as comba arms, comba s ppor , and comba ser ice s ppor , he s d
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acknowledges that combat arms units do not allow females to serve; therefore, already
any female soldiers are fulfilling a caretaker stereotype in one of the supporting units
(combat support or combat service support) (Rosen, Knudson, and Fancher 331). If a unit
is male-only (meaning excluding females), by its very existence, it has already
established women as not necessary. Before 2015, in order for women to be denied
participation in a unit, the mission must have been classified as a combat mission.
Typically, these missions were extremely physical and placed the warrior in danger on
the front lines of battle. The attitudes encouraged in a combat unit fit the hypermasculine
stereotype that remains unexposed to its members through the Other. Studies such as the
one conducted by Rosen, Knudsen and Fancher contribute to the preponderance of
quantitative science that supports societal stereotypes about women. Women can be
viewed more favorably if they embody the roles of wife and mother, or if men categorize
them as such in order not to overstep boundaries in the work place. Additionally, women
are disruptive to the masculine environment of the military; men can either respond
generously to their presence or victimize women who enter. Once again, women are
victims waiting to be victimized. If women are victims in their own military, in their own
country they cannot be of any value (except as victim) when fighting the enemy.
Regardless of its intention, the o erarching heme of his s d

as omen s nega i e

effects on unit cohesion in the military.
All the findings presented in Rosen, Kn dson, and Fancher s s d seemed to be
most concerned with he male s response to his environment, while the women were
described as a sort of fixed variable around which the men worked. One of the more
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infl en ial ses of lang age in he case s d

as defining compar men ali a ion

s.

spillo er. The a hors s a e:
The firs [domain] in ol es a spillo er effec in hich he c l re associa ed
with one domain spills over into the other. The second involves a
compar men ali a ion effec in hich domains are c l rall independen of
each other, resulting in the possible coexistence of contradictory elements in
certain dimensions of military culture. (Rosen, Knudson, and Fancher 328)
The authors contend this study supports the notion that if men are able to exert all their
hypermasculinity in the workplace, undisturbed by women
present they would prohibit this exertion

because if women were

then they may not demonstrate their

hypermasculine energy with their wives at home. Men either have their activities
spillover from work to home, as if having women in the workplace confused them into
treating their wives like their female co-workers and vice versa, or men would be able to
stifle that hypermasculine behavior as long as they were not prohibited from expelling it
in the work environment. Essentially, a switch would be flipped, closing off one
compartment and allowing the next one to be filled with non-hypermasculine behavior
for his wife at home.
In proximity to the research that reflected the negative stereotypes of men and
omen, Jennifer M. Sil a s ar icle foc sed on s den s in he Reser e Officers Training
Corps negotiating the spheres of gender within and without their military training while
in college. The findings helped o define he no ion ha a f ndamen al ransforma ion of
gender is necessar in order for omen o par icipa e in he mili ary. The women in the
s d redefine ie s of omen as

eak, passi e and se al, and also do no see or

explain their actions [to exercise or excel in leadership positions] as revolutionary,
masc line or defian (Sil a 955). S epping a a from he WAACs and WAVES of the
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WWII generation, these women no longer view their decisions to join the military as
socially unacceptable. Therefore, they do not feel as though they are going against the
grain of social norms by taking a place in the military environment. Silva argues that
[ omen s] presence in he mili ar does no

ransform ei her he mili ar or more

widespread conceptions of gender. Instead, [women] redefine their conceptions of
femininity in order to engage in activities typically labeled non-feminine (emphasis
a hor s 955).
By exploring many questions concerning how femininity is regarded by women
ho are ac all prac icing he non-feminine roles, he informa ion re ealed he a s
in which women are empowered in a hypermasculine environment like the military and
still remain women within society. The women in the study associated their roles as
females outside of the military in very traditional terms. Much like the women in the
1940s, women in the twenty-first century struggle to maintain their self-identity when
they are not performing typical gender roles. The modern-day women are reminiscent of
the WAVES in the 1940s and the women who developed a community of practice as an
outlet for this new and unusual role they developed. Almost 70 years later, many women
in the military are experiencing similar struggles with the definitions and expectations of
femininity and masculinity. Perhaps because of the struggle to enact previously defined
gender roles, the reality of sexual harassment and assault continues in the military.
Women have been taught to acquiesce, support, and seek protection from male
counterparts. Within the military environment, women are taught that their male
counterparts are more trustworthy, as they have both pledged to support and defend their
country. However, there are times when that trust is abused. For women, and for men, the
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struggle to define their roles can result in new views of gender in emerging communities
of practice.
MILITARY WOMEN AND THE MEDIA
The challenges to women finding space within a hypermasculine military
environment are fed from within

and without. The media continues to play a significant

part of perpetuating and promoting gender stereotypes and socially constructed
ideologies. In many a s, media reflec s he socie ; ho e er, socie

s kno ledge of

social norms can be easily spread through the use of media outlets. Definitions of
hypermasculinity and hegemony are examples of such influence. Maria Len-Rios, Shelly
Rodgers, Esther Thorson and Do le Yoon defined hegemon

as s s ained hro gh

sociali a ion (e.g., learned s ereo pes) and also b socie al s r c res
ork o preser e he class or gro p in po er (153). The ie

ha socie

hich bo h
s s ains he

very stereotypes used to define women as weaker, less capable, second-rate, and
substandard is reinforced through newspapers and televisions in ways that are taken for
gran ed as j s he a i is. Women are presen ed as alread ac ing o

he s ereo pes

used to describe them. By that I mean, even if a woman is not fulfilling the stereotype of
mother, daughter, princess, girlfriend, or wife, she is assumed by society at large to
already belong within one of those socially defined inscriptions. She is placed within that
norm and assigned attributes accordingly. When a woman in the military (or any other
arena) does not fit into the gender stereotype, the media will most likely situate her there
as a way to connect to the audience. For example, Private Lori Ann Piestewa was hardly
ever mentioned without the reminder that she was a single mother. When the media is
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reporting on male soldiers, men are not always situated in regard to whether or not they
have children, are married, or any mention of their parenting.
When the media began coverage of Private Lori Ann Piestewa, Specialist
Shoshana Johnson, and Private Jessica Lynch after their convoy was ambushed on March
23, 2003, during the Iraq War (Prividera and Howard 29), the stereotypes and socially
constructed hierarchies were quickly placed on the women. After conducting research
regarding the ways in which the major news outlets covered the story of the three females
in combat, Laura C. Prividera and John W. Howard III concluded that the media
portrayals of the three women POWs ere raced, gendered and na ionali ed (Pri idera
and Howard 36). The media regurgitated the stereotypical archetypes of society regarding
gender, race and national patriotism. For example, they used language to describe the
women in relation to their feminine roles outside of the military (daughter, damsel in
dis ress, mo her). The omen s mili ar iden i ies ere o ershado ed b socie

s

preferred ideologies of femininity and gender roles (Prividera and Howard 36). The
omen s races also placed hem in relevance to the nationalist views of importance
(White first, then Native-American before African-American). Additionally, the women,
PFC Jessica Lynch in particular, were recognized more for what was done to them
(women as victims) than what they did as soldiers (Prividera and Howard 36). As the
cartoon indicates (see figure 9), Lynch was viewed by the cartoonist as still a prisoner
without agency. Not only was she taken first as a Prisoner of War, but then the media
marketed Lynch as a young, scared girl who felt better after eating applesauce and
hugging her teddy bear ( Jessica L nch ). The entertainment industry exploited her
image as fodder for late night talk shows and daytime discussions on whether women
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should be allowed in combat. Lastly, the Defense Department marketed Lynch as a war
hero who could assist in gaining more recruits for the mission of warfighting.

Fig. 9. Keefe, Mike Pri a e Jessica L nch; The Denver Post, 2003, InToon,
https://www.intoon.com/cartoons.cfm/id/3436. Accessed 3 Apr. 2021.
Just as women in the military are presented in certain roles within the media, there
is also a hierarchy of importance in whose war stories get to be part of the national fabric.
As Prividera and Howard state:
Understanding how the media represents women in the military is critically
important because it is a primary vehicle for marking national identity and
membership who is covered and how in media stories reflects who is perceived
as part of the national family. (29)
The way women were represented in the media supported the stereotypes of women as
princesses, victims, damsels in distress

if the female was White. Pri a e L nch s s or

was often more present in the public eye than Piestewa s and Johnson s. I appeared ha
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if the woman was not White, the media coverage significantly decreased, marking the
woman as more of a liability and less of a patriot than her White female counterparts.
The media is both a mirror and a perpetuator of the status quo of a maledominated society. Nationalism is a large part of the United States, and for those women
serving their country in that capacity, they are already othered, and continue to struggle
against subsequent setbacks no matter what feats they accomplish. Although this may not
be a completely accurate depiction of what their male soldiers, sailors, marines, and
airmen think of them, it is certainly not out of the realm of logic to predict that, more
often than not, male mili ar members

ie s reflec he larger socie

s es ablished

gender bo ndaries, o some e en . As he a hors s a e, A con rib ing fac or is ha
people s pa rio ism, especiall in imes of ar, is linked o f lfilling s ereo pical
gendered roles (Pri idera and Howard 30). For Lynch (see figure 9), she was exploited
as a symbol of every red-blooded American s da gh er, sis er, or girlfriend and displa ed
o emphasi e he need o keep America s omen a a from he fron lines for heir o n
safety. As the cartoon depicts, she was used by the media, for entertainment purposes,
shifting away from the Rosie the Riveter campaign of WWII.
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Fig. 10. I Go Her O of There; Marine Corps Community Services, 13 Mar. 2007,
Sapr.mil, www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 3 Jan. 2020.
THE FIGHT CONTINUES AGAINST SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND ASSUALT
Of course, of all the challenges facing women in the military, rape and harassment
are the most egregious, despite the consistent effort to educate military members. While
the UCMJ specifically defines the crime of sexual assault and rape, sexual harassment is
not specifically defined as its own crime in the UCMJ. Rather the Sexual Assault
Prevention Response Appendix F states:
Section 1561 of Title 10, United States Code, defines sexual harassment as
conduct that involves unwanted sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and
deliberate or repeated offensive comments or gestures of a sexual nature when:
Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term
or condition of a person's job, pay, or career;
Submission to or rejection of such conduct by a person is used as a basis
for career or employment decisions affecting that person; or
Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an
individual's work performance or creates an intimidating, hostile, or
offensive environment; and is so severe or pervasive that a reasonable
person would perceive, and the victim does perceive, the environment as
hostile or offensive. ( Appendix F, 2)
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All across the DoD, service members are required to attend sexual assault training where
they are instructed on such issues as what constitutes sexual assault and harassment and
the requirement to report any known offenses. The training also discusses ways to protect
oneself from becoming a victim, and they are reminded of the DoD s
polic on se al assa l and harassmen . A

ero olerance

ero olerance polic means ha sexual

assault or harassment will not be tolerated for any reason, and anyone found to have
committed such an offense may be disciplined nder he mili ar s Uniform Code of
Military Justice, which is comparable to federal laws in civilian society. Typically, sexual
assault response and prevention training is geared toward males committing these crimes
against their female counterparts and how females can protect themselves by staying
sober, not walking alone at night, socializing with people they trust, and always having a
Wingman,

Shipma e, or Ba le B dd

b their side. Although males are sexually

assaulted and harassed in the military just as they are in the larger society, they are not
often portrayed as the victim during training sessions.
Although the intentions of the armed forces are not to illicit resentment amongst
the genders, or to highlight the otherness of one gender, or even to establish the female
gender as easily victimized, sexual assault training often accomplishes those negative
effec s. I can also crea e an

s agains

hem men ali

in a socie

here erms like

bro herhood and ser ice before self are s andardi ed. As demons ra ed in figure 10,
he pos er depic s one oman defending her friend

hen ha g

crossed he line. The

image, notably of a White female, and the language used indicates that men can become a
danger to women, regardless if they are a member of he famil . To that end, it is the
responsibility of other women to defend each other. Typically, the call to defend is as a
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unified front against an enemy of the United States, not to defend oneself or someone else
against another fellow service member. Through lang age like I go her o
and par of m d

of here,

, he same sen imen s ha are assigned o erms and phrases s ch as

these are typically associated with fighting, or defending against the faraway enemy. By
sing he lang age, i de elops an

s agains hem men ali

ha se s he omen a

odds with her male counterparts. Language contributes to the war within. In the next
chapter, I explore how, for some, language shapes and reinforces the military community.
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CHAPTER 4
BROTHERHOOD OF MEN: THE HEGEMONY THAT BINDS
Gi ing a his orical con e

for he rhe orical shaping of omen s ser ice in he

military does not offer a complete context for the military environment. In order to take
in a fuller picture, the power of language and how it is used should be included. To
expand the picture, I examine the presence of hegemonic masculinity within the military,
and ho i informs o erarching god erms, as e plained b B rke. Unpacking he god
erm bro herhood enables a dissec ion and applica ion of h permasculinity and the
obstacles it presents to men and women who serve.
The erm hegemon

has a long his or of meaning predominance,

ihis

first recorded use associated with the rule of Greek states in the 1500s. Hegemon

is

poli ical, economic, or mili ar predominance or leadership o er o hers; social or
c l ral predominance or ascendanc ; predominance b one gro p i hin a socie
b a par ic lar se of social or c l ral ideas, a of doing hings

or

o he e cl sion of

o hers; and a gro p or regime which exerts undue influence within a society,
[especiall ] hro gh condi ioned consen or he repression of dissen ( Hegemon ). In
he

en ie h cen r , he erm hegemonic

as posi ioned alongside masc lini

o

describe those behaviors, ideals, and environments that both assumed predominance over
others and primarily represented overly masculine expectations to the point of
subjugating or pressuring others who did not embody the ideals of masculinity. The
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derivation stems from a field study in Australian high schools in an effort to examine the
roles (and emerging an ie ies) of masc lini

as i per ained o men and bo s, feminis

acco n s of pa riarch , and sociological models of gender (Connell and Messerschmid
830). As the idea of hegemonic masc lini

gained rac ion, it also stirred criticism

from sociologists, psychologists, poststructuralists, and materialists, as well as nonacademics who claimed he concep is an in en ion of Ne Age ps chologis s o
pro e ha men are oo macho (Connell and Messerschmid 830). Ho e er, according
to authors R.W. Connell and James Messerschmidt:
he iss es i names are er m ch a s ake in con emporar s r ggles abo
power and political leadership, public and private violence, and changes in
families and sexuality. A comprehensive reexamination of the concept of
hegemonic masculinity seems worthwhile. (830)
Throughout the 1980s, theories con erged and shaped hegemonic masc lini
analogue, in gender terms, of power structure research in political sociology

in o an
focusing

he spo ligh on a dominan gro p (Connell and Messerschmid 832). In presen da ,
hegemonic masculinity is a widely accepted and utilized term to express the
predominance of male gender

specifically heterosexual, cisgender male

and

masculinity as the societal baseline for normalcy standards. Anything outside of that
hegemony is often othered. The application of hegemonic masc lini

as a pa ern of

practice (i.e., things done, not just a set of role expectations or an identity) that allowed
men s dominance (Connell and Messerschmid 832) is a i al fo nda ion ha s ppor s
the language taught to those who wear the uniform.
Those who join the military are inculcated into a distinguished, and shrinking,
community that contains many examples of hegemonic masculinity. According to the
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Pew Research Center, fewer than one-half of one percent of Americans have served in
the military in the last decade (Pew Research Center). Within an already miniscule
number, there is a very small quantity of women in any given military branch, with the
overall percentage of women in the military at approximately 16 percent of 1.34 million
in 2017 (Barroso). By the numbers, a little over 214,000 women serve across the United
States Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard. The Air Force has the
largest percentage of female members with over 63,000 women, approximately 19
percent of heir o al pop la ion ( Women in he Mili ar ). E en i h he Air Force s
larger n mber of omen, he percen age is e remel lo . Moreo er, despite the
increased presence of women in the services (up to 16 percent from only six percent of
the total force in 1973), he ideal of becoming a member of a longs anding bro herhood
continues to be a significant and reinforced part of a service members iden i

(Pa en

and Parker).
BROTHERHOOD: THE CREATION OF A GOD TERM
The values and beliefs of the military establishment are underscored, in each
individual service, by universal terms understood by those who are members of that
service. A trainee just entering the gauntlet of military basic training may not fully
understand the meaning of such terms. Besides, it is often more important that a trainee
react appropriately to any term used during basic training, rather than actually understand
the significance assigned to the term. Basic raining is sed o ear o do n, and b ild
o back as a arrior. S bseq en l , he use of overarching terms adds to the trainees
transformation, his Identification. As Burke con ends, transformation involves the ideas
and imagery of identification. That is: the killing of something is the changing of it, and
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he s a emen of he hing s na re before and af er he change is an identifying of i (A
Rhetoric of Motives 20, emphasis B rke s).
Signs of transformation are reacting appropriately to commands, from simply
responding i h an en h sias ic and imel

es, sir! o no lea ing a fello ser ice

member behind as you traverse through an obstacle on the physical training course.
Initially, each new trainee

male and female

ma e en adop a feminis s andpoin of

being marginalized persons amongst a group of members demonstrating hypermasculine
behaviors (shouting, aggressive posturing, displays of seemingly violent behavior). Each
new trainee must watch and quickly learn from the majority to fit in. Over time, through
repetition and demonstration, as well as internalizing how more senior agents use and
react to language within the scene of military training, terms such as bro herhood
become connected to larger ideals, larger responsibilities, and larger personal identities.
For Burke, this transformation of language represents the same process that allowed a
dis inc ion like rape o be ransformed o non-rape,

hro n from a liquid center to

the surface, where it has congealed (Grammar of Motives xix). Rhetorical Theorist
Richard Weaver, infl enced b B rke s e plana ion of God- erms, or as B rke s a es
he names for l ima es of mo i a ion (Grammar 74), defines his view of god erms.
A god erm is an e pression abo

hich all o her e pressions are ranked as

s bordina e and ser ing domina ions and po ers (Ethics of Rhetoric, 212).
In he mili ar , bro herhood gains he le el of god erm because it surpasses
most all other ideals concerning how a service member should view another service
member. The erm se s p e pec ancies of proposi ional embodimen ,
o Wea er, gi es single erms like bro herhood a po enc
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hich, according

and e pectation that

ingrains i self in o mili ar members ps chological response o a larger degree han o her
familiar terms (Ethics of Rhetoric, 211). The single erm bro herhood is connec ed o a
greater ideal of selfless dedication that is supposed to surpass any tendencies toward
indi id al an s o er he needs of ano her earing he same niform. Wea er ri es, I s
force imparts to the others a lesser degree of force and fixes the scale by which degrees of
comparison are nders ood (Ethics of Rhetoric, 212). B

he o hers, Wea er refers o

other single terms that do not hold as much dynamism. The military establishes single
erms like bro herhood,

mission, and d

as god erms b se ing hem abo e

o her ideals. Wi h he specific erm bro herhood, a familial connec ion is s gges ed
hro gh he lang age of bro her, and, a he same ime, can feel e cl sionar

o an one

nable o f lfill he bro her role, s ch as he 19 percent of women serving in the Air
Force, for example. To accommodate the growing percentage of females serving, terms
s ch as sis erhood are some imes sed, b

cer ainl no

i h he freq enc and ease of

he longs anding bro herhood god erm.
While Wea er s e plana ion of god erms are helpf l o more f ll comprehend
the importance of single terms within the military structure, B rke s defini ion of
Terministic Screens can be sed o be er nders and he a

bro herhood, and god

terms like it, have been able to establish their unique function within the institution. As I
noted in Chapter 2, B rke firs separa es lang age in o scien is ic and drama is ic
approaches (Language As Symbolic 44). B rke e plains he scien is ic approach:
A scientistic approach begins with questions of naming, or definition. Or the
power of language to define and describe may be viewed as derivative; and its
essential function may be treated as attitudinal or hortatory: attitudinal as with
expressions of complaint, fear, gratitude, and such; hortatory as with commands
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or requests, or, in general, an instrument developed through its use in the social
processes of cooperation and competition. (Language As Symbolic 44)
Using B rke s defini ion, he scien is ic approach ould possibly occur after the initial
in rod c ion o erms like bro herhood,

hich o ld

picall

ake place d ring he

earlier training phases of military indoctrination. Before the term is fully defined for the
member, i

o ld fall in o he drama is ic approach as defined b B rke as lang age

as ac (Language As Symbolic 44). Originally, a military member learns to interpret the
god erm as a call o ac ion. There are beha iors e pec ed hen bro herhood is sed:
selfless behaviors, sacrificing behaviors, and helpful behaviors are expected of fellow
male members of the club. The call to action is eventually connected to the scientistic
approach, as B rke indica es, he

o approaches

are b no means m

all e cl si e

(Language As Symbolic 44). For Burke:
Defini ion i self is a s mbolic ac B ho gh a his momen of beginning, he
overlap is considerable, later the two roads diverge considerably, and direct our
attention to quite different kinds of observation. The quickest way to indicate the
differences of direc ion migh be b his form la: The scien is ic approach
b ilds he edifice of lang age i h primar s ress pon a proposi ion s ch as I
is, or it is not. The drama is ic approach p s he primar s ress pon s ch
hortatory expressions as ho shalt, or thou shalt not. (Language As Symbolic
45)
Looking hro gh he lens of B rke s rhe orical heor , i is diffic l o defini i el
suggest whether one approach systematically occurs before the other when introducing
erms like bro herhood. In fac , he sim l anei

of defini ion and ac ion are more likel

to occur. For example, when a civilian enters military service, he or she is inundated with
lang age edifices in he form of nfamiliar mili ar jargon. A en ion,

Ba le B dd ,

and Forma ion, are all erms (connec ed o differen defini ions) ha are likel
unfamiliar to someone new to the club of military service. Very quickly, through the
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challenging environment of basic military training, one learns to associate those terms
with required actions. The action of heels together, feet at a 45-degree angle, knuckles
pinned o he sides of o r legs, e es for ard, no alking akes he place of he single
word A en ion.

Ba le B dd

is a placeholder for Ne er go an

o sho ld al a s ha e ano her person i h o ; mo e in pairs;

here by yourself;
hile Forma ion in

he mili ar is filled i h an e ac n mber of h man col mns, ordered in o aller o
shor er ro s, i h of en imes pre-determined members as leaders, and one specific
member as he commander. Words transfer from unknown, to defined, to expected
action.
In he case of bro herhood, he erm becomes associa ed i h s nergis ic
growth. One instantly becomes many. If you were alone as a civilian, you are no longer
alone in uniform. If you could not depend on another for assistance before you joined
military service, you can now depend on anyone standing to your left or your right. The
behaviors and choices you made as a member of the larger society may no longer be
tolerated while you march alongside your fellow marines, airmen, soldiers, or sailors,
unless those choices were a display of loyalty, faithfulness in and to others, and selfless
actions. Just as you are no longer alone, brotherhood means making yourself available,
physically and mentally, to your fellow service members. The brotherhood, and
upholding the notion of brotherhood, takes precedence over individualized concerns. It
also fulfills a human need for a sort of eternalness, a continuous extension beyond the
limits of the self, connected to the larger community of ideals through relationships.
Wea er e plains he need for h manis ic connec ion o larger ideals in Lang age is
Sermonic:
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In the shadow of the victories of science, his humanism fell into progressive
disparagement. Just what comprises humanism is not a simple matter for analysis.
Rationality is an indispensable part to be sure, yet humanity includes
emotionality, or the capacity to feel and suffer, to know pleasure and it includes
the capacity for aesthetic satisfaction, and, what can be only suggested, a yearning
to be in relation with something infinite. This last is his religious passion, or his
aspiration to feel significant and to have a sense of belonging in a world that is
productive of much frustration. These at least are the properties of humanity.
(204)
Being a member of he bro herhood is likened o a religio s e perience

i h clearl

established expectations. If served properly, the brotherhood will connect you to a history
and heritage that is stable, secure, and eternal, qualities many who join the military may
not have experienced before and can hope to achieve when they wear the uniform.
As a member of the brotherhood, brothers are required to fulfill certain
obligations: never do harm to a brother, and uphold the rules

some unspoken

of what

i means o be a member of his ne iden i . In he mili ar , he erm bro herhood is
stronger than o her seemingl similarl defined erms like eam. Being a member of a
team requires working together towards a common goal, pulling your share of the work
involved, and assisting your teammates where necessary. Being a member of a military
brotherhood comes to mean throwing one s bod a op an ordinance to absorb the blast in
order o spare o r bro hers. Bro herhood is learned o mean carr ing a o nded
brother from the dangers of the battlefield, regardless of the bullets whizzing past.
Brotherhood means running toward the explosion of gunfire if others in uniform are
there, not running away from it.
Bro herhood s s mbolism e ends pas he edges of mere defini ion or risking
your life for another. It is connected to a legacy of significant moments within each
ser ice s his or , and, b e ension, connec ed to those who fulfill the role to the larger109

than-self legacy. Moments like the birth of the United States Navy during the
Re ol ionar War, he Arm s dis ing ished his or

nder s ch leaders as George

Washington and Dwight D. Eisenhower, the Marines lifting the American flag on Iwo
Jima, he Air Force s Dooli le Raid in response o he a ack on Pearl Harbor, and he
deeply historical establishment of the Coast Guard in 1793 to curtail illegal privateering
upon American shores (US Dept of Transportation) all are connected to you through the
identity of brotherhood in a historical continuum of selfless sacrifice and familial pride.
B rke marks he significance of he drama is ic ie of language, in terms of
s mbolic ac ion,

e ercised abo

he necessaril suasive nature of even the most

nemo ional scien ific nomencla res (Language As Symbolic 45). In the case of
military jargon, civilian definitions of seemingly un-emotive terms like bro herhood,
mission, and d

are ransformed and can ini ia e emo ionall mo i a ed ac ions.

However, sometimes the emotionally motivated action masks other realities with a
symbolic overlay in regards to military members who may find themselves outside the
brotherhood. The e pec a ions held i hin a erm s ch as bro herhood are e amples of
hegemonic masculinity because they narrowly define what it means to belong, to the
exclusion of those who do not or are not afforded the opportunities to fulfill those
expectations. If one is no able o f lfill he iden i

assigned o bro herhood, one main

component being male in the military, it can prove difficult to feel like a full-fledged
member of he mili ar famil . E en if one is able o redefine bro herhood o some
version that allows for the female military member to operate fully, other members of the
mili ar ma no b

in o ha re ised defini ion. B rke ri es, E en if an gi en

terminology is a reflection of reality, by its very nature as a terminology it must be a
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selection of reality; and to this extent it must function also as a deflection of reali
(Language As Symbolic 45).
While he single erm bro herhood, is reflec i e of he more han 80 percent
male population of the military at large, it most certainly is a selection of that reality,
seemingl ignoring he female pop la ion. Again, erms like bro herhood and
sis erhood, are some imes sed o demons ra e incl si eness; ho e er, he rhe orical
impor of sis erhood has not yet been inculcated within the military in the same
his oricall connec i e a as he god erm bro herhood.

Sis erhood holds li le

meaning in the military other than to acknowledge that females are serving, too. If
bro herhood represen s a shared protection, a shared alignment, and a shared viewpoint,
can sis erhood do he same for omen hen he are e pec ed o acclima e o he
majority? For a erm like sis erhood, representing a community of women with shared
interests supporting one another amongst a significant majority, to attain god term status,
the community needs to ignore the repeated messages that many of its attributes, its
bodies, and its very presence may be detrimental to the defense of the nation. Perhaps
over more time than has already past (women have served in the United States military in
some capaci

since he Re ol ionar War), erms like sis erhood

ill gain he god

term influence of other language. But it has not yet. Finall , he deflec ion of reali
comes in he se of bro herhood

hen disc ssing he rgenc

o prohibi se

al

assaults by and against other military members.
Bro herhood and he ideals represen ed b i become problema ic hen raining
a group of military members concerning ways to prevent sexual assault. Sexual assault of
military members by other military members should be in direct opposition to the
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defini ion of bro herhood, as long as bo h agen s are iden ified as par of ha
brotherhood. Typically, female service members are more likely to be left outside the
defini ion; ho e er, males are also assa l ed b

heir bro hers a arms. O er he las

decade, the military has taken more aggressive steps to curtail the negative trend of
sexual assaults within the services. Unfortunately, according to the DoD s Ann al Repor
on Se al Assa l in he Mili ar , 2012, Despi e npreceden ed a en ion and
involvement from senior leadership, enhanced [sexual assault prevention response]
policies and training, and outreach to key stakeholders, sexual assault remains a persistent
problem in he mili ar

(Dep of Defense 2012). Addressing he persis en problem of

sexual assaults becomes extremely complicated when military leaders must contend with
he fac s: bro hers are assa l ing o her bro hers.
Within the brotherhood, where one once was encouraged to look no further than
his lef and his righ o find someone ho had his back, i became no iceable ha some
members to the left and the right may be just the ones you did not want to turn your back
to, for fear of assault. In the 2013 Annual Report on Sexual Assault, the DoD noted:
Reports of alleged sexual assault increased in all four Military Services. In total,
the DoD received 5,061 reports of alleged sexual assault involving one or more
Service members as either the victim or alleged subject (suspect) a fifty percent
increase over the 3,374 reports received in FY12. Of the 5,061 reports, about
fifty-four percent involved Service member on Service member crime. (Dept of
Defense 2013)
Encouraging the act of reporting these crimes has been a major goal of the DoD, and the
increase in the numbers, while at first glance may seem negative, is viewed as a positive
step towards mission effectiveness. However, the fact that half of the crimes reported are
Ser ice member on Ser ice member crimes highligh s he toxicity of hegemonic
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masculinity found in problematic terms such as bro herhood beca se, despite the
complications that arise from brothers harming brothers, the need to establish a
bro herhood mindse s ill e is s in he mili ar

o produce a warrior ethos.

CAN T WE ALL JUST GET ALONG?
The task of unification is a daunting one. The United States military recruits men
and women from all over the country, and they join with different values, beliefs, and
ideals. They come from diverse backgrounds, whether financially, ethnically, culturally,
morally, or linguistically. If the United States consists of someone with a certain
background, then the military likely consists of someone with that same background. The
military population is a smaller sample of the larger public, in all ways. Many of the
population send their sons and daughters to serve, and those men and women go off to
places like Vietnam, Korea, Honduras, Guam, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, and
Africa o e en all become he na ion s pa rio ic grandfa hers and grandmo hers. B
before they leave home to serve wherever their nation calls them, they need to be linked
hro gh he raining, e perience, and lang age norms of he mili ar en ironmen
(Disler 5). Edith Disler, author of Language and Gender in the Military, argues,
e erans and mili ar members, no ma er ha heir se , age, or income, are linked to
one ano her hro gh heir acq isi ion and prac ice of he mili ar s c l ral norms and
language ideologies

norms and ideologies acquired during various forms of military

raining and e perience (5). The road for often used erms like bro herhood,
and d

famil ,

to become more than just another word in a person s vocabulary begins, in

some cases, even before basic military training and is reinforced systematically through
rigorous exercise and repetitive experience, not in a subversive attempt to brainwash
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service members and erase their own values and beliefs, but rather to establish common
ideas. If a young man or woman is interested in becoming an officer in the United States
Marine Corps, he or she would very likely visit the Marines.com website to read more
about what it means to join a legacy of valor. They would be greeted with many
rhe oricall charged erms like bro herhood:
Semper Fidelis distinguishes the Marine Corps bond from any other. It goes
beyond teamwork it is a brotherhood [emphasis mine] that can always be
counted on. Latin for "always faithful," Semper Fidelis became the Marine Corps
motto in 1883. It guides Marines to remain faithful to the mission at hand, to each
other, to the Corps and to country, no matter what. Becoming a Marine is a
transformation that cannot be undone, and Semper Fidelis is a permanent
reminder of that. Once made, a Marine will forever live by the ethics and values
of he Corps. ( Principles and Val es )
Perhaps even before someone has visited an armed forces recruiter they are being
apprised of the notion of brotherhood, along with the ideal of mission, duty, and family.
The god-term famil

is rhe oricall effec i e for man reasons, no he leas of hich

because many men and women who join the military have strong connections to their
own families (some already being members of a military family), or because the concept
of family is lacking in their lives, and they are drawn to an organization that promises to
fill that negative space. The Marine Corps website, as an example, continues to
emphasize the idea of family, and despite the acknowledgement of men and women in
heir a dience, he onl

se he erm bro herhood

i ho

incl ding i s gendered-

par ner sis erhood:
In the Marine Corps, traveling the path of selflessness is not a journey made
alone. Once a Marine, Always a Marine means those who earn the Eagle, Globe
and Anchor are forever connected to our family of warriors while in uniform or
long afterward. Starting the day young men and women first earn our title and the
right to call themselves Marines, they take their place in an extremely proud
heritage, and will remain part of it forever. Ours is a family that looks after its
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own in every way. Your title is your membership into a brotherhood of warriors.
Those who stand by you in battle will never leave your side. Semper Fidelis
means always faithful, and always able to count on your fellow Marines while
in he Marine Corps and for a life ime. ( Principles and Val es )
Perhaps he endenc

o ignore he erm sis erhood is direc ed b

he e remel

ne en

ratio of males to females serving in the Marine Corps: 15:1. According to the Department
of Defense Census Bureau, the Marine Corps holds the highest ratio of men to women
out of all the other services, with the next closest ratio belonging to the Army at nearly
6:1 and the closest ratio belonging to the Air Force with 4:1 (Dept of Defense U.S.
Census Bureau) because more women (31 percent) join the Air Force than do men (22
percent) (Patten and Parker 7).
Branches of the military, such as the Marine Corps, may hope for newly formed
gender blindness in language (both in the minds of those who serve as well as in the
minds of the civilian public) in order to establish a homogenous definition of terms such
as bro herhood and crea e a space for females o fi

nder es ablished erms, hereb

avoiding the need to discard them. Other branches, like the Air Force, replace more
obviously gendered erms like bro herhood,

i h o her, s ill gendered erms like

Airman. Bo h erms illici he ideas of masc lini

ra her han feminini

beca se he

norm has been established through the history of the military and continued by the media
as it reflects the gender stereotypes of its society. Military service and masculinity are, as
defined b J lia Kris e a, in er e
infl enced b

al, meaning one erm is cons r c ed b

he same ingredien s as he o her erm. Kris e a e plains, an

he o her, or
e t is

constructed as a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of
ano her (37). Disler adds ha in er e

ali
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is

the shaping of texts and utterances by prior texts and utterances; and, for the
American military even the Air Force, as the youngest of the services the
absorp ion and ransforma ion of common e s da es a leas o 1775 and o he
formation of the American military. (6)
Masculinity and military service comingle in the patriotic eye of the nation, insofar as
hen mili ar

is sed, males are pic red. Beca se masc lini

is in er e

ali ed

i hin he mili ar s r c re, sing erms s ch as Airman, and bro herhood canno be
gender ne ral for more reasons han simpl

he ords man and bro her are rooted

there. While language choices within the military are thought to establish inter-service
and service member connections, language can also act as the road block to continued
separation of society from the changes the military may want to make in regards to their
female service members.
Because all service members leave the larger civilian population to join the
smaller military population, a significant number of civilians feel strong ties to their
military counterparts. The American public can feel very connected to the military in
places like Mountain Home, Idaho; Oak Harbor, Washington; and Jacksonville, North
Carolina, where the military-to-civilian workforce ratio narrows, and you are more likely
to see a table of uniformed men and women at your local Olive Garden than you are to
see a group of people clad in civilian attire (Baysden). Despite the deep personal ties the
public can feel to individuals serving in the military, personal connections are not the
only connections the American public has to those serving the nation. The United States
has a significant financial and, oftentimes, idealistic investment in its military. Not only
do many Americans feel as though the financial commitment of those in Washington
attaches them to the interests of the military in some way (the defense budget to run the
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military is upwards of 500 billion dollars annually and increases nearly every year), but
he longe i

of he mili ar s presence ( he mili ar goes back as far as 1775) adds o he

na ion s sense of American pa rio ism in ha Edi h Disler calls he significan social
infl ence mili ar ser ice brings o personal, regional, and na ional iden i ies (4-5). As
an e ample of America s pa rio ic iden i

hro gh mili ar ser ice, Disler rei era es he

stressed importance of military connection in earlier political elections:
In the buildup of the 2004 presidential election, much was made of the militaryservice records of candidates George W. Bush and John Kerry, and going into the
2008 election, that of John McCain. As candidates, their military records were
measured against the national memory of Vietnam in the context of what some
ha e me aphoricall ermed ano her Vie nam in Iraq. Indeed, in genera ions ha
came of age during periods in which compulsory military service was enacted (the
first peacetime draft being enacted in 1940 and the most recent draft ending in
1973), time in active military service was a formative experience for American
men. (Disler 5)
The interest in a candida e s mili ar service indicates that the military is an important
par of an American s iden i . A candida e s lack of military service is also a measuring
stick, but even more so if the candidate is female. During the 2012 presidential elections,
Presiden Barack Obama s lack of military service was offset by opponent Mitt
Romne s similar lack of ser ice. Ho e er, hen Hillar Clin on ran for presiden ial
candidate in 2008, many were mistrustful of her ability to be Commander in Chief (the
highest position held over the en ire

of he na ion s mili ar forces) beca se she as a

woman. However, those same qualms were not present for Donald Trump, a male with
no military service, largely because he was running against Hillary Clinton in the 2016
Presidential Race. Disler e plains, Women s presence and par icipa ion in mili ar
ac ion is, o man obser ers, dissonan

i h he iden i
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cons r c ed for omen (8).

The iden i

cons r c ed for omen falls o side he erm of bro herhood,

holding them firmly in the position of Other, regardless if they are wearing the same
uniform, performing the same duties, and making the same sacrifices as their male
bro hers. Disler poin s o commen a ors d ring he Iraq ar sing phrases s ch as bring
o r bo s home as e idence of he ideal of youthful masculinity being the only type
associa ed i h he ar effor . She remarks on he in isibili

of omen as soldiers,

sailors, airmen, and marines despi e Depar men of Defense fig res hich sho

ha a

the start of 2007, nearly 24,000 women were deployed in support of Operations Iraqi
Freedom and Enduring Freedom, composing 10 percent of the forces deployed (Disler 8).
In her study of language and gender in the military, Disler noted the societal view
perpetuated by the media during the Iraqi war:
Commentators commonly measure the dastardliness of attacks based upon the
n mber of omen and children ho are harmed or killed. In s ch commen ar ,
the women and children are presumed to be noncombatants or nonmilitary. Still,
this phrase, regardless of omen s profession or posi ion, relega es omen o he
same class as children; literally the protected, not the protector. (8)
As the military is comprised of the larger society, many who sign up to serve also view
mili ar ser ice as a bo s onl

a mosphere, and he impor ance placed on erms like

bro herhood does li le or no hing o es ablish a differing ie poin of he military than
ha has been in place since 1775. Disler e plains his parado
associa ion of he erm soldier,

hro gh he semio ic

hich, arg abl , co ld be replaced i h bro her in he

military:
A second paradox lies in the pragmatic reality that those women in the military
who serve in positions in which they draw or return fire are either marked as
female soldiers, signif ing he o her as compared o soldier, or, hen
s bs med b he erm soldier, become in isible beca se of he semio ic
associa ion be een soldier and maleness I is apparen ha he le ers hich
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comprise, as an e ample, he ord soldier ( he signifier) and o r men al image
of men at Omaha Beach or as infantrymen or IED [improvised explosive device]
victims in Iraq (the signified), represen a signif ing econom
hich canno
accommodate the feminine. (12)
For Disler, and for much of society, with the current construct of language and gender, it
is difficult, if not impossible to associate terms that have been traditionally masculinized,
s ch as bro herhood,

i h females also ser ing in he mili ar .

Despi e he sef lness of erms like bro herhood, o es ablish connec ion
amongst other male service members, it is a term that represents a problematic idea for
women ser ing in he mili ar , and i is problema ic for he mili ar s an o
demonstrate their willingness to curb the service member-on-service member sexual
assaults within their organizations.
The erm bro herhood is filled i h gender stereotypes, exclusionary ideas, and,
for some, disappointment and fear. It is also filled with valor, legacy, family, sacrifice
and loyalty. Depending on factors such as gender, performance, and expectation, it can
make a service member feel safe or excluded, part of a greater whole or decidedly alone.
Within such a term, there is little or no space for the vulnerability of victims of sexual
assa l . Ins ead, i ra her incl des a ake all a i de, here men hold heir o n agains
other men, but a lone woman is defenseless. Terms s ch as bro herhood

ihis

seeming innocuousness need to be further examined when attempting to evaluate its
effects on sexual assault training in the military.
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CHAPTER 5
LET S TAKE A LOOK: RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF SAPR S POSTERS

2011 Campaign

HURTS ONE. AFFECTS ALL.

ALL SERVICES

Training Video Facilitator’s Guide

Fig. 11. Hurts One. Affects All; Department of Defense, 2009-2012, Sapr.mil,
www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 5 Mar. 2021.
In order to ground this chapter within the overall study, let us review. This chapter
stands on the long history of sexual harassment and assault scandals within the DoD, and
i i b

e ed b

he hi o ical c ea ion of omen

ole in he mili a

ince (and even

before) WWII. This chapter is surrounded by gendered language (brotherhood), gendered
ideals (masculinity and femininity), and gendered expectations (protector/protected). It is
al o i a ed among god e m like b o he hood, and famil , and d
the con b an ia ion of

ape in o

, and hold

e al a a l . Po i ioned i hin all ea lie
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chapters and explanation, we come to the detailed analysis of sexual assault prevention
response posters created and distributed within the DoD. The analysis utilizes Feminist
Standpoint Theory by examining the images through an Othered marginalized
perspective one Othered perspective

and communicating that perspective in order to

expand how these posters effect members of the intended audience. Kenneth B ke
pentad becomes the overarching format for dissecting the images and explaining them in
terms of Scene, Act, Agency, and Purpose (and Attitude). Defining and understanding the
rhetorical impact of language and imagery used on the posters is the objective. I contend
the rhetoric is a hindrance, oftentimes reinforcing negative stereotypes of victims of
sexual assault, particularly women, and encouraging the disappearance of male victims.
In early 2004, Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, directed his Personnel and
Readiness office to investigate treatment of sexual assault victims ( Mi ion and
Hi o

). The Sec e a

memo stated he a

conce ned abo

ecen epo

allegations of sex al a a l on e ice membe deplo ed o I aq and K
Se al a a l

ega ding

ai and ha

ill no be ole a ed in he Depa men of Defen e (Rumsfeld). The Care

for Victims of Sexual Assault Task Force was created and given 90 days to report their
findings to leadership. According to the Task Force Report on Care for Victims of Sexual
Assault, dated April 2004, the eight-member task force focused on a comprehensive
review of several areas of interest. The main outcome of the review was o

ecommend

changes necessary to increase prevention, promote reporting, enhance the quality and
support provided to victims, especially within combat theaters, and improve
acco n abili

fo offende ac ion

(Dept of Defense Task Force Report vii). To

accomplish its objectives, the review focused on demographics, policies, current
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programs, reviews of past studies, discussing issues with commanders, medical, and legal
professionals involved in the process, and consulting with subject matter experts in and
o

of he DoD abo

ma e

ha ho ld info m o

e ie

( Mi ion and Hi o

).

The investigation traveled to 21 bases throughout the DoD, both in and outside the
United States. Additionally, talking with more than 1,200 personnel, the team di c

ed

issues such as command climate, barriers to reporting, prevention and support policies
and practices, feedback mechanisms, best practices, and recommendations for
improvements, which informed their recommendations and the resulting changes to the
program, to include the sexual assault prevention response training materials, all within
90 days (Dept of Defense Task Force Report vii.) The investigation, while apparently
extensive and touching on the more obvious areas of influence surrounding sexual
assault, resulted in training materials designed to combat sexual assault (see figure 12),
but instead may also be perpetuating negative views of women as weaker, less competent
beings in a hypermasculine environment.
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Fig. 12. We Stand Beside Our Shipmates; Department of Defense, 2009-2012,
Sapr.mil, www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 5 Mar. 2021.
Since he ea lie da

of he DoD p og am, Sexual Assault Prevention

Response (SAPR) has created and released advertisements in the form of posters and
pamphlets aimed at combating the crime of sexual assault. With any good advertising
campaign, it helps to know the audience. According to the Department of Defense 2006
Demographics report, titled Profile of the Military Community, the active duty population
totaled over 1.3 million, where women comprised 199,545, or approximately 14.5
percent, and men represented 1.17 million, or 85.5 percent of the population across all
four service branches (Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force) (Office of the Deputy i). A
further breakdown of the demographics data showed that the average military member
was in his mid-twenties (more than half

52.9 percent of Active Duty enlisted

personnel were 25 or younger), White (only 36.6 percent identified as minority), possibly
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married (over 70 percent of officers and 50 percent of enlisted were married), and male
(Office of the Deputy i-ii). Wi h ha c

ome

in mind, he e

al a a l p e en ion

posters appear to be designed for a largely male aesthetic where feminist scaffolding
(such as encouraged by FST) may be missing.
THE MALE GAZE
The male ga e has grown to reference not only who is doing the gazing, but
how the gazing happens. In 1975, feminist scholar Laura Mulvey developed the idea of
the male gaze. Mulvey analyzed the perspectives from which films were made, and
determined that women were almost exclusively placed as visual objects for men to gaze
pon. The oman

al e did no e i o

viewing pleasure. M l e

ide of he man

ie ing alida ion or for his

e m, male ga e became idel pop la fo f

he

feminist theory analysis (Griffin). Since 1975, the term has grown in application and
complexity. Certainly a man can look at an object, portrait, painting, or advertisement
and see the same details, notice the same information as his female counterpart; however,
he male ga e doe no impl mean a man look a an objec . I encompa e hi

a

of processing the information, his way of making meaning of the information, his way of
deriving pleasure from the image or object, usually at the expense of the female figure in
the image, if one exists or is imagined. A male looking at a piece, an object, will notice
and observe in a different, male-centric way, and the male gaze also generates and
assigns value to the viewed. Ma

De e ea

i e in Opp e i e Te

Reade and he Gende ed Spec a o : The Ne Ae he ic
in the position of object for the male gaze:
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, Re i ing

women are most often placed

In literal terms, the gaze is male when men do the looking. Men look both as
spectators and as characters within works. In figurative terms, to say that the gaze
is male refers to a way of seeing which takes women as its object. In this broad
sense, the gaze is male whenever it directs itself at, and takes pleasure in, women,
where women function as erotic objects. The feminist claim is that most art, most
of the time, places women in this position. (337)
Accordingly, if mo a , mo of he ime po a

omen a objec , hen men and

women have grown accustomed to seeing women as such in most art, most of the time
certainly common in the art of advertising. Therefore, when women are viewed as
objects, they are assigned value, and their images are coveted, rejected, or ignored in
accordance with that generated value. Oftentimes, the male gaze is even adopted by
women within a male dominated group like the military. Women may even derive their
value in light of that gaze.
Of course, the SAPR posters were designed for a specific purpose, to generate a
ce ain e pon e f om hei

ie e in a

ha m e m a

ma no a emp o con ol

so specifically. While the SAPR posters may not unequivocally be catego i ed a
they are presented in much the same way o he

a ,

o k place art is typically presented:

displayed in public spaces with the expectation that observers will notice, if not examine,
the pieces. The posters are displayed in an art-like fashion, sometimes hanging alongside
historical and present day military images, or placed on display easels in corridors. Like
mo a , mo of he ime, he po e can al o portray women as objects, lacking
validation without the male gaze. In he DoD ca e in 2006, he male ga e likely made
up more than 85 percent of the eyes taking in the advertisements. Therefore,
acknowledging the significant presence of the male gaze in the hypermasculine military
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environment brings a clearer con e

o he en i onmen ho ing hi

a

o k and he

patrons strolling through the corridors.

Figs. 13 and 14. A k He When She Sobe ; I Go He O of The e; Department of
Defense, 2009-2012, Sapr.mil, www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 5 Mar. 2021.
M ch like he e being no
gende ne

ch hing a a gende ne

al lang age ( he defa l fo

ne

al

al o gani a ion o

picall means male

n il

countered by a non-male perspective) in a hypermasculine environment like the military,
he e i

no i ion, no e en a i ic i ion ha i ne

al (De e ea

337). As Feminist

Standpoint Theory acknowledges, feminism i an objec ion o he na e no ion of he
innocen e e, meaning ha no one can ie

he o ld objec i el

already bringing with them their o n colo ed pec acle

they are always

(337). As E.H. Gombrich

argues in Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation,
hene e

e ecei e a i al imp e ion, e eac b docke ing i , filing i , g o ping i

in one way or another, even if the impression is only that of an inkblot or a fingerprint
(qtd in Devereaux 337). If each visual impression presented is filed away in a sort of
evidentiary vault of overall representation, then the images presented by the SAPR
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posters would also be part of the evidence for the gender depicted in the posters, as well
as what roles those genders play within the military.
Posters like figures 13 and 14 showcase the military community racial diversity;
however, they also hold all too familiar messages about gender: females are victims and
males are victimizers. While figure 13 does not specifically label the potential victimizer
a male, he cha ac e
cha ac e

f iend a

male gende lend he ie e o a c ibe male gende o he
ell. In an unusual image, figure 14, shows a female face meeting

the gaze full on, without being flanked by male counterparts. The female figure joins the
ranks of those identifying women as victims and men as aggressors. Tha g

i

explicitly mentioned as the aggressor by the female character. In both posters, victims are
depicted as needing help, lacking judgment, and being female. The way the art of the
ad e i emen i p e en ed opp e e
which we learn to rep od ce in o

omen b

in c ibing a ma c lini di co

e e da li e

beca e a bo h eflec

condi ion of life and help o e abli h and main ain hem (De e ea
were developed out of he c ea o

e iden ia

e

he

338). The posters

a l at the same time they contributed

to the creation, enhancement, and addition of the evidentiary vaults of the men and
women who viewed these images in the military.
Males made up more than 85 pe cen of he SAPR po e
remaining nearly 15 pe cen

e e female . Femini

heo

omen ha e lea ned o ee he o ld h o gh male e e
prioritizes male need , belief and de i e
Sand a Ba k

a he c l

a dience, b

he

claim ha bo h men and
a there is an assertion that

al no m (De e ea

337).

a e in Women, Bodie and Po e : A Re ea ch Agenda fo

Philo oph , female

lea n o app ai e hem el e a he a e ho l
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o be app ai ed

(qtd in Devereaux 337). The male gaze is enacted by women as women view themselves
with male expectations in mind. Additionally, when women view themselves through a
male gaze, feminist theory contends that stems from a patriarchal mindset, prioritizing the
p emac of he fa he and he legal dependence of i e and child en on he men in
their lives to provide for and protect them (Devereaux 337). In a patriarchal system,
omen

e

iden i

i de i ed f om male in he ocie . In the military environment,

this identity comes less in the form of makeup and high heels, although that performance
is also expected, but more often the female iden i
competence, and power. No

derives through her strength,

ha I ha e e p e ed he ignificance of he mili a

demographics and the male gaze within that demographic as a foundation from which the
images and language should be read, I will turn to the development and analysis of the
SAPR posters.
THE CREATION OF SAPR S TRAINING POSTERS
In the first two years of the campaign

2007 and 2008

the Department of

Defense designed posters that did not seem specifically created to address sexual assault.
In the initial posters, men and women were depicted in various duties across the DoD.
The poster in figure 15 presents more like a recruiting advertisement than something used
as a sexual assault prevention and response training aid. The posters show many more
males than females, which mirrors the greater percentage of males serving in the military,
at large. With the exception of he A m
Am

2007 po e

a

po e f om 2007 (the same image from the

ed in he ppe lef co ne of figure 15), each person is

depicted in the performance of his or her duties, indicating that the images are stock
photos, and not taken specifically for the SAPR program. The language printed on the
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posters was the same for each service and matched the SAPR campaign slogan for that
particular year. In 2007, the first year to produce posters for the program, the campaign
a , S and Up Again Se al A a l

Make a Diffe ence. In 2008 (see figure 15),

he campaign a , P e en Se al A a l : A k! Ac ! In e ene! The

pe of

punctuation used in both campaigns, the ellipses and exclamation points, create a slight
suggestion of drama or exigence, but the blue colors used on the posters (light blue that
darkens slightly as it progresses) soften the drama the punctuation may create due to their
psychologically calming effect ( P chological P ope ie ).The graphics for both years
were official, no-nonsense font, large and prominently placed in the middle of each
poster. The backgrounds consisted of green, blue, or gray to match the respective
service primary color of association. The slogans were largely the only text printed on
the posters, with an empty, white box remaining for each SAPR office to include their
contact information. Finally, in addition to the stock photos of military men and women
ca

ing o

hei d ie , each po e di pla ed he e ice official eal. In line with the

prevention and response training guidelines, the posters language is geared towards
helping or responding to those who experienced, or were at risk for experiencing, sexual
assault. Te m

ch a

S and Up,

A k,

Ac , and In e ene, indica e ha e al

assault is happening by others to others. The language seems geared towards those who
may witness or know of sexual assault, but not experienced it or committed it themselves.
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Fig. 15. Stand Up Against Sexual Assault; Department of Defense, 2010, Sapr.mil,
www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 3 Jan. 2020.

Fig. 16. Ask, Act, Intervene; Department of Defense, 2010, Sapr.mil,
www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 3 Jan. 2020.
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BURKE S PSYCHOLOGY OF FORM
Between 2009-2012, the program changed the design of its SAPR campaign
posters. It is these years that are the focus of analysis. Service members of various ranks,
ethnicities, nationalities and binary genders are represented in the MyDuty.mil campaign
posters released between 2009-2012. Spotting a Black female face, dressed in a service
uniform with a junior rank on her sleeve or collar draws a second look from a passing
viewer with a similar existence in the community. The inclusive representation displayed
on the posters is important due to the diversity of the minority groups within the military
community; however, the way males and females are displayed within that representation
begs a critical eye. The way the characters are presented in many of the posters creates, or
reinforces, an expectation of reality for the audience. Burke explains this motivation by
delving into literature ( he e man of B ke e ample de i e) with a scene from
Hamlet. In his e a

P cholog and Fo m, B ke p e en an e ample of

Shake pea e Hamlet, specifically the scene where Hamlet, Horatio, and Marcellus are
ai ing fo he appea ance of Hamle

fa he

gho

o appea befo e hem. B ke

de c ibe he a Shake pea e a dience i e pec ing he gho

o appea : the scene has

been set up for it, and expectation has been created for just such an appearance. However,
when the audience expects the ghost to appear, what they receive instead are the sound of
trumpets as a large caravan of drunken revelers make noise off stage, prompting a lecture
from Hamlet on the evils of over-indulging in alcohol. Then, just when the audience least
expects it, the ghost appears. Burke presents this example as one of the relationship
be een p cholog , c ea ing an e pec a ion in one a dience, and fo m, deli e ing on
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that expectation ( P cholog and Fo m 29-31). Burke writes of creating and fulfilling
the psychology of the audience:
The psychology here is not the psychology of the hero, but the psychology of the
audience. And by that distinction, form would be the psychology of the audience.
Or, seen from another angle, form is the creation of an appetite in the mind of the
auditor, and the adequate satisfying of that appetite. ( P cholog and Fo m 31)
Simply put, the author of the story generates the need for an outcome in his audience, and
then delivers that very need

that very outcome

the author generated arousal and then

fulfilled the resulting desire in the audience. In the SAPR posters, when females are
portrayed as needing protection, while males are portrayed as the protectors, for example,
the need for the outcome that women will be victimized (and unable to prevent it) is
established.
In SAPR ad e i emen , he poster designers seem to be channeling an
expected audience, informed by society at large. They present the actors

the agents

pose them, display language over and around them, and deliver on the psychology of
what they assume the audience expects to receive. A psychology of form was generated
by ocie

ie poin of gende , and a hen deli e ed o he a dience hich he

were expecting. Culturally, women are portrayed as weaker and in need of protection.
Men are stronger and should protect. Women will be victimized. Men, the unseen
criminals outside of the image, will attack women. The military uniform, however,
presents a unique challenge in the cultural definition of women and men. The military
uniform is a symbol of protection and trust for many. It represents one of the most trusted
institutions in the country, consistently ranking the most, or among the most, trusted
institutions in America, with 71 percent of those polled in 2008 stating they trusted the
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mili a

a g ea deal o

q i e a lo ( Confidence in In i

ion ). Those high numbers

of trust juxtaposed the high number of reported and unreported sexual assaults and abuse
that the DoD acknowledged needed attention. The uniform acted as both a savior from
attack, while also representing a source of fear for any victims of sexual assault within
the military. The authors of the posters from 2009-2012 were dealing in a complex
psychology of form.

Fig. 17. Real Wingmen Act; Department of Defense, 2009-2012, Sapr.mil,
www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 3 Jan. 2020.
POSTER ANALYSIS
U ing B ke pen ad of Scene, Ac , Agen (con aining A i de), Agenc , and
Purpose, described in Chapter 1, I will conduct an inquiry into the terms and symbols
used to construct the posters. In this case, the Scene holds many components to include
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the history of women in the military and the history of sexual harassment and assaults
within the DoD. Additional components include he peak and alle

of he DoD

response to harassment and assaults within its ranks, combined with the demographic
makeup of the military in 2009-2012. Finally, the Scene is scrutinized through Feminist
Standpoint Theory and other feminist and social theories used to make the invisible
visible in a hegemonic hypermasculine situation. Once all these particles are gathered
together, the Scene in which the Agents act remains the same for all posters: the United
States Military, at large. Burke next identifies Act (action done by actors; what took place
in thought or deed), Agent (actors on stage carrying out the acts; the person or kind of
person who performed the act), Agency (by what means or instruments the Agent used),
and Purpose (why) as the emaining finge on he hand of he pen ad (On Symbols
135-137). Each of the remaining digits, with the exception of Purpose which I will
discuss after all the images are examined, will be identified and analyzed for several of
the SAPR campaign posters.
Agents (and Attitude): In figure 17, the Agents in the Scene consist of a female
and two males standing together, representing some diversity of gender, color, and rank.
The female, while placed in front of her two male counterparts, appears with a smaller
build than the two males next to her and has a slightly tilted gaze into the lens, which
could indicate a diminished agency. Her gaze differs from the two males in both
aggressiveness and intensity, especially the male counterpart third in line. Both males,
one placed in the center of the image, the other concluding the line, have more direct
(figure at center) or menacing (figure at right) stares to the audience. Additionally, the
middle actor wears the rank of junior officer, indicating he outranks the other two Agents
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in the image, while the other two Agents represent the position of enlisted Airmen. The
female

lee e i di pla ed i ho

he lo e

ank, hich i , in fac , he rank of Airman Basic

ank one can hold in he Ai Fo ce. The male enli ed membe

lee e i no

seen, so his rank cannot be determined in the image. He could also be an Airman Basic.
The intensity of the men stares combined with her slightness of build create what Burke
efe

oa

A i de, which he define a he p epa a ion fo he ac (Grammar 237).

The Act, in this case, is prescribed to the Agents through the text placed on the poster.
Act: The Act comes in two parts. One part is the Act the Agents are responding
o, n een and off

age

the Act of sexual assault. The second Act is what the Agents,

representing all men and women wearing the same uniform (B ke Iden ifica ion), are
being directed to accomplish. It is the second Act, the response and prevention Act, that
is directed through the text on the poster. Turning next to the text and colors of the poster,
he headline H

One. Affec All. i en eloped b

he ed of he Ame ican flag

outline, establishing credibility for the patriotic responsibility service members carry to
stop sexual harassment that is implied to occur against women in the military. The
headline draws attention to the victim as a singular being; in this case, the eye is
potentially drawn more readily o he female a he one who needs protecting as her
gender has already been established as a potential victim needing protection by others.
The

o male ep e en he all affec ed b

e

al a a l , e en iall

ho lde ing he

burden of victimization for the potential victim herself. Additional text, spread across all
three service member
Ac , and di ec

o o in he pho o, emind he a dience ha Real Wingmen

he ie e o In e ene hen omeone keep p hing d ink on o

fello Ai man. Al ho gh e m like Wingmen a e p e en ed a gende -neutral to
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encompass both male and female service members, in this particular syntax, it is
gende ed b i
held b

e emblance o he

eal men,

ch a

eal men

ope ha enco age ac ion and belief

Real Men Wea Pink o

ppo those suffering from breast

cancer. The language encourages males to take the protector or supportive role when it
comes to females. The subsequent smaller text in the poster reminds members to
in e ene hen omeone keep p hing d ink
p o ec ion again

hile al o

ho e ho o ld p h drinks on her. Finally, text splayed over the

bl e of he Uni ed S a e flag concl de o emind he ie e
i E e one D

gge ing he female need

. U ing god terms like d

atmosphere were something categori ed a a d

P e en ing Se al A a l

i e peciall effec i e in a mili a
i

ie ed a he obliga ion and

expectation of every person in uniform.
Agency: By what means do the Agents carry out the Act they have been directed
to accomplish? Due to the placement and behavior of the Agents, with low-ranking
female face slightly turned away from the camera, male officer centered in the frame,
and unknown-rank enlisted male closing out the line with his slightly turned face
countered with a look of intensity, the conclusion may not obviously be to place the
female in he po i ion of

ic im. S el , he in en of he c ea o of hi image a no

to exacerbate the view of women as perpetual victims, instead hoping to demonstrate that
i i e e one

e pon ibili

o in e ene hen omeone keep p hing d ink . While

one could observe the image as one where the female joins her male figures to defend or
assist an unseen victim, the Scene-Ac a io ( in ofa a men ac ion a e o be
in e p e ed in e m of he ci c m ance in hich he a e ac ing ), established earlier as
the United States Military, with all its proclivities situated within the larger society where
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women are habitually exposed to violence and assaults, does not lend itself to the
interpretation of equal agency amongst the Agents (On Symbols 137). More than likely,
the unseen victim is also a female service member, much like the female presented in the
image itself. The image does not immediately present three equally capable service
members standing together against sexual assault, but rather two capable service
members protecting or assisting their female service member.

Fig. 18. Marines Always Take a Stand; Department of Defense, 2009-2012, Sapr.mil,
www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 3 Jan. 2020.
Each of he mili a

a med e ice ha i o n po e

pecificall

ep e en ing

members wearing the distinguishable uniforms of the respective service in order to allow
for immediate service association

ome hing B ke migh label a

con b an iali .

In figure 17, each Agent wears the U.S. Air Force uniform, representing all other Airmen.
In figure 18, each Agent wears the uniform of a U.S. Marine. Each Marine pictured is
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clearly not the same Marine as the one standing on either side. Also, each Marine
pictured is not the same Marine looking at the image from the audience. However, each
Marine is identified, consubstantiated, with all other Marines through the uniform they
wear and the symbolism it contains (Burke, Rhetoric 21). For the Sexual Assault
Prevention Response campaign, this consubstantiality acts to reiterate the potential
negative differences of each particle, as seen in a hypermasculine environment like the
military.
Agent (and Attitude): Again, the Agents include a sample representation of
genders and ranks across the Corps, as one is a junior officer and the other two are
enlisted Marines. In this image more than in the Air Force poster, the placement of the
Agents acts upon the Agency of the actors within the Scene. The female service member
is sandwiched between her male counterparts rather than in front of or equally beside
them. Simila o he Ai Fo ce image, he female

o o i il ed a ke of he di ec ga e

of the camera lens, not presenting her physical form fully to the lens, and indicating she is
subjugated by its stare (and the stare, or male gaze, of the audience). The stare of the
male Marine on her left appears, once again, more aggre i e han he female look
pa iall d e o he hado p od ced b

he b im of hi

co e

(ha ), and pa iall in

reference to the way the female figure is positioned between him and the other male
Marine. His hands are placed strategically over his pelvis, almost like a bouncer at a club
or a bodyguard ready to protect, while her hands are also placed over her pelvis. Due to
the positioning of her frame away from the full eye of the lens and between the male
Marines, her hand placement does not evoke thoughts of a bouncer at a club but assumes
he po

e of p o ec ion of elf mo e han of o he . He po i ioning and co e
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al o

lends a shadow over her eyes and the side of her face. She is shadowed figuratively and
literally. The other male Marine to her right is standing rigid, holding a position of
attention which demonstrates the discipline and mission-focused attitude expected of the
Marine Corps by the other services and the civilian population. His stare is more fully lit
and without shadow as he is the only figure completely facing the audience; nevertheless,
it offers a sense of intimidation. The males seem placed more as her sentries, (one who
guards against unauthorized trespassers) rather than as three equitable Marines able to
participate equally in the fight against sexual assault. Because the posters are for those in
the audience who identify with the depicted Agents, the portrayal of the female Marine
reverberates far outside her image on the poster, as she is cast as a representative for
other female Marines. Casting her as potential victim helps reinforce the image of women
as weaker, lesser Marines, to those who view the image.
Scene: While the Scene is the larger military organization and all its context, for
the immediate audience, a more intimate Scene is created through the graphics and the
text in figure 18. The graphics d plica e he Ai Fo ce imagery by using the everpresent symbolism of the American flag wrapping its patriotic arms over the top and
bottom of the image, cradling the service members in between. The mo o, H
Affec All. i p ominen l di pla ed in he c im on of he flag

One.

ipe, and the verbiage

gives the message that the mission of the military is affected when one service member is
ha med, e en ho gh he a

he one i h

Act: The Act is directed by he e
Ma ine Al a

i infe ed rather than explicitly named.

di pla ed ac o

he Agen

fig e . I reads,

Take a S and. The eade (audience) could deduce he

and refers

to a stand against sexual assault; however, that message must be inferred until it is
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confi med h o gh he final e
Everyone D

eminding he eade ha P e en ing Se

al A a l i

. Arguably, the more significant message is placed in smaller text

above the bl e fla h of he co n

flag: So e kep o

f iend i h

hen ha g

ied o ge he alone. In this text, the potential attacker is specifically identified as male,
hile o

f iend i no iden ified b gende . Ho e e , i doe no need o be. Within

the overall Scene, the gender of o

f iend is understood by the viewer to most likely

be female. The text also indicates that the pending female victim is helpless against the
male attacker, if not for her protectors interference. She was in a predicament from
which she needed to be saved. The Act of prevention of and protection from sexual
assault (and who needs prevention and protection) is conveyed through the image, text,
and format to the audience. The audience identifies with the Agents in the Scene because
they are dressed in the uniforms that the audience also wears.
Agency: Also, in this brief, 15-word statement, the female, the one in the image
and those in the audience, are deemed to need protection from the unknown, unnamed
g

p e ing on he a

med

lne abili , nai e , poo j dgmen , lack of j dgmen , o

inability to act on her own behalf without intervention, specifically male intervention.
The image of the female bookended by two male Marines helps to solidify the
implications in the mind of the viewer that female service members are at risk and unable
to mitigate that risk on their own.
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Figs. 19 and 20. I m Glad Yo Checked Your Options; Department of Defense, 20092012, Sapr.mil, www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 3 Jan. 2020.
One of the stereotypes females serving in the military face is that they are
physically weaker than their male counterparts. Many of the sexual assault images
reinforce this stereotype of physical weakness, which, because physical strength is seen
as a valuable asset for those in uniform, reinforces ideas that women cannot adequately
serve in the same positions as males in the military, positions like those found on the
front lines of combat

even as the DoD opens up those positions to women. Societally,

men a e indoc ina ed o p o ec he

eake e

h o gh physical means, if necessary.

However, physical protection is not the only protection women need from men; societal
tattoos have inscribed the idea that women have weaker emotional and mental capacities
than males and need assistance in those areas, as well. Figures 19 and 20 demonstrate
ocie

ie poin ha

omen agenc e i

hen men alida e i .

Agents (and Attitudes): In figures 19 and 20, the Agents appear in their respective
e ice ph ical fi ne

-shirts, typically worn while participating in a physical training
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activity on duty. The physical training uniform does not denote rank, so the clothing
depicts an even greater swath of the respective service, as both officers and enlisted of
every rank and each gender wear the same physical fitness uniform. In a change from
other posters, rather than the Agents being in preparation for the Act, they seem to be
acknowledging a moment after an Act has occurred. Of course, acknowledging it after
the fact is, in and of itself, another Act. The uniqueness of these posters is due to the
recognition that an attack or harassment has occurred. The female Agen s gaze is placed
firmly on the male Agent who is not cast as rescuer because the act of sexual assault is
inferred to have already taken place. Instead, he is cast in the roles of post-interventionist,
validator, and level-headed guide. His gaze is askew from the lens, but largely meets the
eye of the camera lens in figure 19, and fully meets the eye of the lens in figure 20;
however, in both images, the female Agents (indicated as victims of sexual assault) are
fully focused on their male counterparts. The male gaze appears composed and sturdy.
He seems assured that he assisted the female Agent in a positive way, as she is, once
again, cast as the victim in this image by nature of her visit to the Sexual Assault
Response Coordinator (SARC). As her body is turned completely in his direction,
showing the viewer only half of her face, she seems to be concentrating only on his
eac ion o he ne

ha he old he SARC. Her look to the male figure could be

interpreted as seeking his approval and reassurance for her actions after her assault.
The Agen

ace p e en e en mo e a ea fo e plo a ion. All Agen depic ed

appear to be People of Color, something different from other posters in this study. Other
posters also contain a diverse cast of races; however, in these posters (see figures 19 and
20), only minority males are paired up with only minority females. Additionally, because
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Black female bodies are historically hypersexualized, and Black male bodies have
historically been prohibited and prevented from protecting Black females (Irving 68-70),
these posters add to the negative view of black women as perpetual victims of rape. In
Toni I ing

Bo de of he Bod : Black Women, Se al A a l , and Ci i en hip, he

author explores the oppression of the institutional rape of Black women, suggesting ha
unmediated violence against black omen
e al ideologie and comple

nde line he compo i ion of hi o ical

ocial hie a chie

hich po i ion Black women outside

the citizenship of their communities (68). Irving explains that citizenship requi e
ci ic majo i

he

[ o] ecogni e ha he g o p belong , ha i ha e ce ain ba ic

cha ac e i ic

i h he comm ni

(q d in I ing 69). Women, in gene al, a e al ead

struggling for citizenship within the military community, and Irving complicates that
Black women, specifically, are denied citizenship within their communities due to their
hi o icall

e ali ed bodie and he belief ha

eal ape doe no happen o ma e in

regards to Black female bodies. Irving writes:
Black women are generally displaced as victims of rape. The experiences with
sexual assault of black women in general and lower-class black women in
particular are clouded by histories that mark them as sexually deviant, lascivious,
and easy. (69)
By displaying Black female actors in posters that indicate they have already been
assaulted, the posters contribute to the rhetoric of Black females as always already
victims of rape. Both Black females have already experienced the assault, and it is only
after that fact that the male Agents offer a response. While males and females are still
cast in gender stereotypes of protector and protected, it is inferred that these males have
not protected the female Agents because the females i i ed he SARC af e
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ha

ha

guy did to her. Figures 19 and 20 appear to not only be designed from a dominant
majority viewpoint that highlights gender stereotypes, but they also fail to account for
differing realities for Black and Brown men and Black and Brown women within the
dominant and minority groups in the military. The posters seem to ascribe a certain
expectation that males should and will protect females without considering the historical
implications of the systemic oppressive treatment of minority males and minority females
in a White dominated society.
Act: Again, he image i

apped in he flag colo

M S eng h i fo Defending, and P e en ing Se

i h no familia agline :

al A a l i Pa

of M D

(see figures 19 and 20). The call to action comes through the niq e e , So hen he
old he SARC ha ha g

did o he , I aid: I m glad o checked o

o

op ion .

The audience is being called to move from prevention to response, and the proper
response the poster is calling for is validation that the victim, the female Agent in the
poster and looking at the poster, was correct in reporting her assault to the SARC.
Agenc : To an

e B ke q e ion of Agenc , b

ha mean o in

men

the Agent used to conduct the Act, the image has a twofold response. First, Agency exists
in epo ing he a a l , in checking o

o

op ion

af e he e al a a l ha

occurred, but additional Agency comes through validation by her male Agent. The male
fig e

e pon e is prioritized over he female me age b

he ignifican enla gemen

of that text over the earlier message of visiting the SARC. In this case, precedence is
placed on his words, his approval of her actions, rather than her actions themselves.
Agency is denied the female and remains with the male in the image. Burkean Agency is
b

ha mean

he Agen ca ie o

he Ac , and po ing he Agen in
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ch a a a o

ha e he omen face

ned a a f om he ga e, o a d a male p o ec o , decreases

or erases that Agency.
Consider how differently women may be perceived if they were depicted as
having their own power to conduct the Act of prevention and response to sexual assault.
Imagine instead that the Agents could both face the camera lens and, rather than the male
ac ing a

alida o and mo hpiece fo he female ac ion , he female co ld peak fo

herself. She could remark on the importance of receiving support from her fellow military
membe af e he checked o

he op ion . Be e

ill, he male Agen could remark

on the importance of support after he sought assistance from the SARC, with the female
Agent standing up against sexual assault alongside him.

Figs. 21 and 22. I m Wi h Yo ; Le Call he SARC; Department of Defense, 20092012, Sapr.mil, www.sapr.mil/saapm. Accessed 3 Jan. 2020.
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No all he e ice

e al a a l po e display images of women. As

displayed in the posters from 2009 through 2012, the campaign against sexual assault
largely displayed males mostly as protectors, advocates, and compassionate brothers-atarms in the war against sexual assaults.
Agent (and Attitude): In figure 20, the male Agent is not physically placed in a
position of protection to a smaller-statured female Agent, nor does he appear overly
menacing or angry towards some unseen aggressor. His steadfast, confident gaze sturdily
hold he ie e

a en ion, and hi face fills the majority of the frame with the text

depicting the Act situated in a black background, above and below it. Perhaps in a nod to
the diversity of the community, his skin tone is neither clearly pale nor overtly darkskinned, but with a more ambiguous olive-toned shade, possibly to identify with the
minority community without overtly being othered by the dominant majority. Also in
figure 20, an interesting e ample of B ke

Scene-Act and Ac -Agent a io can be

examined by the omnipresent (but unseen) military uniform. B ke e plained ha
q ali

of a cene implie he q ali

he

of he ac ion ha i o ake place i hin i

(Grammar 6-7). In the same way, the character of an Agent corresponds to the positive or
negative consequences of his Act. Burke offers an example of a political commentator
who remarked, There seems to be something about the judicial robes that not only
hypnotizes the beholder but transforms the wearer,

hich B ke con end to mean he

sheer nature of an office, or position, is said to produce important modifications in a
man cha ac e
ea e

(Grammar 16). In he ame a

ha j dicial obe can

and the way his acts are received, so, too, can the military uniform.
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an fo m he

In figure 20, the quality of the Scene, the hypermasculine military environment,
implies that the quality of the Agent, the male presented in the image, exhibits the similar
qualities of his environment. The way the Scene shapes the Agent is the Scene-Agent
Ratio. However, also contained in the Scene is the Act. It is not the visible act that I
o ld like o e amine, no he call o

ppo

he f iend, b

he Ac off age that

resulted in the report and need for subsequent support. The Scene does not only contain
hono able hing . A all ded o in he image, he Scene al o incl de
things

things that need to be reported. The g

g

ho do bad

i not meant to be connected to the

male Agent pictured in the image; however, if the female Agents pictured hold the duty
of representing more than the role of victim, then the male Agents can also be examined
as both defender and attacker. Burke states ha he Ac co ld

i

ally pre-e i

i hin

the Agent:
Both act and agent require scenes that contain them. Hence the scene-act and
scene-agen a io a e in he f lle en e po i i e . B he ela ion be een ac
and agen i no q i e he ame. The agen doe no con ain he ac , ho gh i
e l migh be aid o p e-e i i all
i hin him .The agen i an a ho
of his acts, which are descended from him, being good progeny if he is good, or
bad progeny if he is bad, wise progeny if he is wise, silly progeny if he is silly.
And, conversely, his acts can make him or remake him in accordance with their
nature. They would be his product and/or he would be theirs. (Grammar 16)
The Agent in the poster is not meant to depict someone who contains the act of sexual
assault, of rape, but rather of defender and protector. Nonetheless, simultaneously, the act
of e al a a l can p e-e i
Grammar 16). The Agen pic

i

all

i hin him if he i a bad Actor (Burke,

ed can hold bo h defende

and bad Ac o

i hin he

same image, depending on the viewer, and regardless of the intent of the authors of the
poster.
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Act: Unlike earlier assault prevention posters, the framing text is not placed
within the patriotic folds of the American flag. The black banner offers a different
authority to the letters placed within. The darker, intimidatory setting highlights the white
letters more authoritatively. The a g men of he e

e plain, once again, he d

of

anyone in uniform who should read it. Abo e he male head boldly sits he o d
eng h i fo defending, and belo him i
again
D

M

he Depa men of Defen e campaign

e al a a l p e en ion: P e en ing Se al A a lt and Harassment is My

. Smalle e

placed e enl

i h he male Agen

face ill mina e hi po i ion in

ega d o he n een ic im of a a l : So hen m f iend epo ed ha ha g

did, I

aid: I M WITH YOU. The Ac he male Agen , and ho e in he a dience, a e called to
do is support the victim after the assault has occurred, and the victim has reported what
happened.
Agency: Both lines of text harken to long-held mili a

belief conce ning one

duty to his country and his brothers-at-arms, as well as the empha i ha all one po e ,
all one

eng h, must be focused on defense. While he e m defending co ld hold a

separate meaning, one that indicates defending again a pe onal a ack, he defending
referred to in the black banner would be understood to be defense on a larger scope, the
defense of a nation. The male Agent is a familiar representation of solidarity and
partnership within the military organization. While the non-imaged f iend i no
e plici l
to he

efe enced a

he, a la ge majo i

of he a dience o ld con e

a a much la ge po ion of he campaign po e (and ocie

women) assume a female victim.
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ie

he
of

o

Finally, some posters portrayed images of only women, in pairs, as in figure 22.
Agent (and Attitude): The two female Agents in figure 22 represent some of the
diversity of race and ethnicity in the military. Both females are looking directly into the
camera with sturdy expressions. One female is placed slightly behind the shoulder of the
other, and her expression appears more intense, missing the slight curve of lip that her
counterpart appears to display. Because of the placement of the figures, with one female
Agent slightly in front of the other, it could be read as though the female more in front
a i ed he one ligh l behind; ho e e , b

he e p e ion on each female Agen

faces, the reverse could also be true. By using two female Agents, the assumption of who
is the victim and who is the protector or defender is less certain. The ambiguity adds to
the options presented to the audience. Those in the audience who identify with the female
Agents now have more than one opportunity for discussion and connection. If one of the
characters was male, the opportunities are once again limited to more narrow stereotypes
of gender.
Ac : The Ac i implici h o gh he
o o : So hen he old me ha g

en

ppo i e e
a

oo fa

THE SARC. The Agen and a dience a e e pec ed o

di pla ed ac o

he Agen

i h he , I aid: LET S CALL
ppo

he ic im, in hi ca e

explicitly categorized as female and the attacker as male through the text. Additionally,
i h he ph a ing of Le

call, he e i a ma k of collabo a ion, acting together rather

than a directive from one Agent to the other.
Agency: In figure 22, the Agency, the means the Agents should use for the Act,
comes from outside the victim, once again. Whichever of the females presented is the
victim, she garnered the means to carry out of the Act of reporting from an outside
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source, this time another female. Additionally, the SARC is a means of Agency to ensure
the overall responsibility of prevention is carried out.
In all the images created between 2009 through 2012, none are directed at the
assailant. I found no posters through Sexual Assault Prevention Response a chi e ha
e e c ea ed o add e

he a acke o he a acke

deed di ec l . I have seen no

posters in the present day campaign addressing either the attacker directly or the
a acke

deed . The foc

appea ed o be, and emain , p e en ion and e pon e,

without acknowledging the attackers exist alongside the victims in the military, and in the
larger society. Although the campaign focuses on prevention and response, its Purpose,
its why, appears to be a change in attitude towards those who are assaulted or in danger
of being assaulted, specifically women. Burke writes of generating an attitude of
sympathy:
if e a o e in omeone an a titude of sympathy towards something, we may
be starting him on the road towards overtly sympathetic action with regard to it
hence the rhetoric of advertisers and propagandists who would induce action in
behalf of their commodities or their causes by the formation of appropriate
attitudes. (Grammar 236)
Perhaps by generating sympathy for victims, the campaign first tackles the negative
backlash historically identified by those brave enough to report the crimes against them.
The second obstacle resides in a much larger issue: the crime itself. Through the rhetoric
utilized in the campaign posters, it appears that the military is not yet going to
specifically acknowledge the criminals in its ranks in a direct way. The campaign could
be more effective once acknowledgement of criminals in uniform and response to those
criminals are more outwardly included for consideration. By maintaining singular focus
on prevention through bystanders and victims the program continues to perpetuate the
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idea of an unnamed, unknown assailant ready to take advantage of unwitting women in
the service. It also indicates who is responsible for stopping said attacks: victims and
bystanders. However, there is no mystery of who is assaulting and harassing women and
men in uniform. What is more mysterious is the lack of culpability. The more the military
does not acknowledge this dilemma of military-on-military attacks, the less effective its
efforts to combat it.
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CHAPTER 6
MY STANDPOINT: A WALK IN MY BOOTS
When encouraged to include my experience as a woman serving in the military, I
was very reluctant. Not wanting to muddy the research waters with personal anecdotes in
order to be taken seriously in this work, I was concerned about the focus shifting from
my research and applied theory to a sort of disappointing memoir about a woman in the
Air Force. During my research, I have read hundreds of examples of women who have
been sexually abused, assaulted, harassed, intimidated, and dismissed while serving their
country. In comparison, my experience is not traumatic. I have never been sexually
assaulted

never been raped

in the military. For the most part, I view my two-plus

decades of service as ordinary with sides of unique. I felt like my experiences would be
anti-climactic to a topic that is anything but; however, the more I mulled over my
experiences in order to resist including them in this work, the more I recognized that my
research was being applied limitedly to only recognizably traumatic events like assault.
Realistically, it should also be applied to the everyday harassment and de-validation that
comes with this body

this female body

in the hypermasculine environment of the

military. I also realized that my own dismissal of my experience was societally
constructed. Ironically, in opposition to my arguments for using Feminist Standpoint
Theory (FST) as a means to insert marginalized voices into the larger knowledge of an
issue, I was dismissing my own standpoint, viewing it as not enough. In the spirit of FST,
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I hope o offe

ha Ha

ock efe ed o a a d ali

of le el of eali

o c ea e a

greater depth of knowing (qtd in McClish and Bacon 28).
In he 1980 and 90 , I a ai ed in he ackno ledged Bible-bel of Ame ica,
specifically, southern Indiana. M home o n i on he edge of he bel and he
beginning of the mid-West, an area oftentimes modern and sensible in its approach to
life, but always with the undercurrent of religious conviction to guide its steps. My
grandparents were a staple of their environment, encouraging all their children and
g andchild en o ge a job i h benefi , a medical and den al co e age were largely
considered solid marks of success. At the time of my youth, attending higher education
was not encouraged

and certainly not necessary

if I was able to acquire the success of

a job with benefits out of high school.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, I have always been a bit of a rebel in my bloodline.
In my twenties, being told I could not or should not do something was nearly a guarantee
that I would absolutely attempt said thing. College was no exception. I received an
academic scholarship to the University of Southern Indiana and enrolled in classes while
working a full-time job and committing whole-heartedly to a full-time social calendar. By
my third year post-high school, I was enrolled in college, but rarely in attendance. So
many of my classmates and friends were getting engaged or married, having children,
landing those much-co e ed job

i h benefi , o p epa ing o g ad a e f om hei o n

colleges and universities, and I was achieving none of those things. I felt like my future
was coming undone at 21.
A few months before my twenty-second birthday, I went to visit our local Air
Fo ce ec i e

office. I canno emembe e e being enco aged o join he mili a
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even though we were a military family. Annica K on ell a icle, Gende ed P ac ice in
Ins i

ion of Hegemonic Ma c lini : Reflec ion F om Femini S andpoin Theo ,

a g e ha mili a , defen e and ec i - ela ed in i

ion

ha e hi o icall been

o ned b men and occ pied b men bodie , hich al o ha infl enced he e
institution agenda , poli ic and policie

(281). M g andfa he joined he Ai Fo ce

immediately upon graduating high school. He served on the flight lines of the military,
almost solely a masculine space. My grandmother, married to my grandfather since she
was 16, became a military wife when my grandfather enlisted. She joined all the other
military wives on base, birthing and raising their children, responsible for the upkeep of
hei h band go e nmen -issued houses and reputations, doing difficult, oftentimes
thankless, invisible work that was only acknowledged if it was incomplete or incorrect.
S edi h hi o ian Y onne Hi dman offe

ha gende i

main ained and ep od ced

through two central interrelated mechanisms. One is the male-as-no m
he epa a ion of men and omen in o diffe en phe e of ac i i ie

and he o he is

(K on ell 284).

Both my grandparents carried very clear gender identities and spheres concerning
military service and the bodies who participated.
While I grew up listening to stories of being stationed at this place or that, and the
memories were fond ones for my family, military service was still not mentioned to me as
an option after high school. My grandfather retired from the Air Force after 21 years of
service in 1977. One uncle served 13 years in the Air Force while the other served eight
in the Army. An aunt even joined the Army when I was a teenager, but she lasted only a
few months before the Army thought it best to send her back to her parents. After she
received news of her very first assignment to Korea, she collapsed in a single-person
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h ddle in he co ne of he commanding office

office, ef ing o mo e n il he le

her go home (I found out later, by sharing this very chapter with my aunt, that she had
been sexually harassed during her training, and that harassment prevented her from
continuing with her military service).
M a n

e pe ience did no bolster m famil

enco agemen , b

i did mine.

Within the institution of my family, my aunt challenged our status quo by enlisting in the
Army. She also was not encouraged to do so, and when she returned home it was a
nning joke fo man
hen e en a fe

ea

ha he co ld no handle he mili a . Kronsell writes,

omen challenge hei e cl ion f om an institution of hegemonic

masculinity it effects a simultaneous challenge of the gendered practices of these
in i

ion

(285). Ini iall , h o gh m a n

enli men , he a challenging he

viewpoints of the men in our family that the military belonged to them. Then, when she
returned from service, they felt justified in their views of the military as a space for them
only. However, witnessing my aunt prepare herself through physical fitness, pack her
belongings and board the plane for basic training presented me with an opportunity that I
was not aware of before she left. She challenged my own internalized gender spheres. It
did not matter that she came back. It mattered only that she had once left. Four months
af e I alked in o m

ec i e

office, a week after I turned 22, I boarded my own

plane for basic training in San Antonio, Texas.
My memories of basic training are bittersweet and filled with blind spots. When I
attended training in the late nineties, men and women were separated into male dorms
and female dorms called bays. While we slept separately, we mostly ate together, had
class together, did physical training together, and learned to march together. I learned that
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we were all in it together

men and women. If one of us did something wrong, we all

paid for it. If one of us achieved something respectable, we all reaped the reward, which
most likely included a brief respite from more physical training. We learned that this
machine of the military did not work unless we all worked together. We all had jobs to
do. Some of us swept and mopped the bay every night, then depended on the rest of us to
respect their efforts and take every measure to keep the areas pristine once they had been
cleaned. Others of us had to dry out the shower bays, while still others cleaned the sinks
and toilets. Those of us who mastered the art of folding t-shirts into acceptable squares
started an assembly line to help out the rest. Those of us who could successfully bring a
mirrored-polish to the toes and heels of our then-black military-issue boots would share
the secrets. Everyone had a job to do, and we learned to share our skillsets. So many of us
learned things about ourselves that had never been unearthed or tested in our previous
worlds.
I learned that physical success would draw the attention of the military trainers,
and I was a much faster and stronger runner than I ever knew. Our military training
instructors (all male) would have to tag out when pacing alongside me during our weekly
run exercises because they could not keep up my speed and endurance. I subsequently
learned that particular skill brought me unwanted attention when one of the instructors
decided I needed to be humbled regularly. I then learned I could withstand someone
yelling inches from my face without my brain registering fear because I felt strangely
safe in the knowledge that he could not touch me without severe and immediate
consequences. In A Ne Gene a ion of Women? Ho Female ROTC Cade Nego ia e
the Tension between Masculine Military Culture and Traditional Femininit , author
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Jennife Sil a a e , In man
empowering to women

a , he mili a

con e

can be ie ed a po en iall

the military demands physically and mentally tough, goal-

oriented, aggressive soldiers with skills of violence, weaponry and, ultimately, dea h
(937-938). It was empowering to stand there at attention, shoulders back, hands cupped in
mock-fists, heels touching with feet at a 45-degree angle, solid and firmly connected to
the ground while men swarmed around me flinging their saliva, trying to make me cry
taking bets on it while I was secure in the naïve, misguided certainty that they could not
hurt me.
After six-weeks of basic training, I was off to technical school

tech school

where I would learn my Air Force Core Specialty in San Angelo, Texas. While still under
the rules and expectations of a strict military environment, tech school was more relaxed
than basic training. There were no more men yelling inches from our faces, no more zero
dark thirty musters every morning. We still marched to and from class, but we also
visited he

moke pi

he e bo h ciga e e moke and non-smokers congregated after

o k o commi e a e abo
o he

goal and plan fo o

he da
f

e en . In he moke pi
e. We lea ned abo

e lea ned abo

each

our families, our hometowns, our

reasons for joining the military. We spoke about our past selves. Some us recognized
each other from our time in basic training but had never had the opportunity to share
more than a quick meeting of the eyes. In tech school, we became friends. Again, I was
encouraged as it felt like we were still in this together; however, we learned in basic that
sometimes a few have to sacrifice for the many.
My classmates and I, a little more than 20 in all, were split into two shifts for
classes. The A Shift began their classes in the morning and ended in the afternoon, and
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my shift, B Shift, began our classes at 3:30 p.m., finishing up at 11:00 p.m. before
marching back to our dorm rooms. Nearly everyone on B Shift enjoyed the second shift
lifestyle until it came to Fridays. No one enjoyed attending classes until 11:00 p.m. on a
Friday night while the A Shift students were enjoying themselves at the on-base bar
called The Oasis. Our last class of the evening was led by a Staff Sergeant whose name I
no longer remember. The Staff Sergeant rank he wore held extreme authority to a group
of people who had just finished basic training with either no or one stripe on their
sleeves. For many of us, the rank of Staff Sergeant was equal to or higher than that held
by our basic military training instructors. To see that rank worn by someone at the
schoolhouse still brought similar levels of intimidation, even without the yelling to
accompany it. The Staff Sergeant was at least three ranks higher than nearly all of us
fo

ank highe han me a a

lick lee e, o

Ai man Ba ic, meaning I had no

stripes on my uniform yet, the lowest rank held by an Airman. I was impatiently waiting
for my time in service to pass in order to earn my first stripe and no longe be Ai man
Basic.
Even though I was one of the group who held the youngest rank, I was the oldest
person in the class at 22. I a of en efe ed o a

g andma b

My time on the planet put me clo e o he S aff Se gean
should have put me well out of his range

age, b

he 18 and 19 year olds.
ime in he mili a

not the least of which was due to his position

of authority as our instructor. However, it eventually became apparent that the Staff
Sergeant was interested in me as more than a student. When we would finally finish class
on Friday nights, we would quickly march back to our dorms, change clothes and head to
The Oasis for the last hour or two before they closed. It was on one of these occasions
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when the Staff Sergeant was also there and asked me to dance. Immediately, I felt
uncomfortable and exposed as I stood there by the pool table with my fellow Airmen. We
of en a o

in

c o a he ba , b

o he han a e pec f l, Good E ening, Si ,

e

did not interact with them. We should not. They should not. We stayed to our area of the
bar, and they stayed to theirs. The Air Force has a very specific rule that instructors are
not to date students in any educational environment. Yet, there he stood in front of me,
my instructor asking me to dance while all my classmates watched with their mouths
agape. I do not remember how I responded, but I do remember being blindsided by his
request. I remember feeling wide-open in a ha mf l a , a a e of e e one a en ion,
their snickers as I was reduced from being one of them
trying to get through tech school

a member of the Air Force

to being hyper-aware of my body as the Staff Sergeant

put his hand on my lower back and leaned in to whisper to me.
After that night, my classmates would make sure the Staff Sergeant knew my
plans were to visit The Oasis on Friday nights. They made it a joke to ask loudly what I
was doing after class in hopes that he would let us out a little early. Many times, their
gamble paid off and we would be released 30 or 45 minutes early; however, if I did not
feel like going to the bar that night I would experience their disappointment as their eyes
bore down on me and the clock ticked closer to 11:00 p.m.. On the nights he would let us
go early, I had to endure his unwanted attention as he made it a point to find me at the
bar, offer to buy me a drink, or ask me to dance. Caught between my classmates and my
concern for my own progress through the course, I sometimes accepted his offer. I did
not know how to continue to say no when it happened nearly every week. My classmates
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a no hing

ong i h pimping me o , a he called i

it was not as if we were

doing anything more than dancing, and why would I mind a free drink?
Eventually, I only said no. No, I was not going to the bar that night. No, I would
not like to dance. No, I did not want a drink. No. Then, the early releases on Friday nights
stopped. The kindness in class stopped. Initially, my classmates started resenting me and
expressing their anger towards me in petty ways

after all, we all had jobs to do. We all

had to utilize our skillsets, and this was part of mine to get the entire team out of class
early. But I did not care about my assigned responsibility when I started saying no. At
least I no longer had to have his hands touching the lower part of my back, or feel him
press into me when he danced too close. I could go back to being an Airman like
everyone else.
Around the smoke pit, I talked about my little sister and brother, my grandparents,
my cousins, my crazy friends back home who I imagined were having the times of their
lives while I sweated profusely doing pushups and sit-ups in the unbelievable heat of
Texas in August. I was the oldest of the Airmen, and many of them went from their
pa en
m

ho e o ba ic aining, no

g andma o ie

abo

e eaching ha cl b age. The enjo ed hea ing

a g o p of

en -somethings getting dressed up and

dancing all night. What I did not share was how it was oftentimes difficult and dangerous
to be a woman in her twenties in the world. What I never shared around the smoke pit
was the number of times I dared say no to some man who felt I should be grateful for his
attention.
There was no #MeToo movement around me in the late nineties. Where I grew up
and amongst my friends, we were not yet openly discussing the perilous situations we
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dealt with because of our gender. I did not tell anyone of the time the man at the club
called me a bi ch, and h e hi bee in m face beca e I declined his invitation to the
dance floor. I simply said no to him. Nothing more or less. I did not share with my
friends in the smoke pit the many stories of being groped and grinded against as I danced
with my girlfriends to the latest songs, reaching for my friend e e and hand o ignal I
needed an intervention. I did not share with them how it made me feel to be reduced to a
piece of a , an oppo
a mo of m

nifo m, b

ni

o e ploi

hen I a

ppo ed o be p o ec ed b

he

he U.S. Ai Fo ce embroidered upon my chest. They were

just kids who wanted to get out of class early on a Friday night, and I was the bitch who
was not doing her job.
When I finished technical school and headed to my first duty assignment, I
continued to experience micro-assaults, micro-harassments, that I was fairly used to from
my civilian life, but because they were happening less frequently than when I was in the
civilian world, I counted my situation as significantly improved. When I myself reached
the status of Staff Sergeant, I received an email from a married Technical Sergeant, one
rank above me. In those days, we still used dial up internet, so I waited for the image to
open. Line by line unfolding from the top of the computer screen down, I was caught in
disbelief as first his forehead appeared, then a strip of his mustached-face, then his collar
bone, then bare chest, and then the rest of his naked body. Before the casual days of
e ing and dick pic , I ecei ed a f ll n de pic

e of one of m mili a

supervisors in my work email, complete with erect penis. I sat shaking at my desk,
immediately deleting the email, and then emptying the deleted folder as if slamming and
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locking a door against the invasion. I never reported him and pretended I did not receive
the missive, never mentioning it to him, and avoiding him as much as possible at work.
During the same time, I worked my way from a novice to an instructor and then
evaluator in my airframe. Another supervisor, this time an F-16 pilot, was hesitant to
allow me to accompany him on temporary duty assignments, quick one- or two-day trips
to inspect and evaluate programs at different Air Force bases, and exactly what my
position required me to do; however, because he was male and I was female, he did not
want anyone to perceive we were doing anything unprofessional. He thought he was
protecting himself from the long-held assumption that a man and a woman could not be
assigned a temporary duty overnight without being suspected or accused of something
sexual or inappropriate. J di h Lo be p e en in T

, Lo al , and he Place of

Women in the O gani a ion of Wo k, ha gende eg ega ion i
o con ol e

ali , and omen ma be ba ed f om

a e men, on he g o nd ha po en iall di
(qtd in Acker 152). T e o Lo be

j

pe of o k

pi e e

al liai on

ified b nece i
he e mo

o ke

ho ld be a oided

ob e a ion , m disruptive presence was mitigated.

I was angry and disappointed, but there was little I felt I could do to convince him
otherwise. After technical school, I learned to hide my femininity as much as possible. I
wore little to no makeup, I was not quick with a smile, I did not decorate my desk in
an hing c e o

gi lie, and I lea ned o ell ba d joke and ling c

e od

ih

the hardest of military men. K on ell a e , Women ho o k in o engage i h fields
dominated by men and masculine norms hold a paradoxical position, expressed in some
omen fl c a ion be
omen b

een den ing hei

omanline

and becoming adicali ed a

he i a ion (291). I worked hard to be at the top of my game, scoring high
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marks on examinations and becoming a top-notch sensor operator in the process. But I
was reminded sometimes that none of that countered my gender whenever someone
wanted to use it against me. And I also learned that my gender was almost never
recognized as a strength. After I finally finished my college degree, started 10 years
earlier at the University of Southern Indiana, I became an officer and was hopeful that the
officer ranks would be more focused on getting the mission done than they were on
viewing my gender as something to be mitigated or exploited. But again, I encountered
challenges to equality.
Both as an enlisted Airman and as an officer, military bearing is paramount. We
a e a gh he impo ance of main aining one mili a

bea ing in ba ic training. It is of

utmost importance to project evenness and remain calm, cool, and collected, to remember
your training, to not get weepy or overly emotional in order to successfully carry out the
mission. Rosabeth Moss Kanter writes of a ma c line e hic ha p io i i e a o ghminded app oach over a feminized emotional response in Women and he S

c

e of

Organizations: Exploration in Theory and Behavior:
A ma c line e hic of a ionali and ea on can be iden ified in he early image
of manage . Thi ma c line e hic ele a e he ai a med o belong o men
with educational advantages to necessities for effective organizations: a toughminded approach to problems; analytic abilities to abstract and plan; a capacity to
set aside personal, emotional considerations in the interests of task
accomplishment; a cognitive superiority in problem-solving and decision making.
(qtd in Acker 43)
In the military organization, presenting and maintaining military bearing in the face of
increased stress and agitation is impressive and rewarded

usually with greater

responsibility. Because I was a few years older than my counterparts, now in my late
twenties while the rest of those commissioning were recent graduates of college in their
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early twenties, and because of my prior-enlisted experience, I was quickly recognized for
my demonstrated military bearing during Officer Training School.
There were several days where I wanted to sit down on my impossibly neat bed
with its e-folded, military-grade green blanket at its foot, and weep. Training was
stressful, expectations were both completely transparent and, simultaneously, unspoken.
As someone with prior experience, I was expected to know the ins and outs of military
life and teach those who did not. I once walked in on my roommate sitting cross-legged
on the floor, black shoe polish in hand, smearing gunk on her newly purchased
chlorofram dress shoes, effectively ruining their already glassy appearance. I knew she
was my responsibility, and if I let her continue in her folly, it was a reflection not only of
her, but me as well. I had to pretend patience and explain to her where she faltered and
how to fix it. She was a literal rocket scientist from Cal-Poly. I was a woman from
Indiana with a degree in English from an online university. Her success was my
responsibility. Nonetheless, we were in it together.
I learned to value teamwork and open communication almost more than talent and
intellect. What we could achieve together was almost certainly more than what one of us
could achieve alone. I had several more assignments as an officer that buoyed my
viewpoint, and then came Squadron Officer School (SOS) in Alabama. Competitively
selected for a fellowship program, I joined 16 of my peers as an Air University Fellow at
SOS. The school was the premiere flagship when it came to training young officers for
their responsibilities in the Air Force. SOS teaches courses on leadership,
communication, problem solving, teamwork, emotional intelligence, and a myriad of
others in order to contribute to their development as leaders in the military.
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During my tenure, I worked almost solely with other officers, which was a
significant change from my previous assignments with a mixture of both officers and
enlisted. While my first year was mostly satisfying as I spent the majority of my time in
the classroom leading discussions and teaching young officers the curriculum, I
experienced several challenges outside the classroom in ways I had not experienced in
previous assignments. As an educator (af e acq i ing a ma e

deg ee in Engli h, I

taught college English as a second job through a distance learning university while still
serving in the Air Force), I convinced myself that if people knew better, they would apply
that knowledge and be better in their thinking. Additionally, valuing open communication
and teamwork above almost all else convinced me there was nothing teammates could
no p

o

on he able and o k h o gh. I lea ned I a inco ec on both counts.

As teachers and teammates often do, we would workshop our ideas for the
classroom with our peers, hoping to get feedback that could help us improve our delivery
or our approach to difficult and new curriculum. We normally closed out the duty day
with these types of discussions, happily telling of a successful breakthrough in discussion
or complaining how a lesson still was not getting to the heart of where we hoped our
students would go. Once, I remarked to some of my fellow instructors that I was going to
start referring to commanders and other high- anking pe onnel a
h po he ical cena io in he cla

oom beca e he defa l

he d ing

a nea l al a

he. Each

class held 12 to 14 students, and of those 12 to 14, no more than three would be female
and that was considered a high number of females in a class. When I attended the
leadership school myself in 2010, I was the only female in my class of 12, and it was
difficult for me to navigate the context of a classroom and curriculum that was presented
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fo e e one

hen I a ne e ac all men ioned o imagined a being pa of

e e one. I felt it was important to be more inclusive of the students, acknowledging
that there were, in fact, female commanders leading in the Air Force every day, perhaps
only a few, but they were still there. B choo ing o
he I hoped o change he men al pic
he eali m ha i le

ch a

e he p ono n

he in ead of

e in he mind e e of the students, to highlight

commande ,

colonel, and gene al incl ded

Joan Acke a g e in Hie a chie , Job , Bodie : A Theo

he.

of Gende ed O gani a ion ,

that gender-neutralizing organizations (or in this case language) was another impediment
to feminist theorizing:
Both traditional and critical approaches to organizations originate in the male,
abstract intellectual domain and take as reality the world as seen from that
standpoint. As a relational phenomenon, gender is difficult to see when only the
masculine is present. Since men in organizations take their behavior and
perspectives to represent the human, organizational structures and processes are
theorized as gender neutral. When it is acknowledged that women and men are
affected differently by organizations, it is argued that gendered attitudes and
behavior are brought into (and contaminate) essentially gender-neutral structures.
(142)
In other words, the default view for organizations
organizations such as the military

especially hypermasculine

i a ma c line andpoin . Ho e e , he ma c line

has an assumed universality to those who are, themselves, already representing that
manifested default. To them, the organization is without gender until someone like me
comes along and makes it so. At the time, I did not recognize the change I was
attempting, the Titanic-like turn of my radical act. Acker explains the significance of
acknowledging a gendered organization:
To say that an organization, or any other analytic unit, is gendered means that
advantage and disadvantage, exploitation and control, action and emotion,
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meaning and identity, are patterned through and in terms of a distinction between
male and female, masculine and feminine. (146)
M decla a ion of

ing

he in he cla

oom began o n a el m male co o ke

reality of a gender-neutral organization that provided equality for all.
With my suggestion, I was rejecting m co o ke
classroom was always already gende ne

al, b

in i ence no just that the

also that how we were teaching

military leadership itself was not gender neutral. How we were teaching leadership was
masculine, and I was challenging that perception. While I was not expecting anything
more than a brief conversation or even encouragement concerning my intent to replace
he

ih

he, what I received instead was 45 minutes of disagreement from my peers,

three male office , on h
gende ne

al

o h

ha
a I

a

e cl iona

ing o a

and ha he

a

idel accep ed a

o ble? One e en follo ed me o he

parking lot to continue stressing his point.
Some months later, my commander stated he did not wan o o ch a commen
made by an officer in our squadron when the male pilot called female fighter pilots
figh e chick

in his classroom. The male commander attempted to abdicate the

response to me even though he should have easily rebuffed and corrected the young
office

inappropriate sexist comment. In Ro abe h Kan e

Corporation, he e plain ha

Men and Women of the

omen and men indi id al cha ac e i ic ha e almo

nothing to do with behavior toward gender in an organization; however, the structure of
the organization determines how gender is valued. Acco ding o Kan e , omen
challenges in an organization, such as the military, are due to hei

c

al placemen

(qtd in Acker 250). Women tend to be positioned more in low-level jobs, and if they rise
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out of that placement in the structure to a higher position

such as a woman becoming a

fighter pilot in the Air Force

oken a he op (Acke 143).

the face being ie ed a

My coworker, and perhaps even my commander (both fighter pilots themselves), had an
image of what a fighter pilot looked like. That image was reinforced through their own
experience, commercials, war movies, and the pictures hung up and down the hallways in
the schoolhouse. Theoretically, a figh e pilo could be anyone who achieved the
echnical kill . To hem, i

a a gende ne

al d

ha , of co

hold; ho e e , a figh e pilo co ld no hold he gende ne
pilo

nle

he a male. If he

a

omeho

e, an one co ld

al po i ion of figh e

he, a q alifie needed o be added:

Fighter Chicks. It was an attempt to devalue, even dehumanize, the individual and
quantify her as less than, even though she achieved what they viewed as the most coveted
occupation in the Air Force.
Later the same coworker angrily snapped at me that I was trying to further an
agenda b

anding p fo

e plained he de oga o

omen. Hoping that an honest dialogue was still possible, I

effec of calling he pilo a chick, and he effec ha co ld

have, not only in the classroom with his students, but also in the work area with me.
Hoping to shed light on the unique challenges I was certain a woman would face in the
elite and even more hypermasculine subculture of fighter pilots in the Air Force, I asked
him if he ho gh he female figh e pilo

e pe ience in aining a he ame a hi .

Did he think she was treated the same? Did he think she was held to the same standards?
Not higher ones to achieve the same set of wings he proudly wore on his chest? The man
ho had j

efe ed o female figh e pilo a

chick ,

ef ed o ee an

a in

which the training environment may have felt different for her than it did for her male
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counterparts. The most disappointing part of the exchange was the knowledge that this
person would most likely go on to extreme success and lead males and females at the
highest echelons of command because he was a well-respected fighter pilot.
While at this assignment, I spontaneously organized a monthly meeting of female
officers at my house. At work, several of us were in the locker room changing uniforms
after a particularly physical activity of running with our students. Normally, we would
not find ourselves in the same place at the same time due to the tight schedule of the
schoolhouse; however, on this particular day many of us seemed to converge in the
locker room at the same time. Offhanded comments and partial conversations could
easily be overheard by any woman standing in the small locker room, and it was one
offhanded comment

it was nice for us to be together like this

which prompted my

thought of a monthly meet up. There were only 11 women out of approximately 80 or
more faculty at the school, which was the most female instructors many of us had
experienced in the program for quite some time.
Our first get together was attended by half the women at the school. There was no
real agenda, just an opportunity to get together and discuss things that we dealt with and
our male counterparts did not. We learned that many of us were having the same
challenges in our work place but thought we were alone. Challenges ranged from
classroom materials being solely geared towards male service members, to not being
represented at all or only being depicted only as nurses in the images hanging in and
around the building, to male students acting inappropriately towards us, to where to find
responsible childcare for early morning work obligations. We discovered that each of us
had a challenge that the rest of us had also experienced or had some suggestion to work
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around it because of some other challenge she had previously faced. Kronsell writes of
the importance of marginalized groups sharing their struggles:
A central and useful part of standpoint theory is the argument that important
knowledge is generated through the struggle of the deprived and less privileged; it
is produced through the dynamics of the experience of being oppressed.
Kno ledge g o nded in omen li ed e pe ience can p o ide i a ed
knowledge with which to challenge dominant and repressive social practices.
(288)
Through our discussions, we often received visibility and validation which bolstered
several of us to bring those challenges to our chain of command and effect positive
change in the schoolhouse; however, it also bred some resentment amongst some male
co o ke
he e e j

ho did no

nde and h

e needed o ha e an e cl iona

a a o nd and complained abo

go p

hem.

When I encountered the viewpoint of he omen g o p a e cl iona

by

anyone I worked with, I found myself apologetically explaining how women had
different challenges than men when it came to the work environment, and we were
ga he ing o di c

ho e challenge , no ba h o

b o . Most of our male counterparts

were surprised to learn we faced different challenges than they did in the classroom and
in the military. Kronsell writes of omen

en ion i h in i

ional no m :

In their daily activities women confront institutional norms embedded in rituals,
routines, procedures, symbols and speech with which they may struggle
because these norms have been defined without, or even against, women. (290291)
I also struggled to exercise patience with their resentment at being excluded from what I
thought of as a small sliver of space for women to simply be within a machine where
we were more often not allowed to exist freely. Silva argues the difficulty women face in
military environments stems from attempting to inhabit two worlds: one where they are
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expected to embody the social and cultural expectations of being female, and another
where they are to challenge he logic of gende diffe ence i elf (939) in order to
achieve a change in their social position:
if performing gender in culturally recognizable ways is crucial to the
concep ion of one deepest self, as well as essential to forming meaningful
interactions with others, the extent to which military women can adopt
traditionally non-feminine behaviors and characteristics and still retain their
identities as women as themselves may be called into question. (938)
I kept up the monthly invites to the women at the schoolhouse. The numbers initially
grew to include every woman on our faculty

all 11

however, a few felt pressure from

their male counterparts and attended infrequently, or stopped attending altogether. All in
all, the group was successful in combating isolation and bringing out positive changes in
the schoolhouse culture. The g o p mee ing and di c

ion highligh ed he need fo

breastfeeding rooms for both the staff and female students who had brought their young
children with them during training. There was even a leadership-led project for all the
outdated images throughout the hallways to be replaced with new, inclusive pictures of
all types of men and women, serving in all types of jobs within the Air Force. Much like
the sexual assault prevention and response posters, these pictures of very few women,
almost entirely White, and wearing 1950s nursing uniforms (white dresses, white nursing
hats), had also not been examined in any real way by the majority. Most of the male
leadership found no issue with the images. To them, they were historically accurate (they
were not), and did not need to be replaced (they did) with more inclusive images of
women from diverse groups occupying jobs like pilot, mechanic, doctor, satellite
operator, lawyer, and nurse. In addition to the overwhelming number of images of male
pilots and their aircraft (and little else) showcased in the hallways, there was also a
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definitive lack of representation for other racial and ethnic groups in the images. When
these concerns were brought to leadership, the argument was persuasive enough to
motivate some change. By holding those meet ups, we were able to challenge the
hegemonic masculine norms in what initially appeared to be small ways, simply by
poin ing o

he in i ible all a o nd he en i onmen . K on ell a e , In a en e,

gende ed no m ha e been b il in o he
o na
ba ie

al and

all of in i

ion , ho e

c

e appea

ppo i e ha i become diffic l o ee hem al o as exclusionary

(291). B making he in i ible i ible fo each o he and o

male co n e pa ,

we generated discussion and real support for everyone in the environment.
When one of m male pee complained o leade hip abo

he e cl iona

meetings, I reminded them of the monthly opportunity they had to take part in similar
discussions. After all, the base already held a omen l ncheon e e

mon h, open o

everyone on base. I attended several and was both excited to see all the female officers
together, and simultaneously disappointed to note the complete lack of male presence.
The email invitations and posted flyers for those luncheons were sent out to everyone on
the base. They even made it a point in the missives to mention that the luncheons
di c

ed omen i

e in he mili a

and were open to everyone. Once, the Secretary

of the Air Force, Deborah Lee James, spoke during a brief visit to the base. Her position
was the highest government civilian position in our service. She discussed a myriad of
topics such as changes to family leave policy, benefits and entitlements of service
members and their dependents, and total force improvements. The only male in
attendance was the base commander. I encouraged my commander to attend the
l ncheon , eminding him and he e of he office , he
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e e no exclusionary, and

discussed important topics for their peers and subordinates, things that would make them
better leaders to all their Airmen if they attended. In the two years I was stationed there,
not one of my peers or commander attended those luncheons.
During my second year at that assignment, I was interviewed and selected as an
Operations Officer for one of the six student squadrons. I was honored to be selected for
this position, but also sad as it meant I was effectively promoted out of the classroom. A
behind-the-scenes-position outside the classroom, the Operations Officer was responsible
for ensuring the instructors had the resources they needed to teach, that daily events ran
according to schedule, and that processes and procedures were followed in accordance
i h he Ai Fo ce and local g idance and di ec i e . The D-O, a

e e e called, a

responsible to keep things running. That meant ensuring everyone was where they were
supposed to be at the times they were supposed to be there, and with the proper resources
needed to carry out the task. My commander depended on me to take care of business. He
expected me to remember details needed and address any issues or concerns before they
became issues or concerns.
The military schoolhouse ran like the inner-workings of a regimental clock. The
schoolhouse schedule needed every single person to do her job because each piece was
reliant on one other. We had many activities where the entire school, nearly 900 students
every five weeks, needed to begin and end the revolution at the exact same time in
various locations around the schoolhouse, and sometimes, around the base itself. There
were many other activities where if one squadron was unprepared or did not follow their
schedule it rippled, setting back he emaining 800

den

timetable. It was imperative

that we all followed the program precisely during those activities.
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In preparation for those high-stress days, we o ld ha e famil mee ing

where

the commander would remind everyone of the importance of following the schedule and
being prepared. A men ioned ea lie , he no ion of famil

i impo an in he mili a

community. We are often reminded, as a general group, that we are a family. The notion
harkens to concepts of belonging, loyalty, unity, and bloodline connections made, not
through genetics, but through shared experiences. In one such family meeting, our
commander asked me to emphasize an earlier than usual start time, reminding everyone
to be in place 15 minutes early. After I finished briefing my fellow instructors on their
responsibilities for the next day, our commander ended the meeting and we all went our
separate ways to prepare

except for one of my coworkers. He asked to speak to me.

Because I did not have a real office, rather a converted cubby hole without a door,
we went to one of the not-often-used stairwells when he indicated he preferred privacy.
Once there, the officer was visibly angry, with his fists clenched and chin quivering. I
could easily see the emotion on his face and in his body. Concerned that something
terrible had happened, I raised my hand to his shoulder in an offer of support, waiting for
him to tell me what was going on. He quickly brushed my hand aside and began berating
me, through clenched teeth, about the way I was talking to him in the meeting. He did not
appreciate my tone when reminding him of his duties for the next day. He knew what his
job was, and he did not need me telling him what to do. As he stood there, inching closer
to me with his over-six-foot-frame, it felt a bit like basic training again with a military
training instructor snarling in my face. Acker presents at least fi e in e ac ing p oce e
ha occ

o gende

along lines of gender

an o gani a ion. Fi , he p e en

he con

c ion of di i ion

divisions of labor, of allowed behaviors, of locations in physical
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pace, of po e

(146). In my position as D-O, I crossed a division. I was taking up

space not deemed suitable for me. For a brief moment, shock overtook me. All at once, I
attempted to process several pieces of information. On one hand, I could not understand
what he was saying to me. It was, after all, my job to direct the operations of the unit

it

was literally the title of my position. Additionally, the commander had been in the
meeting, and clearly directed me to remind everyone of their various responsibilities for
he ne

da

ac i i ie . When I was finished, the commander did not seem to have any

issues with my communication. He did not call me to his office to mentor me on how
better to deliver direction. I did not receive any negative feedback from anyone else
regarding that meeting. But still, in the moment this man stood over me, I started to
q e ion m

one. Had I been oo ha p? Wa I oo bo

? Sho ld I ha e been nice ?

All these thoughts ran through my mind because I was certain I must have done
something to warrant such a response from my coworker. Another set of processes that
gende

an o gani a ion, acco ding o Acke , a e fo nd in he in e ac ion be

gende , incl ding all ho e pa e n ha enac dominance and

een he

bmi ion (147). The

ways in which men and women interact within organizations highligh ed ha men a e
ac o , omen he emo ional

ppo

(q d in Acke 147). To ha end, I a no o ell

him what to do; he was the actor, or as Burke would say, Agent. As such, I was expected
to respond to his view of himself, his Identification, as a man in the military, conducting
himself as he was taught and encouraged to do. However, his threatening stance over a
fellow member in uniform appeared at odds with how he was taught to conduct himself
o a d a b o he . B ke
in a la ge

i e of Iden ifica ion, An

peciali ed ac i i

ni of ac ion. Iden ifica ion i a o d fo he a onomo
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ac i i

pa icipa e
place in

this wider context. (A Rhetoric of Motives 27). To apply B ke idea to this anecdote,
he larger unit of action m male co n e pa

a pa icipa ing in a hi

e ice in he

military. That larger unit of action held expectations for his behavior; however, the
specialized activity

a a performance of hypermasculinity and what that looked like

for him (being physically intimidating, demanding respect, aggressive speech), even
while wearing the uniform. In his view of gender, I was only to offer any support he
needed, if he told me he needed any. Despite any evidence to support his outrage,
momentarily I doubted my recollection of the meeting and replaced it with his.
I was acutely aware of being alone with him in that stairwell. Here stood a very
tall former college-football-player-turned-Air-Force-officer who was currently towering
over me, hoping to intimidate me with his physical largess. As I took in his clenched fists
and quivering jaw, I detachedly thought that if he were to punch me, I would most likely
be knocked unconscious

maybe even fall backwards down the stairs behind me, but he

would be fired. If he punched me he would be dishonorably discharged from the Air
Force, and I would not have to work with him anymore. I did not back away from him as
he kept inching closer. I felt if I backed away, I would lose something I could not retrieve
later. After he had expressed his anger and attempted to physically intimidate me, he
turned and left me standing alone in the stairwell. It was not until he left that I began
involuntarily shaking as adrenaline rushed through my muscles. I acknowledged how
close I came to real danger and avoided being alone with him again after that encounter.
Despite our encounter, I continued to offer support whenever he and his family came
down with a terrible flu, and he could not work. After all, it was my duty to ensure the
mission continued to educate young officers. It was not until several weeks later that I
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confided in one of my male coworkers. He seemed taken aback that another officer
would behave that way. I never reported the incident to anyone else because I did not
want to give the impression that my male coworkers did not respect me.
I encountered many examples since I became the Operations Officer
female to hold the position at the time

the only

where some of my male peers were resentful of

me telling them what to do. I assumed it was part of the job. Everyone gets annoyed by a
supervisor every now and again. But during this exchange, something registered that had
not registered before. He was angry

livid even

at taking direction from me because of

my gender, and I had not experienced that response so blatantly before in my career.
Acker offers that a second way gender is bolstered in an organization is through
reinforcing symbols and images which demonstrate which jobs belong to which gender
(146). Cynthia Cockburn offers ha men ie

omen doing hei job

a a threat:

Organizational images construct what jobs should be done by men, therefore
linking their gender with those skills. With the introduction of new technology,
jobs that were previously held for men became more accessible to women, and
men witnessing women succeeding at accomplishing what they view as their jobs
represents a threat to their masculinity. (qtd in Acker 146)
My existence in that job, in that meeting, da ing o do i

ell h ea ened hi pe on

identity. Perhaps it was new for both of us. I had never really been in a position of
authority in this way before either. The closest I came to leading peers as an officer was
during my deployment to Afghanistan.
In January 2011, I began a one-year deployment to Afghanistan. I worked briefly
as a liaison in the Joint Visitors Bureau, an office that organized travel in and around the
country for distinguished visitors like the Vice President, senators and congressmen who
came to visit the troops during Operation Enduring Freedom. After nearly a month there,
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I was selected for the position of Military Assistant to the Chief of Staff of United States
Forces in Afghanistan. My boss, an Army Colonel who everyone called Chief,
directly for the commanding officer of the war

o ked

at that time General David Petraeus. The

Chief was a very important man, and by extension, the position of his military assistant
became a significant one. For the remainder of my year in Afghanistan, it was my job to
take care of the Colonel. From stocking his mini-refrigerator with Diet Pepsis (my first
Chief drank 30 a day which I smuggled from the dining facility in every pocket of my
nifo m), o a nigh l

e ie of Gene al Pe ae

schedule in order to ensure the Chief

was synced up with the four-star, to traveling around the country visiting all the United
States military forces, ensuring they had optimal conditions and resources they needed to
carry out their mission, I was entrusted with the Chief. I was his sole assistant, so being at
his beck and call was my full time responsibility. I managed his calendar to ensure he met
with the right people at the right times, sometimes matter-of-factly saying no to officers
of much higher rank than my own Cap ain ba . I

a an e ha

ing, ome ime

tedious, never predictable duty for which I was honored to be chosen.
A fe mon h in o m job a Chief mili a

a i an , he d opped a fl e on m

desk. It read something to the effect of, Engli h Teache Needed fo COIN. Gene al
Petraeus was widely regarded in both military and civilian circles as the one who
e amped he A m

co n e -insurgency operations. Not really used since Vietnam,

General Petraeus dusted off the old playbook and rewrote it to apply it in the Middle
East. He understood the importance of both military and civilians working together in a
co n

o comba e

eme e o i m. Beca e of Gene al Pe ae

o e all

a eg , he e

were many smaller operations all over the country that included military and civilians
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working together to drive out the terrorist activity from their regions. And there on my
desk was an example of a grass-roots operation.
Chief had heard from someone who heard from someone else that I taught
English back home. In fact, I continued to teach English during my deployment as I was
working for American Military University, an online school that offered several degree
paths to military and civilian students. At the time I was in Afghanistan, I was teaching
two freshmen English courses with 30 students each. Perhaps Chief noticed that I was
often at my desk grading papers in the wee late hours (the only hours I had available to
me were during twilight because Chief typically worked until midnight or later each day).
Whatever brought my other skillset to his attention, he now had a request for me. Chief
wanted me to teach English to a group of elementary school teachers at a local girls
school in the heart of Kabul. Due to the culture of the country, male military members
were not an option, and this operation would help further trust and connection with the
local civilians. There was already a school chosen; it had been given a new coat of paint
and some fresh landscaping by the Germans or the Australians or both. Now, it was the
Uni ed S a e

n o offe a i ance.

I tried to explain to the Chief that teaching college English to English-speaking
adults was not at all the same as teaching the English language to women who did not
already speak English. He thanked me for my opinion on the matter and asked me to get a
team together to take to the school. I assembled a small group of women of all ranks and
services, and we took a trip to see the school. I was quickly struck by the vulnerability of
the school loca ion. I

a no a if an place in Kab l a

ec e; ho e e , he gi l

school seemed particularly insecure with its tin-pla ed ga e and ba el
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i -foot

crumbling block walls. It would take almost no real effort to enact some devastating
consequences for the teachers and students of the schools, if terrorists decided to target
them. The school also sat in the middle of the city, not off to itself, but enveloped amidst
the hustle and bustle of traffic and businesses, and all sorts of eyes to monitor their
comings and goings

and their guests comings and goings. Next, I was struck by the

structure of our visits. Each time we came, we met with the principal, a woman whose
name I do not recall. We had chai tea while she asked questions of us through our male
interpreter, a local man named Sayed. Sayed was allowed at the school because he was a
relative of one of the teachers. But he was not allowed to come much farther than the
p incipal office befo e he a di mi ed, and e e e e co ed o he English
Department to meet our students.
The department was a very small room with what looked to be a 1985 Apple
computer monitor pushed up against one corner, with a bedsheet draped over it. There
were one or two small bookshelves, a larger table with a shawl over the top, and plastic
flowers in a vase centered on the table. When our students arrived (teachers at the school)
they were extremely kind and nervous. We were all nervous, not sure what our roles were
or how to begin. We were a group of women who did no peak each o he

lang age .

A few of the teachers spoke some English, but they were too embarrassed to try, unsure
of their word choice or pronunciation. We did our very best to reassure them that we
were there to help, and would not judge them or laugh at them

another very important

aspect of their culture was either being the expert or remaining quiet.
For the weeks and months we were able to work with the teachers, we became
friendly, ultimately, I believe, furthering that trust and connection Chief and the
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counterinsurgency strategy requested of us. It was the first time in my career that my
gender was a necessity to get the job done. I was asked to participate because I was a
woman, not in spite of it, or in denial of it. It felt validating and honoring to know that I
could offer something to the mission that none of my male counterparts could because I
was a woman.
About this time, discussion of Female Engagement Teams became a more
frequent topic of those who were leading the war efforts. Sitting along the wall, jotting
down notes of things mentioned that Chief would need me to research or run down later,
I did my best to hold onto my military bearing as a table full of mostly men discussed the
need for female service members to interact with the regional tribes and villages. The
local males in the village were scarce, either because they were already working with the
terrorists or because they were too young or too old to work with the terrorists. It was
finally acknowledged that the tribe culture was heavily buttressed by the women in the
tribe. They were the ones who carried information from tribe to tribe when they met at
the river for water or to wash clothes. Women were the ones who knew who was moving
around the mountainous areas in and between the tribes. Women were the confidants of
their male relatives, or they could easily blend into the background, invisibly going about
their duties of bringing tea or preparing food while the men met and discussed plans for
this action or that resistance. But the women in the tribes would not talk to any other men
who were not relatives

and certainly not men from other countries. The male military

members were not able to acquire vital information or establish that much-coveted trust
with the locals in those areas. Our military leaders hoped perhaps our female service
members could. The discussions surrounding these female engagement teams made me
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want to hop in a helicopter and head to the mountains. Sitting in a room full of other
service members, listening to them plan for a mission that was hand-selected for you, and
only you, because of the gender you held must have been how men felt all the time, likely
without even realizing it. There I was, listening to how I could serve my country doing
important, front-line work because I was a woman. It was validating in a way I had not
experienced before and have not since.
Since Afghanistan, I have gone on to many exciting assignments and
opportunities, not the least of which is my recent assignment as commander of a
squadron of over 400 people. For many officers, the position of commander is the goal of
our careers. It is an honor completely unique to those in military service and often
difficult to explain to our civilian counterparts. As a commander, I am responsible for the
health, morale, and welfare of every man and woman under my command. I am
responsible for nearly every aspect of what they need to conduct their mission (to include
hei famil

ell-being) as it pertains to each member. I must uphold good order and

discipline, and ensure I treat each member fairly and equitably, allowing them the same
opportunities as every other member. In my squadron, I was responsible for a multitude
of services such as multi-million dollar businesses, care and feeding of all the Airmen on
he ba e, ca ing fo mili a

membe

pe onnel need , hei child en, hei fi ne , and

their morale. The job is intimidating and while it rested on my shoulders, I was
completely ineffectual without the amazing team of people who actually did the work,
both military members and government civil servants, made the impossible seem
effortless. The weight of that responsibility is enormous and is not at all taken lightly by
anyone worthy to be called a commander.
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I am confident if someone were to have polled the members on the base where I
was stationed and asked them if they thought the job of commander was difficult, to a
man and oman, he

o ld e pond i h

e . I i no a ec e o an one ho ha

served in the military that squadron command is a big job that is coveted by many and
held by only a few. Despite that accomplishment, I still experienced moments where I
a blind ided b

he eminde ha I am j

a oman doing a man job. One e i ee

called me a c e peckled p p, appa en l

efe encing he f eckle on my face, in front

of several other high ranking officers. All of us stopped speaking in that moment, and an
uncomfortable hush hung there until I broke the silence with some offhand comment
meant to diminish my embarrassment and quickly move on. The c e peckled p p
comment was so surprising because we were not discussing anything to do with my
freckles or my apparently youthful appearance for a woman my age. I was relegated to
being just a body, once again. There I stood, responsible for all the same things my male
peers were, in some instances with a significantly larger scope, and still I was reduced
just like that. In another example, I was touring my areas of responsibility around the
base, visiting with those in my command, which usually took me several hours a week as
we were scattered across the geography of the base. During one stop, I finished my check
in and was leaving the facility when one of the civilian employees followed me outside.
He a ked me if he co ld a k me a strange q e ion,

hich in the nature of my

responsibilities could be anything; however, I was still not prepared for his question when
it came. As I stood there, going about my commander duties, in the armor of my military
uniform, waiting to help my employee with whatever need he had, he asked me if my
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eyes were naturally blue or if I wore contacts. I highly doubt any of my male counterparts
have ever been asked this question from someone under their scope of responsibility.
When I sat down to propose my dissertation topic, I emphatically stated I did not
in end fo hi p ojec o be a

hi leblo e ac ion o a mili a

e po

like o man

of the Dateline episodes I watched where unsuspected darkness is grandly exposed in a
seemingly healthy organization. The military has been very good to me. I have
experienced opportunities for education, training, and travel that I am convinced would
have been out of my reach without joining

add this very dissertation to the list of things

I owe to my service in the military. Additionally, as I stated before, my experience is not
traumatic or particularly exciting. I have been afforded many opportunities that my
counterparts in the civilian sector have, unfortunately, never known. My competence is
largely valued over the body it comes in, and things continue to change with each year
that passes. But there is still so much area to grow. We still have so much to recognize,
rebuke, and change so that everyone in the military is able to reach her or his full
potential without being held captive by gender.
I also recognize that my standpoint is only representative of some of the women I
serve alongside. It does not represent the totality of even the experiences of women like
me (cisgender, heterosexual, biracial but often mistaken for White) who have not
experienced sexual assault at the hands of their brothers-at-arms. My experience is not
the experience of minority women in the military, or transgender women, or lesbian
women, or differently-abled women working in a hypermasculine environment. My
experience is also not inclusive of men who do not fit into the hypermasculine military
environment. All of those experiences are bursting with opportunities for further
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examination and analysis. However, there are commonalities in our experiences through
the societal expectations of our gender and how we are called to perform that gender
within the military.
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CHAPTER 7
PICK YOUR BATTLES: CONCLUSIONS, WAYS AHEAD, AND WHAT NOWS
Unfortunately, despite the establishment of the Sexual Assault Prevention and
Response program with DoD Directive 6495.02 in 2004, the historical patterns of sexual
abuse in the military persists. In 2008, the Government Accounting Office continued its
examination of sexual harassment and assault within the academies; this time the Coast
Guard Academy was included. Additionally, in its report to congressional requesters
conce ning he DoD and he Coa G a d Se al A a l P e en ion and Re pon e
P og am , he epo indica ed implemen a ion and oversight challenges for the SAPR
program. Specifically the report states:
(1) DOD g idance ma no adeq a el add e ome impo an i e , ch a
how to implement its program in deployed and joint environments; (2) most, but
not all, commanders support the programs; (3) required sexual assault prevention
and response training is not consistently effective; and (4) factors such as a DODreported shortage of mental health care providers affect whether service members
who are victims of sexual assault can or do access mental health services. Left
unchecked, these challenges can discourage or prevent some service members
from using the programs when needed. (emphasis mine, U.S. Go )
The epo fo nd ha de pi e he DoD

anda di ed app oach, he program still had a

mountain to climb. Also in 2008, Fort Leonard Wood had another sex abuse scandal
involving 14 drill instructors acc ed of imp ope ela ion hip

i h oldie

nde going

ba ic aining (Januta).
In 2011, victims attempted to bring lawsuits against Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld for failing to prevent sexual assault and mishandling the cases that were
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reported. The civil lawsuit Cioca v Rumsfeld was initially brought by 17 veterans and
active duty service members. Once the suit became public at least 25 more joined as
complainants. The suit charged the Defense Department with allowing a culture of
widespread rape, ineffectual policies, a lack of accountability or justice, and in some
cases re alia ion fo epo ing (Januta). The case was dismissed due to the ruling that the
military cannot be sued by military members for injuries incurred during service (known
as the Feres Doctrine). Also in 2011, seven years after the Sexual Assault Prevention
Response p og am campaign began, he Ai Fo ce had i o n ba ic aining e ab e
scandal where more than 30 military training instructors were implicated in abusing over
60 female trainees (Januta). These military training instructors would have not only
received sexual assault prevention and response training annually, but they would also
have been responsible for delivering that training to recruits. Nevertheless, the abuse took
place. Following the same pattern as all the previous sex abuse scandals in the military,
the Air Force ordered an investigation, reports were published, then House and Senate
committees ordered investigations. Testimonies of victims and leaders were heard on
Capitol Hill. The cycle carried on.
In 2012, a powerful documenta
In i ible Wa

abo

e al a a l in he mili a , The

a elea ed and ga ne ed a en ion f om he p blic. Perhaps the

awareness of the war women were fighting everyday within the military helped support
the quest to be able to fight alongside their male counterparts, too. In January 2013,
Sec e a

of Defen e Leon Pane a anno nced ha e e one, men and omen alike, a e

commi ed o doing he job, and elimina ed he di ec g o nd comba e cl ion ole fo
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omen, promising o emo e all gende -ba ed ba ie

o comba job ( Pane a:

Women In eg al ).
In February 2013, Air Force leadership overturned a sexual assault conviction for
a male officer convicted of assaulting a subordinate. This reversal drew the ire of
lawmakers and brought heated discussion and debate before the Senate Subcommittee as
mo e e imon

a gi en conce ning he mili a

e al a a l p oced e . In Ma ,

he head of he Ai Fo ce Se al A a l P e en ion office a fi ed fo ph icall
assaulting a female coworker. The Ai Fo ce decided no o p

e a co

ma ial. He

was issued a letter of reprimand nega i el impac ing hi ca ee

(Januta). In the Army,

a sergeant working in the Sexual Assault Prevention office was investigated for
organizing a prostitution ring. The sergeant pled guilty to pressuring women to
participate by e changing e fo mone
p oblem

hen he fo nd o

he

e e ha ing money

(Januta).

By the end of 2013, President Barack Obama signed legislation stripping military
commanders of their ability to overturn jury verdicts regarding sexual assault in response
o he Ai Fo ce leade hip ea lie e e al of a e
Se e al mon h la e , he A m

al a ault conviction in February.

op e -crime prosecutor was accused of assault by a

fellow officer. He groped and attempted to kiss her during a conference. He was
suspended. I

a he hi d acc a ion in le

han a ea against a leader in charge of

e al a a l p e en ion and e pon e (Januta).
In 2014, a military newsroom brought attention to several sexist Marine Corps
Facebook groups c ea ed o demean and deg ade omen b po a ing e i
stereotypes and making sta emen

ha enco aged ape (Jones). The article begins:
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Virtually every day for the past few years, pictures of women in the military have
been po ed on p blic Facebook page . Sma h o pa ? he cap ion ill
all
read, asking the fans of the page to comment on the attractiveness of the woman
in the picture, and whether they would have sex with her. The pictures, often
selfies at the gym or in private quarters, are reposted without the consent and in
many cases, knowledge of the women. The women are then denigrated and
harassed publicly based off of their physical appearance. (Jones)
The article unearths the underbellies of social media and how it was being used to
subjugate and demean women

fellow service members

who work beside their

tormentors every day and may not even know it. The testimonies, reports, and
investigations continued in the DoD and Senate.
In March 2017, The War Horse ne

oom b oke he o

of Ma ine Uni ed, a

Facebook group that shared nude photos and personal information of servicewomen
i ho

hei con en . The candal, emini cen of Tailhook 91, b o gh na ional

attention, and with national attention came a response from Commandant of the Marine
Corps, General Robert Neller. In a video designed to address the men and women (mostly
men) under his far-reaching authority, General Nelle

a e , ha

eam, e a e all eamma e , b o he , and i e : Ma ine

hen e make he

( Commandan Gene al

00:00:46). In the three minute fifty-second video, General Neller reminds Marines that
he beha io of denig a ing fello Ma ine

is not what good Marines do. He also

indicates that their focus and energy should be spent on becoming better warfighters,
essentially telling them all that the Marine Corps does not have time for this
( Commandan Gene al ). General Neller asks victims of harassment or assault to report
hei a a l

h o gh hei chain of command, he chaplain, o o a pecial ic im

attorney, and he reminds supervisors to report and support victims. Then, in expected
response to the scandal, military leaders were called to testify before the Senate.
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Eventually, the Defense Department, with the Navy and Marines initiating, made it a
crime according to the Uniform Code of Military Justice to post nude photos without
consent. The di ib ion o b oadca ing of an in ima e image, i ho

con en , if done

for personal gain; or with the intent to humiliate, harm, harass, intimidate, threaten or
coe ce he depic ed pe on

ill e l in manda o

(Januta). Addi ionall , la H.R. 2052 a
po n in he mili a

epa a ion from the military

nanimo l pa ed c iminali ing

e enge

( H.R. 2052 ). The military continues to be a place of sexual assault

and harassment, and while the responses of the DoD and government lawmakers support
eradicating the persistent epidemic, the pattern continues almost uninterrupted.
WAYS AHEAD AND WHAT NOWS
The milita

h pe ma c line c l

e did no happen na

all . I

a de eloped

over centuries of gendered expectations from generations of bad science and social
rhetoric. With each challenge to the status quo, even more obstacles surface for those in
the margins of an overly-determined masculine community. However long it took, and
whatever elements combined to craft such a hypermasculine space cannot be overcome
with one government policy, one law, or one program. Just as systemically as it was built,
it will need to be dissembled. Until the twenty-first century, the culture of and
surrounding the military seemed quite content to continue with the traditionally held
views of masculinity and femininity within its ranks. However, as slowly and painfully as
it appears, the tide does show signs of turning.
There is so much more work to do, and there are so many areas in need of
attention. The field of rhetoric and critical theory offers the military abundant
opportunities to analyze and critique sexual assault response and prevention. In this
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dissertation, I have begun that analysis, but a much more thorough study is needed, one
that will include the effects of rhetoric from more diverse viewpoints. Namely, little has
been studied on the potential effects of language and imagery of sexual assault prevention
response materials concerning People of Color, males, and the lesbian, gay, and
transgender community. With the signing of the Executive Order on Preventing and
Combating Discrimination on the Basis of Gender Identify or Sexual Orientation, U.S.
President Joseph Biden has enabled military service for transgender women and men
( E ec i e O de ). With that significant change will come even more challenges from
language and societal expectations of gender towards another marginalized group within
the military environment.
In addition to the study of more diverse viewpoints, there are emerging training
materials that need attention. As George Vukotich mentioned in his article, Mili a
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response: The Bystander Intervention Training
App oach, he e a e no

ideo

ed in aining, aimed a comba ing he b

ande

mindset believed to prevent members from stepping in during interactions that are
deemed unsafe or heading towards unsafe outcomes for others (20). Currently, the
spotlight is on sexual misconduct in the military as President Biden has given the Defense
Department 90 days to present a status of sexual misconduct in the military (Altman).
Newly confirmed Secretary of Defense, Lloyd Austin, stated he did not want to wait 90
days to take action and ha o de ed a e ie of he p og am among all e ice to
begin immediately (Altman). A
ha a men and acco n abili

in di ec ed a summary of the sexual assault

mea

e

aken in the pa

ea

ha ho p omi e, a

well as a frank, data-d i en a e men of ho e hich do no (Altman). There are
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various training materials used within the Sexual Assault Prevention Response program
that deserve scrutiny and analysis.
Equally important to making visible more diverse viewpoints and analyzing the
effec of ne l implemen ed b

ande cena io

ideo i he study of rhetorical

change produced by women entering historically all-male training and career fields
within the armed forces. The ban against women in combat was lifted in January 2015,
and combat training opportunities began allowing women in 2016. So far, women are
integrating slowly into previously restricted, male-only career opportunities. In the Army
in the summer of 2019, approximately 100 women have successfully graduated from
Infantry and Armor leader courses, while another 700 were serving in newly accessed
combat roles. Two female officers and one enlisted woman have also passed the highly
elite and grueling Army Ranger training, with more entering training each iteration.
However, the other special operations communities in the Air Force, Navy, and Marine
Corps have not been integrated. In the Navy, women are eagerly joining submarine crews
at a rate unexpected by the Navy leadership; however, its Marine Corps counterpart has
been slower to implement a more gender inclusive environment (Moore). In the National
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020, the Marines were prohibited from
segregating their basic training by gender, an act that had been practiced since women
were originally integrated into the Marine Corps in 1948 (U.S. Congress Sec 565). The
first 60 women were allowed to enter a coed basic training environment in February 2021
(Harkins). As women continue to merge into these hyper-squared communities within
the larger hypermasculine military community, studies are needed on the way women are
marketed in these communities and the rhetorical effects of seeing women serve in these
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new positions under the same requirements as their male counterparts, and any impacts
on sexual assault and harassment in the armed forces. Will women be seen as equal when
they have achieved the same standards? Time and study could tell.
Examining the Sexual Assault Prevention Response posters from 2009-2012 will
not evaporate sexual assault in the military. It may not even make a dent. Analyzing the
placement of text, or of male and female figures, will not prevent rape. It truly cannot.
However, carefully examining the presentation of gender and the ways in which society
consistently presents women and men in such confined experiences could. Examining the
ways we recreate those expectations in our behavior, language, and visual imagery could
create the space necessary to push back against a widely-accepted, unacceptable reality. I
offer that laws, campaigns, inquiries, reports, and accountability are but bandages applied
to a wound that is still gushing. We must address the underlying rhetoric and dispel it as
socially constructed chaff. Until we acknowledge and remove unnecessary barriers to the
equal contributions of all genders in the military, the wound will continue to gape and
widen. I presented new ways to read the texts of the campaign posters within a long, and
continued, history of sexual harassment and assault. While not yet a cure for the
epidemic, by including the gravitas of marginalized viewpoints, considering the power of
language, and examining the rhetorical ways women are portrayed in society (and within
the hypermasculine military environment), I hope my research furthers the quest for the
antidote.
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